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dllruption due to Ketu and the native was ad
vj,uoe.t by many well wishers to keep the lawyer
out of the company, but that did not happen.
t)urinr. Jupiter-Venus Dasa-Antar to Jupiter-Moon,
ttlC' company was set up, factory built etc. With
ttw advent of Mars antardasa in Jupiter dasa, the
.Xpi' nsion was planned by the public issue which
.trt,tched into Jupiter-Rahu this bombed due to
ttll' blunder of the banker (Jupiter obstructed by
Rahu) who said that the issue was oversubscribed
but later said that there was a communication
error.

Rahu has papargala on both Arudha Lagna
(name, reputation, Status) and on lagna (health)
that are unobstructed. It aspects the Satrupada
(A6) with Ketu in it and the lawyer suddenly de
cided to enter politics to oppose the Government
(Ketu lead the revolt). Naturally seeing Ketu be
coming malefic, the host of planets in the sixth
including' Sun (Govt.), Jupiter, Mercury (partners
etc.) all became malefic. Venus too has the
pupargala of Rahu and the native had a disas
trous fall with umpteen court cases, news-paper
propaganda etc. Within six months all his mov
able assets were lost paying lawyers fees etc. But
true to the strength of the lagnesh .he was deter
mined to fight it out. Rahu in trines to the lagna
givps bronchial problems and breathing difficul
til's. The native suffered from severe asthma &
bronchial problems everyday evening and had to
ht' carried to the hospital for oxygen. This crisis
continued till 23rd Sept. 1987 when the dasa of
Saturn began. The litigation due to Mercury in the

,sixth in Shastamsa was. the real killing factor.
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In the Shastamsa (D-6) Saturn is the lord of
lagna in the third house giving tremendous fight
ing powers. In fact a beneficial Saturn can be a very
deadly fighting force and the lawyer who had been
the cause of the entire tragedy developed Cancer.
Every month he had to be flown to Bombayfor
treatment. He suffered miserably and after
a long painful treatment expired. The aspect of Sat
urn as the second and lagna lord on Rahu and Ketu
in the twelfth house (secret enemies) can be very
disastrous for them. All the cases ended in the fa
vour of the native due to the propitiation of the
Atmakarak. However, in spite of several attempts
the native has not really regained lost' glory.
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CHAPTERX

The Seventh House

10.1.1 The seventh house deals with marriage;
sex, passion and1 related happiness, foreign travel
and residence and business related matters. It is also
maraka (killer) as it is the 12th from the eighth house

t
·...dealing with longevity i.e. loss of longevity (just like

• the 3rd house also deals with longevity being the
eighth from the 8th house and the twelfth from the
third house i.e. the 2nd house is also a maraka). It

~.
shows the first marriage (significator Venus) along

. with the Upapada (Arudha of the 12th house). Being
the tenth from the 10th house it has a strong say in the
business and profession and being the fourth from
the 4th house it also influences happiness. Thus plan
ets in the 4th and 10th houses can influence the 7th
house and vice-versa. For example, a natural malefic
in the fourth house can damage the sexual relations of
the couple, as they will not find a suitable place for
mating. Similarly, an exalted planet in the 10th house
will give a big name or status and it will influence the
partner both in marriage and business. Thus malefics
in quadrants cause one to be passionate and such
combinations like Sarpa Yoga (Presence of malefics in

, at least three quadrants without any benefics) are
easier to understand in that they show uncontrolled
passions that can be very damaging. The presence of
benefics controls this passion and keeps it within
socially acceptable levels. The seventh house is the
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door through which the native interacts with the
world and shows his public relations (significator
Venus).

10.1.2 The seventh house has argala on the 3rd,
4th, 6th· and 9th houses. Thus matters concerning co
borns, copulation etc under the third house will be
influenced by the seventh as the happiness, mother,
vehicles etc (4th house) are. Hence it is not advisable
to view any house in isolation, as it tends to distort
the image. Being the second from the 6th house, it is
the killer for enemies, pets and servants and any link
between the 6th & 7th houses could have wide rang
ing implications. It could mean something as innocu
ous as getting married after joining service or having
a working wife, or something as serious as having to
marry your maid or even bestiality. This will depend
on the planets, signs and the lord of the ascendant as
well. Being the eleventh from the ninth house, it
determines the good fortune of the native and in
come/gains of the father. Thus the seventh house can
be a determining factor for end to enmity and har
mony (significators Jupiter & Venus). The obstruction
to these argalas (planetary or sign intervention) is
seen for the 11th, 10th, 5th and 8th houses in the 3rd,
4th, 9th and 6th houses respectively. Thus, a malefic
in the seventh house will not only show bad attitudes
of spouse, it could also damage the relations with co
born, mother or father. However, if a malefic is in the

·7th house and a stronger benefic is in the ascendant,
the native will intervene in such a way that the
relations between mother and spouse are not ham
pered.

10.1.3 The seventh house is an Upachaya (3rd,
6th, 10th & 11th) from the 5th, 2nd, ·10th and 9th
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houses resulting in the growth of the same. Thus the
prospects of children, love etc ruled by the 5th house
are enhanced by the 7th house (marriage). The family
'and wealth (2nd house) grows, name and profession
are enhanced (10th house) and good fortune (9th
house) results from a beneficial seventh house. Simi-

.larly the Upachayas from the 7th house are the 9th,
12th, 4th and 5th houses. These houses depend on the
beneficence of the 7th house to grow. Thus,for exam
ple, if malefics are in the 9th house they bring misfor
tune on the native and being in the third (copulation)
from the 7th house, cause the spouse to become very
brave to the extent of forgetting social norms for
extra-marital relations. This has been described by Sri
Krishna* as the loss of dharma (9th house) resulting
in corruption of women.

10.1.4 The Marriage is seen from the Upapada
(Arudha pada of the 12th house UL or A12) while the
Business is seen from the Darapada (Arudha pada of
the seventh house A7). However, the partners for both
business and sex are seen from the Darapada. Thus, if
the darapada is in a dusthana (6th, 8th & 12th) from
the Arudha lagna the physical relations with wife will
either be negligible or not be there. This is also not
good for business stability. However, if the darapada
is in the 3rd/llth from Arudha lagna, there will be
cordial physical relations with spouse but poor busi
ness prospects. If the darapada is in a quadrant or
trine from the Arudha lagna, SRIMANTAH YOGA
results. Length of married life is a separate issue and
should be seen from the Upapada. A couple could
stay married long because of the strength of the
Upapada and still sleep apart because of the darapada.

(

"Srirnad Bhagavad Gita.
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any suitable dasa should be used keeping in view the
peculiarities of the chart. The Vivaha Saham is also
used while Jalapatha Saham and Paradesa Saham are
used for foreign travel and residence. Foreign travel
and residence are also seen from the 3th, 9th and 12th
houses and has been dealt with in a subsequent
chapter.

10.5.2 There are many rules for determining the
vimsottari dasa. These include the periods of the 7th
lord or the seventh house or the planets conjoining
them or aspecting them. The Venus & Moon are the
chief watery elements that promote marriage. The
lord of the seventh from Venus and the planets con
joining or aspecting Venus give marriage. This is seen
in the Rasi and Navamsa. The planets in the constel
lation of the seventh lord or the lord of the constella
tion of the seventh lord can give marriage. Timing can
be accurately done from the Navamsa. The primary
point is that the Dasa planet in operation should have
conjunction/aspect or unobstructed argala on the navamsa
lagna or its lord or obstruct malefic argala to promote
marriage. Similarly, the association of the antardasa planet
with the seventh lord or to have unobstructed argala on
it, is necessary. The pratyantar dasa will normally be
ofa planet in trines to the seventh house in the navamsa or
one of the lords of the Kama trikona. However, by
this method of Vimsottari dasa it is possible to shortlist
many periods within the marriageable age and still one
cannot be sure if the marriage is occurring at all. By
using Narayana Dasas a fairly accurate time can be
indicated.

10.5.3 The transit of Jupiter over the seventh
house, the seventh lord or the Na vamsa of the
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-,vf'nth lord can give marriage. The transit of Jupiter
or its aspect (by Rasi Dristi) on the second from
tJpap.lda can give marriage. Simultaneously, the sec
ond lord from Upapada should be strong in transit

10.6 TIMING MARRIAGE

Chart 69. Male Born on 6th November 1975; Place
Hyderabad Time 4.45' PM 1ST; Lat: 17 N 23'; Long
78 E 29'; Ascendant 4°6'

JUP V LAG
MARSKEl1J

SAT
CHART(f)

MALE
6.1U975
16.45' 1ST

17N237l1E29 AL
A7

MERe
UL MOON SUN VEN

RAHU

(AK) rLA GSUN RAHU

!MOON (OK)

VEN
NAVAMSA

0-9

JUP

MA,RS
MERe SAT

KEl1J

Sun 19°54' (BK); Moon 28°49' (AK); Mars (R) 9°8' (PK),
Mercury 6°38' (PUK) Jupiter 23°9'(AMK) Venus 3°20' (GK)
Saturn 9°23' (MK) Rahu 28°14' (DK) Arudha Lagna (AL)
Leo Darapada (A7) Leo Upapada (UL) Sagittarius. .
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In Chart 69, the seventh house is afflicted by
Rahu the chara darakarak (A7), eclipsing the fifth
Lord Sun (Ruling romance and love) and conjoined
the sixth lord Mercury. The Sun is the ruler of the
Arudha lagna and darapada and shows the strong
attachment of the native to his lady love. The eclipse
of the Sun by Rahu shows that there is a "danger of a
terrible separation and that too is confirmed by the
conjunction of Mercury as sixth lord with the Sun and
Rahu. This gives a fatal attraction. Since the Sun is
the Lord of Darapada, it gives a relationship before
marriage.

The upapada is in Sagittarius with Mars and
Ketu in the 7th & 5th houses respectively. Thus, the
lagna of his lady love could be a martian sign. (His
fiance and wife was born in Scorpio ascendant See
Chart 71). Mars in the seventh from upapada shows
that the marriage will be strongly opposed by his
brother-in-law and the Moon in the twelfth from
Upapada shows the bitter enmity of mother-in-law.
The lord of Upapada, Jupiter is also placed in the
twelfth house from lagna that will generally deny
marriage. In the navamsa, Jupiter is in debility. The
Moon is not only debilitated in the twelfth house
from upapada, it is also in the 8th house showing
early separation. However the second lord from
upapada (Saturn) is very strong in a quadrant and
trine both in Rasi & Navamsa, but its sign dispositor
is the Moon, which as explained earlier is totally
against marriage.

When this native and his fiance called on the
scribe in the first week of February, 1997, he was
asked to show the chart, but purposely avoided the
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same, and instead showed the chart of his
fiance (Chart 71). My opinion is recorded there
under.

In Chart 69, the seventh lord and Kalatra
Karaka Venus is debilitated in the sixth house. This is
the worst possible placement "Shasta Sukra
maranakaraka" i.e. Venus in the sixth house shows
death in the houses ruled by it and in the present
context will mean the 2nd & 7th houses ruling the
first (and second) marriage. The seventh lord from
Venus is Jupiter placed in its own sign Pisces. This
position of Jupiter in a dual sign shows that spouse
will be from some distance (not very far) from home
in the North Eastern direction. The fiance was from
Muzaffarnagar (Ll.P) while the native was residing in
Delhi with parents.

In spite of the clear warning of this scribe, the
native consulted some Pandit who blindly looked into
the Panchang (Ephemeris) and declared 4 p.m. of 14th
February, 1997 to be suitable. The native was running
the Vimsottari dasa of Venus, Jupiter sub-period and
Rahu sub-sub period.

The planetary position did indicate a sudden
marriage as all the three planets positively influenced
the upapada, but the pratyantar of Rahu in the
antar of Jupiter shows Guru-Chandala dosha i.e. that
the advise of the adviser (Guru) will not be headed
carefully. "Whenever Rahu becomes the Chara Dara Karaka
it gives very sudden unconventional marriages, especially
if placed in the quadrants. Marriage can be a bad expe
rience.
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Chart 70 in the marriage time transit 14th February,
1997; 7PM 1ST New Delhi

KETU MOON
SAT

SUN

CHART 70
MARRIAGE

14.2.1997
7PMIST 7

JUP OELIn LAG
MERe
YEN

RAHU
MARS

The first point to be noted is that in spite of going
to an astrologer and getting an appointed time for
marriage, the same was not adhered to and instead
the marriage was held at 7 P.M. The basic rules in
determining marriage time have been totally ignored
(a) There should be no planets in the seventh house. Here
the Sun is in the seventh, an error already present in
the natal chart shows up in the marriage chart-(b)
There should not be any planets in theeighth house specially
malefics like mars/ketu. Here a terrible combination of
Saturn and Ketu are present in the eighth house as the
eighth lord Jupiter is in debility. (c) Venus the
Kalatrakarak shoule be strong in the election chart and
sixth house (Shasta Sukra maranakaraka) should be strictly
avoided. Venus is in the sixth in the company of
debilitated Jupiter. (d) Malefics should preferably be in
upachayas. None of the malefics are in upachayas and
are, instead in the 2nd-8th axis indicating early break/
separation.

Having flounted all the rules, the inevitable
was to happen soon. Due to the bitter opposition of
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mother-in-law and brother-in-law (as explained ear
her) the wife was coerced to walk out on him. She left
in the first week of April 1997 in the beginning of
vimsottari dasa of Venus-Saturn-Saturn.

Timing of Marriage : While the general rule
of association of the planets ruling the Vimsottari
dasa with the seventh house and upapada are
easily seen, the specific rule for navamsa should be
seen.

(a) The Vimsottari dasa planet should associate
with the navamsa lagna, or have argala on it or
remove malefic argala on it. Venus is the lord of Navamsa
lagna. Hence it qualifies to give marriage to the na
tive.

(b) The Vimsottari antar dasa planet should associate
with the seventh lord from navamsa lagna, or have argala
on it or remove malefic argala on it. The seventh house
from navamsa lagna is Scorpio with two lords Mars
and Ketu. Both are placed in Sagittarius Jupiter owns
Sagittarius and is placed in the second from it. Thus
Jupiter has argala on Mars and Ketu.

(c) The Vimsottari pratyantar dasa planet shouldbein
trines to the seventh house, or its lord or Venus. Rahu is
in trines to Venus.

Thus, the specific confirmation of timing can be
seen in the N avamsa (D-9) chart for marriage.

TRANSITS

(a) The transit of Jupiter should have some contact
with the second house from upapada by rasi dristi at least.
Jupiter was transiting the second house from upapada
in Capricorn. This gives the year 1997.
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(b) The transit of the Sun could be in trines to the
Rasi or navamsa of the seventh lord. The seventh lord
Venus is in Aquarius Navamsa. The Sun was in
Aquarius at the time of marriage.

(c) The Moon in transit was in Krittika nakshatra.
This is not advisable for marriage as the star
tends to produce isolation instead of sealing
marriage.

The main point is the strength of Jupiter to deter
mine marital happiness. In both charts 69 & 71, Jupi
ter is debilitated in the navamsa. This gave a two
month marriage, tremendous strain and heart burn.
The next point is that the Arudhapada (AL) and
Darapada (A7) are in the same sign. Thus, the native
loved his wife very much and was eve!1 neglecting his
business to keep her happy. But then, the eclipse of
the Sun was destined.

In Chart 71, the fifth lord Jupiter (ruling romance
and love affairs) is in the seventh house of marriage with
the exalted ninth lord Moon. Prima facie this

Chart 71. Female Born on 22nd July 1976; Place:
Muzaffarnagar, Time 14.27 1ST; Lat: 29 N 28'; Long;
77 E 41;

KETU JUP
MOON

SUN
SAT

AL CHART 71 MERC
FEMALE 22 7.1976 YEN

14.27' PM 1ST
MUZAFFARNAGAR

MARS
UL

:l"LAG
RAHU A7
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MOON

V
LAG

RAHU NAVAMSA
0-9

SUN
1UP MARS

KETU

MERe
YEN SAT

Sun 6°8' (GK) Moon 10°9' (PUK) Mars 15° 51' (PK)
Mercury 13°46'(MK) Jupiter 2°25'(DK) Venus 15°33'(AMK)
Saturn 12°5'(MK) Rahu 15°37' (BK) Arudha Lagna (AL)
Aquarius Darapada (A7) Virgo Upapada (UL) Capricorn Lagna 0°1'.

promises a loving and devoted husband and a
good marriage that brings good fortune. However
Jupiter is debilitated in the navamsa indicating Raj
bhanga yoga i.e. misfortunes. This is present in both
chart 69 & 71. The Arudha lagna and Darapada are in
shastastaka (mutual sixth-eighth positions) showing
that her attitude towards the spouse will be negative.
The Upapada (UL) is also in the twelfth house from
Arudha lagna showing her tendency to reject the
husband.

Such a negative situation will arise only if the
native makes a wrong choise (!). The lagna of hus
band should be seen in the trines to upapada or its
seventh house. Mars is neither in the trines nor the 7th
house from UL. Alternatively the sign occupied by
the lord of UL. Mars is again not present in this sign
nor is it Aries. Thus, the choise of Aries lagna boy
friend for marriage was a short-sighted one. However
Mars aspects the upapada by Rasi dristi from Leo
and the choise was made accordingly by her (error of
judgement). This was destined as the darapada & AL •
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are in shastastaka. She was under the Vimsottari dasa
of Rahu, sub-period of Jupiter and sub-sub period of
Mercury. In the navamsa, Rahu has argala on the lord
of Navamsa lagna. The sub-lord Jupiter is placed in
the seventh house and being in the fourth from Saturn
has argala on the seventh lord while the sub-sub-Iord
Mercury is conjoined Venus (i.e. in trines to Venus).
On enquiry, the lady was honest enough to reply that
she had already decided to marry her fiance (chart 69)
and had called on the scribe at the behest of a close
friend.

Although the friendship could be a few months
old, the excessive intimacy would have developed
only when the Sun entered Capricorn around 15th
January 1997, as it would be in trines to darapada
(A7) showing extra-marital attachment and the sub
sub-period was that of the lord of the darapada,
Mercury. There are a host of planets in the seventh
from upapada. The Sun shows opposition by father
in-law, Venus shows opposition by sister-in-law, Sat
urn shows opposition by elder brother-in-law while
Mercury shows opposition by other kith and kin. The
lady was heading for a difficult time. She was told that
if she marries before Kumbha sankranti (i.e. before the Sun
leaves Capricorn on 13th February 1997) the marriage will
last, else, tremendous opposition and unsurmountable
obstacles are seen. As destiny would have it, the mar
riage took place on 14th February 1997 and within
two months such dramatic developments occurred
like her mother creating a big drama and her
brother-in-law showing muscle power that she
bowed and Ileft for home. The Moon is the lord of the
seventh from upapada (Mother is dead against mar
riage).
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Narayana Dasa of Chart 71

Dasa Period From To Age
, Taurus 2 1976 1978 2

Sagi 5 1978 1983 7

Cancer 3 1983 1986 10

Aquari 7 1986 1993 17

Virgo 2 1993 1985 19

Pisces 10 1995 2005 29

\
\

\

The Pisces Narayana dasa of Chart 71 started in
the 20th year from July 1995. Its lord Jupiter is placed
in the seventh from the ascendant in a debilitated
navamsa, but is also in the seventh from navamsa
lagna. Pisces is in the trines to Venus and the lord of
upapada. Marriage is likely in the antardasa of Ketu,
Venus or signs & planets connected with the upapada.

.Ketu is in the sixth from lagna in Aries and the
antardasa of Aries in Pisces dasa was from May 1996
to 22nd March 1997. In July 1996 the girl left home to
stay in a hostel in Delhi for her higher studies as Ketu
in Aries aspects the fourth house (education) by Rasi
dristi. She fell in love being stuck by cupid's arrow
(Ketu) and married on 14th February 1997 within the
same period. As soon as the Aries antardasa
ended on 22nd March 1997 and Pisces antardasa
started she walked out on her husband in the first
week of April 1997. Thus, the Narayan dasas
are an invaluable tool to judge and time such inci
dents. Jupiter was in transit in Capricorn aspecting
natal Saturn the lord of upapada and its own
natal navamsa. The kalasarpa yoga (KSY) in the
chart is noteworthy. -
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Chart 72. Male Bom on 27th May 1951; Place :
Solavana (Madurai), Time 9.02' PM 1ST;

AL SUN
MERC M."J{S \lEN

JUP

A7
MOON CHART72:
RAHU MALE 27.5,1951

9: 02' PM1ST
NEARMUDARI

KETU
VL

V SAT
LAG (R)

SUN
MARS \lEN
RAHU

NAVAMSA

SAT

'LAG
MOON JUP KETU MERC

Sun 12°21' (MK) Moon 9°51' (PUK) Mars 11° 4' (PK)
Mercury 17°48'(AMK) Jupiter 14°12'(BK) Venus 25°24'(AK)
Saturn(R) 2°32'(DK) Rahu 21°SO' (GK) Arudha Lagna (AL) Pisces
Darapada (A7) Aquarius Upapada (UL) Leo Lagna 17°10'

In Chart 72, the seventh lord is in the fifth house
and in exalted navamsa in lagna. It is also in the
second from Arudha lagna. The darapada (A7) in the
twelfth from Arudha lagna does show that the native
may tend to ignore his wife as she will be a simple
house wife. The upapada is in Leo conjoined Ketu
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the mokshkarak showing that the spouse will be a
very religious and devout person. The second from
upapada is Virgo and its lord is placed in a trine in
the Rasi chart and quardant in exaltation in the
navamsa chart This promises a long married life.
Although Saturn is in the second from Upapada, it is
in Capricorn in Navamsa in a trine. However as the
Darakaraka it shows considerable problems pertain
ing to some financial matters of spouse during its
long dasa. The wife inherited a huge property in Sani
dasa, but could not really enjoy it asher brothers
went to the court. Throughout Saturn dasa this
story continued and with the advent of Jupiter
antardasa towards the end of Saturn in 1997, the
cases ended in her favour and in the beginning of
1998, the property was ready for sale/expansion in
the form of rebuilding new flats that would be sold
ultimately and two flats would be retained by them.
Thus as the Atmakarak tends to punish the native for
misdeeds of last birth, the Darakarak brings trouble
for spouse.

From amongst the trines and seventh from
upapada, the seventh house Aquarius is the strongest
with the Moon and Rahu. Thus the ascendant of the
wife is given by the Moon as Cancer. Venus in the
seventh house should give bad results for spouse
going by the rule "Karaka bhava nasa", but instead as
the Atmakarak in the seventh house, it indicates that
the spouse will be very God-fearing and devout.
Besides, the AK should be fortified in a chart. The
upapada in the ninth house brings good fortune
through marriage.
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TIMING MARRIAGE

Narayana Dasa of chart 72

Dasa Period From To Age

Gemini 10 1951 1961 10 .

Aquarius 5 1961 1966 15

Libra 8 1966 1974 23

Virgo 5 1974 1979 28

Taurus 1 1979 1980 29

Capricorn 4 1980 1984 33

The marriagable age of a person is after 18 years
and the dasa operating was Libra. Libra is the third
house from upapada and is the place of death of
spouse. If marriage occurs during such a period,
unless Jupiter is very strong, spouse may either pass
away or the marriage breaks. [See the previous chart
71 where the marriage occured during the dasa of
Pisces and during the antardasa of Pisces it broke
leaving a very bad scenario all around]. Since no such
negative incident is shown in the chart, Libra will not
give marriage especially when it is also the eighth
from Arudha lagna. The next dasa is of Virgo the
second from Arudha lagna, capable of giving mar
riage, but is the eighth from the Moon and has
mrityupada (A8) and Saturn in it. The next dasa of
Taurus could give marriage as it houses the Sun as
the lord of upapada, but it is the third from AL.
Capricorn, the next dasa aspects the upapada in Leo
and the Sun in Taurus. Hence it will give marriage.
Now, between Capricorn and Cancer, the latter is
stronger and its lord Moon placed in Aquarius
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~ furnishes the first antardasa. As explained earlier, this

sign determines spouse and is in trines to Venus to
give marriage between May 1980 to September 1980.
The marriage occurred on 14th September 1980 in the
30th year of the native.

Because of Atmakarak Venus in the seventh
house i.e. to avoid any mishap on the lines of
'Karaka bhava nasa', and since the upapada was in
the ninth house (Dharma, Temples) in Leo, the na
tive was advised by his father to visit some pil
grimages before uniting with his wife. Thus, they
united only on 25th September 1980 after 11 days
from marriage. This was also to offset any nega
tive implication of Saturn (R) in the second from
upapada. Astrologers should give such intelligent re
medial measures based on the chart rather than blindly
prescribing gems and stones.

In Transit, Jupiter was in Leo on 14th Sep
tember, 1980 at the time of marriage aspecting the
natal second Lord from upapada Mercury in Ar
ies. The Moon was in Swati Star in Libra. How
ever, the couple waited for Jupiter to proceed to
Virgo the second house from upapada before
uniting on 25th September 1980 (the day Jupiter
entered Virgo). Such sincere following of serious
astrological advise has blessed them with a long
married life and good growth in fortunes after
marriage.

In chapter VIn related to children, a number
of examples of abnormal marriages and adopted
children have been given. These may be studied
for timing marriages.
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Narayana Dasa of chart 77

Dasa Period From To Age

Taurus 11 1969 1980 11

Cancer 7 1980 1987 18

Libra 6 1987 1993 24

Capri 8 1993 2001 32

Gemini 8 2001 2009 40

The important transits for renunciation are that
of Saturn, Jupiter and Ketu. On the date of
renunciation, Saturn was exalted and retrograde
in Libra aspecting the Arudha lagna as Ketu the
Mokshkarak was transiting Sagittarius occupied by
the Lord of AL (Moon) and atmakarak. Simultane
ously [upiters transit in the twelfth from [anma Rasi
also did not aspect the second from upapada. The
Moon in transit was in conjunction with Ketu in
Sagittarius in Moola Star owned by Ketu. This is an
auspicious moment for renunciation. The important

- dasas begin from 2001 A.D. When the drig dasas or
Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces aspect the
Atmakarak, for a toral period of 30 years.

[Note: Venus in the eighth house is seen in the
charts of many sanyasis].

In chart 78, the seventh lord Mercury is in the
eleventh house in conjunction with debilitated Sun.
The Arudha Lagna in Pisces is conjoined lagna lord
Jupiter and both the darapada and upapada are in the
twelfth house from Arudha lagna in Aquarius con
joined its lord Rahu (in Vargottama). Thus, the first
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9.9 DIVOURCE

Chart 78. Male bom on 25th October 1951 at Calcutta
10.34' AM 22 N 32' 88 E 22'

AL
JUP

UL
RAHU CHART 78

A7 2srnOCTOBER 19S1
IO.34'AM

CALCUTTA MOON
KETU
MARS
VEN

V SUN
LAG MERe SAT

MOON SAT

7
MERC
RAHU NAVAMSA LAG

(D-9)CHART

KETU

JUP
SUN VEN M".RS

Sun 7°47' Moon 2°.13' Mars 19° 7'
Mercury 15°22' ]upiter(R) 13°.11' Venus 22°54'(AK)
Saturn 15°25' Rahu 15°23' Arudha Lagna (AL) Pisces
Darapada (A7) Aquarius Upapada (UL) Aquarius Ascendant 13°6'

wife is represented by debilitated Sun and by Rahu in
upapada. Since the Upapada and Darapada are in the
12th house from Arudha lagna, the native will reject
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his spouse. Since the planets involved are Jupiter and
Rahu, some serious differences are indicated. The
marriage occurred in Moon dasa Rahu antardasa and
the differences developed within a day of marriage
and the bride left. The four planets in Leo in the
seventh from upapada show the extent of opposition.
Rahu in upapada also does not speak well about the
nature of the spouse.

Rahu placed in the 7th or 12th house from Arudha
lagna gives such strange/bad experiences and will
tend to make the native spiritual and God
fearing. Thus Rahu tends to oppose the Arudha Lagna
showing that the native must be a religious and God
fearing person. Although separation occurred, the
divorce cases went on.

The second marriage is seen from the eighth house from
the seventh i.e. second house and the eighth house from
upapada. Similarly, the third marriage is seen from the
eighth house from second i.e. 9th house and the third house
from upapada and so on.

The eighth house from upapada is Virgo with
Saturn in it. This will indicate a religious or sickly
wife. The second house from lagna is also owned by
Saturn as the second from Navamsa lagna has Ketu to
show a very religious and dutiful spouse. The mar
riage (second) occurred in Moon dasa Saturn antardasa
and the native lived happily. However sickness took
over (as the Sun is deblitated in the second house
from Saturn) and spouse expired in Mars dasa Rahu
antardasa. Sim ultaneously his ex-wife filed a case for
some damages and criminal breach of trust. Initially
things were favourable but with the advent of Saturn
antardasa in Mars dasa from 14th January, 1996, the
native lost his job and everything was going against
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him. When the native met your author in vimsottari
Mars dasa Saturn antardasa Jupiter pratyantar, he was
a completely dejected man enquiring whether he will
go to jail i.e. if bondage is shown. Since the antar-dasa
of Saturn was to end in February 1997, and since the
Mars is the lord of the dasa, the native was prescribed
a yellow topaz of 13 Ratis weight in Silver. This was
to be worn only temporarily and a mantra of Devi
Shakii Bagalamukhi was given along with the advise
to worship the ninth lord and Subhapaii Sun every
day morning. When a person is passing through a
bad time, it is better to make him sit down home and
practise mantras. The native turned a new leaf to the
amazement of all relatives and with the advent of
Mercury antardasa, the court case suddenly ended (in
2nd hearing) in his favour. However, since Rahu was
in the 12th house from AL, he would have to pay
some settlement/damages and the native was cat
egoric~ly told not to extend the case, if the Hon'ble
judge allows, and to pay damages. In the second
hearing the Hon'ble judge intervened and passed a
suitable judgement. The case was over in Mars-Mer
cury-Venus, Vimsottari dasa, sub-period and sub
sub-period. The next sub-sub period was of the Sun.

,In the Dasamsa (D-10), the Sun is the fifth lord placed
in the ninth house in Sagittarius. The native was now
asked to remove the temporary Topaz and wear a fine
Ruby in Gold ring for the rest of his life and to
worship the Sun God. The fifth Lord from dasamsa
lagna gives the exact period of appointment and the
native got a fine job in Mars-Venus-Sun Vimsottari
dasa-antar-pratyantar and left for Bombay. Subse
quently, he got a jump in December 1997. He is fine
and full of life.
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Chart 79. Female Born on 23rd November
1960 Place : Delhi at 21.15' 1ST Lat 28 N 40;
Long 77 E 13

AL MARS
(R)

V
UL LAG

KETU CHART 19
FEMALE

23.11.1960
21.15' 1ST

DELHI RAHU
MOON

SAT
A7

YEN
JUP

SUN MERe

Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Darapada (A7) Scorpio Upapada (UL)
Aquarius

The native of chart 79 is a computer expert. The
lagna is subject to a papakartari yoga by being sand
wiched between Rahu and Mars. Mars in the twelfth
makes her a mangalik as Rahu is also in the seventh
house from her upapada lagna. Thus, Mars and Rahu
create a form of bandhan yoga (capitivity or bondage).
Rahu is in the fifth from Arudha lagna showing
some kind of a love affair as its dispositor the Sun
goes to the Darapada (A7) showing a relationship
with business partner clearly. Besides being in the
seventh house from upapada. Rahu will surely
obstruct the normal marriage functioning of the chart.
The natives own attitude is not good as the lagna
lord Moon is in the twelfth from upapada lagna.
Other factors like the seventh lord in the sixth (Sat
urn) with Venus (sixth Venus is very bad) and sixth
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Narayana Dasa of chart 79

Dasa Period From To Age

Capri 1 1960 1961 1

Sagi 12 1961 1973 13

Scorpio 3 1973 1976 16

Libra 2 1976 1978 18

Virgo 11 1978 1989 29

Leo 9 1989 1998 38

Cancer 6 1998 2004 44

lord Jupiter are quite undesirable.

The native was married in 1988 towards the end
of Virgo Narayan Dasa. Virgo aspects Pisces the sec
ond house from upapada lagna, the seventh lord
Saturn and the lord of upapada (Saturn) as well as
Venus the kalatrakarak.

With the advent of Leo dasa in 1989 November,
she planned to leave her job and start a business with
a colleague. The Sun is the Lord of Leo the seventh
house from upapada and is placed in the Darapada
that also rules business and contact with others. Fur
ther, Virgo the previous dasa aspeeted the sixth house
(service) as Leo aspects Capricorn the seventh house
showing business. Between the Sun and Saturn the
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lords of Leo and Aquarius, the latter is stronger with
more planets to initiate the antardasas (see adjoining
t.\hle). During the antardasa of Aquarius the eighth
house from lagna, she and her colleague (male) re
signed from the job to start a business. It may be
noted that during the dasas of the nodes (Rahu &
J(etu) or of Aquarius or Scorpio, one half of the dasa

~.... Is good/enjoyable while the other half can be quite
r 14." ing and punishing. The antardasas from Ketu to

1\.1 hu are called Bhoga marga or enjoyment and the
Illl,lrdasas from Rahu to Ketu are moksh marga or
II II ritually enlightening (positive) or punishing (nega
tive). The antardasa from Ketu (Aquarius) to Rahu
(["'0) was the enjoyable phase in which she worked
Vt'ry hard to establish the company that always seemed

, to make losses as her partner built two palatial houses!r It was during this period that she cheated on her
husband and had an affair with the partner. The gains

L In' seen from the eleventh house from Arudha lagna.
, Since the lord of Darapada (A7) Mars aspects the

twelfth house from Arudha lagna and is also placed in
the twelfth from lagna, the partner has cheated her
both financially and morally and has given her a
small portion (Ketu is also co-lord of A7 placed in the
eleventh house from AL). During Virgo antardasa
serious problems developed and in Libra antardasa,
on the advise of this scribe she quit the business to
take up her own job work. These periods till Novem
ber 1998 are quite taxing and she even attempted
su icide in Libra antardasa (Rahu in badhak, the sign
is the fourth house that gives great happiness or
sorrow). However the mantra practise and meditation
have helped.
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ANTARDASA OF LEO NARAYAN DASA

Antar
: .~-

Period From To
Dasa (Months)

Sagi 9 Nov' 1989 Aug' 1990

Capri 9 Aug' 1990 May' 1991

Aquari 9 May' 1991 Feb' 1992

Pises 9 Feb' 1992 Nov' 1992

Aries 9 Nov' 1992 Agu'1993

Taurus 9 Aug' 1993 May' 1994

Gemini 9 May' 1994 Feb' 1995

Cancer 9 Feb' 1995 Nov' 1995

Leo 9 Nov' 1995 Aug' 1996

Virgo 9 Aug' 1996 May' 1997

Libra 9 May' 1997 Feb' 1998

Scorpio 9 Feb' 1998 Nov' 1998

Chart 80. Male born on 8th October, 1940;
Place : Lahore, 6.30' AM; Lat : 31 N 34 Long;
74 E22

KE11J SAT A7
JUP

CHART 80
MALE 8.10.1940

6.30 AM
LAHORE

VEN

AL VL
VIAG

MOON ~UNRAHU
MERC MARS
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MARS YEN
RAHU

SUN
NAVAMSA

(D-9) CHART

MERC

JUP V
KIm] SAT LAG

MOON

Sun 21°35' (AK) Moon 19°.8' (MK) Moon 19° 8' (MK)
Mercury 13°17'(pK) Jupiter(R) 20°.50'(AMK) Venus 8°17'(DK)
Saturn(R) 20017'(BK) Rahu 17°38' (GK) Arudha Lagna (AL)
Scorpio Darapada (A7) Taurus Upapada (UL) Libra Lagna 27°11'

In Chart 80, Virgo in the ascendant with the
Sun, (12th Lord), Mars (3rd & 8th Lord) and Rahu
(6th Lord) in it. This may show laxity of morals.
The Arudha Lagna is Scorpio and these planets
placed in the eleventh from it show income from
the Government (Sun), Land (Mars) and foreign/
hidden sources (Rahu). The native was a govern
mentservant who took premature retirement to
start his own business.

The Darapada (A7) is in the ninth house in a
Venusian sign aspected by lagna lord Mercury.
Thus the native will always be attracted towards
business and close contacts with outsiders. The
Lord of darapada and upapada Venus is in the
twelfth from the ascendant. Just like the previous
chart in which Ketu as lord of darapada (outside
male) was in upapada, here too the darapada and
upapada are linked. In the positive sense this
gives a love marriage and in the negative sense,
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extra marital relations.

The seventh Lord Jupiter is in the eighth house
in close conjunction with debilitated Saturn, as
Ketu goes to the seventh house. A bad combination
for the first marriage. Thus, the first marriage
ended in an amicable divorce (thanks to Jupiter
for ensuring peace) and the native got married
again.

However in the navamsa Virgo a mercurial sign
rises with Mercury in trines and the moon is in
trines to Mercury in the ascendant. This is a specific
combination for very loose morals. The native has
had hundreds of bed partners as this is a very
specific combination for laxity of morals. The
second house from N avamsa lagna is owned by
Venus as Venus conjoins Rahu in the tenth house
in Gemini aspected by Mars. This also shows
excessive sexual abuse and umpteen extra-marital
ties. Since Ketu is not in the second house, it is unlikely
that this will cease. However, since Ketu aspects
Venus and Mars by Rasi Dristi, it will show some
effect of cutting back on the encounters after middle
age as Ketu in the seventh house will give its results
in later life.

Thus, irrespective of dasa, yogas in the natal
chart continue to function on the basis of stars and
days ruled by them. The dasas help to highlight the
important changes.

Chart 81. Male born on 29th October, 1943; Place:
Kandahar, Time: 4.40'; AM Lat : 31 N 37'; Long: 65
E 30'
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AK(R)
SAT(R)MARS

RAHU
CHART

MALElFEMALE

A7 JUP
KETIJ YEN

MERC 7UL AL MOON LAG
SUN

JUp KETU

NAVAMSA
(D-9)CHART

SUN V
LAG

MOON

RAHU
MERC SAT
YEN MARS

Arudha Lagna (AL) Scorpio Darapada (A7) Capricorn
Upapada (UL) Sagittarius

In chart 81, the darapada is in the second
house (marak-killer) from the upapada. However
there is no contact between these houses except
that Saturn aspects the dara karak Jupiter and
Kalatrakarak Venus. Saturn aspects upapada as
Jupiter aspects the darapada by rasi dristi. Jupiter is
also placed in the ninth house from navamsa lagna
indicating good character.

However Ketu placed in darapada aspects the
Arudha lagna and due to the aspects of the lords of
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A7 and UL on each others signs, a mistake (Ketu)
could occur. There is the specific combination of Mer
cury and Venus in Scorpio Navamsa aspected by the
Moon by Rasi dristi to show many contacts with the
opposite sex. The second house from Navamsa lagna
is not owned by either Venus or Mars, but has Mars
in it as the 2nd Lord join Venus in Scorpio. Thus
specific combinations for extra-marital ties exist al
though these may not be a regular feature due to
Jupiter in trines to the navamsa lagna.

TIMING EXTRA MARITAL TIES: Saturn is
the second lord from upapada lagna and Mercury is
the seventh lord of Gemini. The extra-marital ties
could develop during Saturn dasa Mercury antardasa
and it did. The native got involved with a lady in the
office and had to send her away to Germany in
Saturn-Ketu dasa-antar. As explained earlier Ketu being
the representative of Sri Ganapati among the planets
cannot tolerate these things as it leads the people
away from emancipation/spiritualism.

In Chart 82, the darapada is in the seventh from
Arudha lagna showing easy contact with the opposite
sex. If the darapada (A7) itself is in a dusthana from
Arudha lagna, the contact with the opposite sex will
be difficult and all other yogas will remain in the form
of frustration (sexual) or desires. The upapada is in
the eighth house from lagna and Rahu is placed in the
second from it showing the danger of contact with
prostitutes (Rahu). The lagna lord itself is weak in the
twelfth house and ideals will be lacking and is with
the seventh Lord Saturn. As the seventh Lord is in the
twelfth and the lord of upapada (Iup.) is with the
twelfth lord Moon the native will tend to ignore and
reject the spouse.
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Chart 82. Male born on 16th July, 1948; Place :
Poona; 10.10' AM 1ST; Lat : 18 N 32'; Long 73 E 52'
Ascendant 25.16'

VEN
UL RAHU IvfERC

N-

SUN
CHART82 SAT
16.7.1948

10.10'AM
FOONA V

LAG

MOON MARS
A7 JUP KE1U

JUP
SAT

KE1U

MARS SUN
NAVAMSA

(D-9)CHART

MOON

V
IvfERC LAG VEN RAHU

Sun 0"24' (DK) Moon 3°.54' Mars 6° 15'
Mercury 9°60' ]upiter(R) 27°.23' Venus (R) 1°30'
Salurn 28°46'(AK) Rahu 17°14' Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini
Darapada (A7) Sagittarius Upapada (UL) Pisces

The darapada is aspected by Venus and Mercury
in Arudha lagna. The tenth lord Venus shows that the
lady could reside close to his place of work. The lady
resides in a jhuggi (hutment) near the factory and is a
labourer. Mercury conjoins Venus and in the navamsa,
Mercury is in Sagittarius in trines to the Moon (show-
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ing definite laxity of morals) instead of Jupiter. While
Jupiter is in trines to the ascendant, it is afflicted and
obstructed by Saturn and Ketu showing that some
form of black magic (Saturn &. Ketu) could be used to
obstruct judgement of the person (jupiter) the
kalatrakarak Venus is also in the twelfth house from
navamsa lagna showing rejection of spouse, but not
denial of marriage. It is also the seventh lord from
navamsa lagna and the rejection' is surely to be at
tempted in its period.

The native was married in Ketu-Jupiter dasa
antar period and had two sons during ketu dasa,
With the advent of Venus dasa in September 1990 he
started having affairs clandestinely. When Saturn
transited the natal upapada in Pisces after February
1996, the native became very close to that labourer
lady near his factory and he would suddenly develop

. a kind of fit with eyes becoming big and would be
mad to meet her. In the natal chart Saturn is already
in Pisces in the Navamsa afflicting Jupiter with Ketu.
Besides Pisces is the upapada and Saturn transit in it
results in marital problems. In 1996-97 both Saturn
and Ketu were transiting Pisces and the vimsottari
dasa antar was of Venus-Moon. As the twelfth lord in
debility with Jupiter, the Moon tends to bring
separative forces on the upapada. It is also in trines
to natal Mercury. The native decided to leave his
family and take a separate flat to live with this "new
love".

At this time the antardasa of Mars in Venus dasa
had just begun. Mars is a powerful yogakaraka for
the upapada and aspects it It is also in the second
house from lagna. The natives wife approached your
author with the problem and was given a powerful
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Mantra of Lord Hanumanji (the deity of Mars) and
assured that come what may and no matter how
powerful the black magic was, Lord Hanumanji will
definitely prevent her husband from straying. It maybe
noted that Mars is the fourth lord (2nd from third house
ruling arms); is the dispositor of Jupiter and Rahu and
aspects Rahu, thus protecting its ally Jupiter and de
stroying Rahu; is the lord of badhaksthana (place of
obstruction) and can give accidents or other hazards and
is inclined to do so in the second house from the
ascendant. One night in spite of the helpless begging of
ihis spouse, the native again decided to visit his
paramour. His car overturned in a had accident and he
severely damaged his hand. In spite of various
operations this has not cured till now. With the advent
of Rahu antardasa in Venus dasa from November 1997,
he has again resumed his nocturnal habits with his
broken hand as his spouse stopped the mantra.

Inherent weaknesses in a chart will continue to
show up and regular practise of mantra etc is the best
remedy. Incidently, the lagna of his spouse is Pisces,
the upapada in the chart of the native.

In Chart 83 Moon the planet of emotions is in a
Mercurial ascendant as Mercury is in trines in the fifth
house. Mars in the seventh house is the atmakarak
and will teach some very hard lessons pertaining to
private life. There is mangalik dosha in the chart. The
Arudha lagna is in Aquarius and the upapada lagna
representing spouse and married life it's in the twelfth
from it (rejection of spouse) and in the eighth from
theascendant. The darapada (A7) is in the eleventh
house with Rahu in it showing sexual abuse as it's
lord Mars is not only the atmakarak, but is also
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Chart 83. Female born on 20th November, 1967;
Place: Ajmer; Time: 21.00' 1ST Lat : 26 N 27'; Long
74 E 38'

SAT
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CHART 83
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Aquarius Darapada (A7) Aries
Upapada (UL) Capricorn

placed in the seventh. This confirms that many con
tacts with the opposite sex (darapada) will be for
short-term relationships. Rahu is the lord of the ninth
house (Aquarius) and is placed in the darapada. The
seventh house from the navamsa lagna has a very bad
combination of Saturn and Ketu showing [ara Yoga
(many sexual contacts). It also brings misfortune on
the spouse in the form of loss of job etc.
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The native had many flings. Finally she got mar
ried to a colleague. It was a love marriage as the
eleventh lord and lord of darapada Mars is in the
seventh house (mere infatuation). The spouse lost his
job soon after marriage and went through a very
rough patch. In the meantime the lady had a brilliant
career and helped establish a huge business as the
CEO. She had one child from her husband and even
got pregnant from her employer and had to terminate
the pregnancy. The Marriage and child occurred when
Saturn transited Sagittarius having natal Mars the
Lord of darapada. The affair etc. happened then Saturn
transited the upapada in Capricorn. Now, Saturn fi
nally arrived in Aquarius in 1994 and till 1996 Febru
ary she went through a turbulent phase as the Karma
caught up with her. The marriage collapsed and a
divorce came through. She was frustrated with her
life and finally left the job. Between February 1996 till
April 1998 as Saturn transits Pisces its natal position
in the second from Arudha lagna, she visited the USA
to start a new life. Nothing worked out as Saturn was
also in the tenth house from natal ascendant and natal
Moon. She changed a new leaf became religious and
started worshipping lord Siva to wash her sins. As
Saturn transits the third from upapada, the ex-hus
band's fortunes improved. Besides the Saturn and
Ketu in the seventh house in her natal chart would no
longer affect him after divorce. Thus her good: time
and her previous employers bad time would start
after April 1998 when Saturn transits Aries having
natal Rahu in darapada. His Karma of ruining a
family would catch up with employer as Saturn in the
third from Arudha lagna and eleventh from natal
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Moon gives a new life to the lady.

Thus, in this manner the transit of Saturn the lord
of Karma can be examined to understand and time
events. In chapter N of Maharishi Jaimini's upadesa
sutras I have given many examples for flings, sexual
encounters and prostitution.

10.11 THINKERS

Chart 84. Male Sigmund' Freud born on 6th
May, 1856; Place: Freiburg, Germany, Time: 18.28'
LMT; Lat : 50 N 54'; Long: 13 E 20'; Ascendant
14.56'
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RAHU YEN
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Sun 24"28' (AMK) Moon 22°.50' (BK) Mars (R) n- 30' (MK)
Mercury S°5(y(PUK) Jupiter 7°.42'(PK) Venus 4°20'(DK)
Saturn S041'(GK) Rahu 1°36' (AK) Arudha Lagna (AL) Cancer
Darapada (A7) Aquarious

Chart 84 is the horoscope of Sigmund Freud who
is the father of human psychology Libra ascendant
shows his ability to weigh pro's and con's and arrive at
a balanced judgement. The lagna lord Venus becomes
the chara darakarak and is also the natural siginificator
of spouse and sex. It is placed in the seventh house with
atmakarak Sun and Rahu showing research (Rahu) re
lated to the human psyche (Sun) and the sexual desires
(Venus). The Arudha lagna is in the tenth house show
ing intelligence, especially since the lord of Arudha
lagna is exalted (high status due to his mental abilities).
Moon joining Mercury shows the ability and agility of
the mind to go into the depths and hidden secrets (eighth
house from ascendant) that torment people. The
darapada (A7) related to sex and contacts is in the fifth
house that also rules knowledge and that too in a highly
intellectual sign Aquarius. Saturn, a yogakaraka for li
bra is also the Lord of darapada and is placed in the
ninth house of higher knowledge (or studies) and links
the knowledge relating to development of sorrow; frus
trations, etc. with the darapada (sex) Rahu is another
lord of the darapada (sex) and shows research studies
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9. Ketu SlIme as Rahu Mistake
10. Saturn & Rahu Clubs after bring overpowered

by enemies/evil people
11. Jupiter & Rahu Black magic, witchcraft etc
12. Jupiter & Saturn Both attacker & native are killed

11.7. Thus after ascertaining the death, it is neces
sary to time it. There are various methods for. this
called Ayur Dasas. These include the Naoamsa dasa,
Shoola dasa, Niryana shoola dasa; Gochara dasa (3 variet
ies called Chura, Sthira & Dwisbhava Paryaya dasas that
are to be exclusively used in shastamsa), Manduka
dasa (to be exclusively used in the Rudramsa), Sthira
dasa, Brahma dasa etc. The Rudramsa and Manduka dasa
is very vital for use in battles, elections etc while the
Shasiamsa and Paryaya (Gochar) dasa is used for timing
diseases, troubles from enemies etc. This is a very
vast study and serious readers can refer to my trans
lation of the Upadesa Sutras (jaimini) for learning
these where examples have been given. The simplest
and effective dasa is the Shoola Dasa which is a Navamsa
dasa and is very flexible. The dasa starts from the
1st/7th house, whichever is stronger for self & spouse.
Similarly for father (9th house) or younger co-born,
determine the stronger sign between 3rd/9th house
that will initiate the shoola dasas. For any concerned
person, the house ruling or its seventh, whichever is
stronger shall initiate the shoola dasas.

Thus, at any point of time six different shoola
dasas will be in operation for all the twelve houses.
These dasas are for 9 years each sign, covering the
zodiac in 108 years. The first four dasas are called
Alpa Ayus Khanda (short life portion), the fifth to
eighth dasas are called Madhya Ayus khand (middle
life portion) and the ninth to twelfth dasas are called
Puma Ayus Khand or (long life portion). The first step
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is to determine the Ayur Khand. The second step is
to determine the death inflicting dasa and
antardasa. This will narrow down the period to 9
months. Now fix the month on the basis of the
Suns transit in tripes to the Mrityupada, Saturn
etc., then the paksha, tithi and lagna can be
ascertained.

11.8. There are three important methods to
determine the Ayus Khand. These are :-

(i) The method of pairs of lagna and 8th
Lord, Lagna & Hora Lagna and Moon & Saturn
OS* : Chapter II Part I).

(ii) The strength of the lords of the first, eighth
and tenth houses. If all three are strong and do not
associate with Saturn (not applicable if saturn is
one of the Lords itself) long life is indicated. If two
are strong middle life, if one is strong short life
and if none are strong, hardly any life is shown.

(iii) Ascendant & Moon method (chapter III
Quarter II J.S.) These methods can be learnt from
illustrations.

11.9. Among the dasas, the sign occupied or
aspected by Jupiter or Atmakarak may not kill.
The sign occupied/ aspected by the Moon & Mars
or Moon & Venus can kill. The sign aspected or
conjoined natural malefics can kill. The sign of
the Rudra (8th Lord) or its trines from the con
cerned Sthira Karaka (fixed significators). These
points should be borne in mind for determining
shoola (the dasa of death). It should be noted that
if the Atmakarak planet is in the 1st, 3rd, 7th or

'*JS: Maharishi jaimini's Upadesa Sutra
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9th houses, Vipareeta ayus yoga is caused and the
I<handa is altered. Thus short life could be al
tered to middle or long life and vice-versa. This
will depend on the placement of the eighth lord.
For example, in the 4th, 7th or 10th house, the
eighth lord under vipareeta yoga gives middle lon
gevity. The importance of the khandas should be
understood. Brahma (or the zodiac) is said to
have three nabhis (3 Navel signifying birth) at 0°,
120°, and 240° respectively marking out four signs
each from Aries, Leo and Sagittarius. The birth
chart of the individual also has three navel at the
first, fifth and ninth houses marking the begin
ning of each ayus khand.

11.0. Vedic astrology uses the system of 108
navamsas which equal the total number of years
contributed by the 12 signs in Shoola dasas of 9
years each (9 x 12 = 108). Thus the Year of Death is
seen from the Sudarshan Chakra dasa of the
Navamsa. According to this system, the year in which
Saturn is in trines to the Chakra lagna (ascendant is pro
gressed 1 year per sign), death will occur. However, I
give an important thumb rule (let us call it Raths
Rule (1)* (after Late PanditJagannath Rath). Progress
the trimsamsa (0-30) ascendant at the rate ofl sign per
year. The year in which saturn is in trines or 7th will
give death. This rule is applicable in most divisional
charts.

* [agannath Rule has been given in my trans
lation of upadesa Sutras wherein after determin
ing the Ayus khand (kakshyafPortion) a thumb
rule is applied to determine whether death is in
the first, second, third or fourth portion. If the
eighth Lord is 10th, 11th or 12th house, death is in 1st
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shoola dasa of portion; if in the 7th, 8th or 9th house,
death is in the 2nd shoola dasa; if in the 4th, 5th or 6th
house, death is in the third shoola dasa, and if in the
1st, 2nd or 3rd house, death is in the last shoola dasa.
This is a thumb rule.

Raths Rule (2) : The month of death is seenfrom the
transit of the sun in trines to the Arudhapada of the eighth
hOl~. (AJrihJupada-A8)

Raths Rule (3) : The tithi (Vedic date) of death is
seen from the strongest planet in the fifth house from
lagna or sammukha rasi. If none are there, then the
sign occupied by the fifth Lord. (Nin th house/Lord for
females). The tithis' ruled by the planets are on the
basis of kalachakra - Sun (1, 9). Moon (2, 10),
Mars (3, 11), Mercury (4, 12), Jupiter (5, 13), Ve
nus (6, 14), Saturn (7, Full Moon Purnima), Rahu
(8, New Moon - Amavasya).

Raths Rule (4) : The Ascendant at the time of
death will be in trines to the Arudha lagna, its seventh
house or the sign occupied by the lord of Arudha
lagnii. (Same principle as reckoning lagna of
spouse-from upapada).

The Karaka for debts is Mars and its placement
in the eighth house from the vimsottari dasa planet,
or its placement in the eighth from the Narayan
Dasa sign without any benefics in the twelfth house
indicates debts and strife. Similarly, the second lord
in conjunction with a malefic Saturn or the lord 'of
the eighth house can give debts in its period. The
period of the eighth lord can lead one into debts
and strife. The eighth lord in the dasamsa (D-I0)
chart or the planets in the eighth house can cause
considerable trouble and, depending on their na-
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ture and strength, cause loss of service, lawsuits
and even imprisonment. If the eighth lord or the
planet in the eighth house is well connected with 
the lord of Dasamsa lagna, it can cause inheritance
of a legacy in the form of Factories, headship of
institutions or political parties, kingdom etc. The
eighth house in the navamsa (D-9) chart can bring
about the death of spouse and can give extra-mari
tal affairs if connected to Mercury. Thus the eighth
house can be a blessing or curse, depending on the
planetary positions and whether the 8th Lord has
subha argala (beneficial intervention) on the lord
of the lagna or otherwise. The eighth lord can give
a huge loan from bankers to set up or run a busi
ness. Thus, the eighth house tends to favour the
.seventh house by causing argala on it and
disfavour the sixth house by being in the third from
it. Thus a benefic in the 8th house favours busi
ness and not 'service, especially in the dasamsa
while a malefic favours service by having benefi
cial intervention on the 6th house and malefic in
terventionon the 7th house. The eighth lord in the
ascendant can be very bad in any Chart. In the
saptamsa, this can show denial or delay of children
in the dasamsa it shows chronic debt while in the
Rasi chart it gives susceptibility to diseases or
chronic diseases. For example, if Rahu is in trines
to the ascendant while the eighth lord joins the
lagna or lagna lord, the native suffers from chronic
bronchial problems and breathing difficulties.

The diseases are seen from the Rasi, Navamsa
and Trimsamsa (D-30) charts. The planets in the
eighth house or its trines will surely give disease
especially if they are malefic. The placement
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of the Atmakaraka in any house other than a
quadrant or trine in the Navamsa sets the stage
for a weak constitution and diseases crop up
during bad periods. The dasa of the Atmakarak if
connected to the lagna and the Shatrupada (A6),
Mrityupada (A8) or the sixth or eighth house
brings ill health and disease, else trouble will be
in other areas. The Atmakaraka does not prefer to
kill but to punish the native for past sins and
prepare the spiritual path for the future.

Disease is also seen from the navamsa sign
occupied by the lord of the Badhak sthana (Ob
struction house). For movable signs, the eleventh
house, for fixed signs the 9th house and for dual
signs the 7th house is the Obstruction house. The
navamsa occupied by the lord of the house of
obstruction shows the type of physical trouble.
This is also seen from the planets in the obstruc
tion house and their Navamsas. Care should be
taken to check the Moon, Ascendant and other
planet positions in Gandanta and other such evil
positions. The timing of the disease and all physi
cal problems is best done from Shoola dasas (or
any other Ayur dasa). The 22nd Decanate from
the ascendant and the 64th navamsa from the
Moon's navamsa and their lords play a signifi
cant role as they bring the effects of the eighth
house on the physical body. Incidentally, the 22nd
decanate is also the 8th house in the Drekkana
(D-3) chart while the 64th Navamsa is the 4th
house from the Moon in the Navamsa chart. The
lords of these houses and the planets in them can
be very evil if in strength. The body parts and
other standard aspects of Medical astrology
should be studied from the standard texts.
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Timing evils through Vimsottari dasa requires the
knowledge of certain principles governing the dasa
system. These include :-

1. Treating the dasa planet as the temporary
ascendant (Satyacharya Principle). Thus the antar
dasas of the planets in the seventh can focus
results on the seventh house that will give the
results of a Maraka period bringing disease and
other evils.

2. The pachak, bodhak, Karaka and bedhak should
be used (Sarvartha Chiniamani Sloka 1.22.).

, 3. During the dasa of the Sun, the planets in
the 6th house from it become very inimical. Similarly,
the planets in the 12th house from the Moon,
12th house from Mars, 3rd house from Mercury,
6th house from Jupiter, 4th from Venus and 6th
from Saturn are very inimical throughout the dasa
and their evil manifests fully during their antardasa.
Thus, these places should be vacant for a planet's
dasa to be favourable. The nodes Rahu &
Ketu may be treated as akin to Saturn &
Mars respectively (Sarvartha Chintamani 1.125 &
1.126).

4. The houses from the dasa planet, for which it is
a natural significator, should have beneficial planets.
Else, the signification suffers. Thus, if a person has
Mars in the eighth from Saturn, during the dasa
of Saturn, the significations of the eighth house
like health of spouse, debts etc. will be quite
adverse. If benefics or naturally friendly planets
are in these places, the results will be very good.
For example, if the Sun is in the fifth from Jupiter,
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its antardasa in the dasa of Jupiter will be excel
lent.

TIMING DEATH

Chart 87 Male Born on 13th December 1935,
place-Hyderabad; Time 8 PM 1ST; Ascendant
29.33'

A8 AL ~AG
KETU

SAT MOON
CHART 87 :

MALE 13.12.1935
8 P.M. HYDERABAD

HL -
MARS

RAHU
!UP SUN

MERCAK YEN MANDl
19.49'

SUN MARS ~AG
MERC KETU

NAV..>,.MSA
(D-9)CHART

YEN
SAT

RAHU
]UP MOON

Mars 12° 04'
Venus 12°43'

Sun 27°44' Moon 10°.B'

Mercury 29°36' (AK) Jupiter 14°.44'
Saturn 11°40' Rahu 20°52'

Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Mrityupada (AB) Pisces

Hora Lagna 9s 9°22'
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In Chart 87, a Nadi had made the prediction of the
natives death in his 70th year in Sravan month (Sun in
Cancer), Suklapaksha 14th Tithi, in Aries ascendant
The native, however died in his 59th year in Sravan
(Sun in Cancer), Sukla paksha 6th Tithi in Aries ascen
dant. Was the Nadi reading missing out some point? Let us
attempt to time death.

Kakshya : (A) (i) Lagna Lord+ 8th Lord =Fixed +Fixed = Short life

(ii) Lagna + Hora Lagna = Dual + Movable = Short life

(iii) Saturn + Moon = Fixed + Movable =Middle life.

Jupiter is conjoined the lagna Lord, atmakarak
(chara - Mercury) and natural atmakarak Sun. This
causes Kakshya Vriddhi to middle life 36-72 years.

(B) Lagna Lord is in dusthana (6th house), 10th
Lord Jupiter is in dusthana (6th house) as 8th Lord
Saturn is in trines (9th house). This indicates short life
as only Saturn is strong. However since the lagna lord
is also atmakarak, it is strong and middle life is given
by two factors (36-72 years).

SHOOLA DASA : The Shoola Dasas begin from
the ascendant or seventh house whichever is stronger.
The signs are equally conjoined and aspected but
Mercury becomes the Atmakarak to indicate that the
shoola dasas begin from Gemini. The Madhya ayus
Kakshya is from the fifth house till the eighth house
i.e. Libra to Capricorn. Scorpio is conjoined Jupiter
and the Atmakarak Mercury and cannot cause death.
Capricorn is the eighth house and although conjoined
exalted Mars, it aspected by Jupiter and the A.K. from
Scorpio (In shoola dasas only use Rasi dristi) and
is not likely to kill. Thus, between Sagittarius and
Libra, the former with debilitated Rahu is also the
badhaksthana and is likely to kill the native. This
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would mean death in the seventh Shoola dasa i.e. 54
to 63 years. The death occurred in Sagittarius dasa
Sagittarius antardasa.

YEAR OF DEATH

(i) Navamsa Method: The ascendant is in Gemini
in Navamsa and Saturn is in Capricorn. Death can
occur in 52nd, 56th or 60th year. (Incorrect).

(ti) Raths Rule (1) : The ascendant in Trimsamsa
(D-30) is Libra and Saturn is in Sagittarius. Thus,
death can occur is 51st, 55th 57th or 59th year. Death
occurred in 59th year. (Correct).

(iii) Month of Death : Applying Raths Rule (2),
the Mrityupada (A8) is in Pisces. Hence the Sun
should be in trines to this sign i.e. Pisces, Cancer or
Scorpio, The Sun was in Cancer at the time of death.
(Correct).

-,
(iv) Vedic Day of Death (fithi): Applying Raths

Rule (3), the strongest planet in the fifth house is Venus
and is also the fifth Lord. Thus, the tithi of death could
be Shasti (6) or Chaturdasi (14).The native died in Shasti
tithi on 12th of August 1994 (Correct).

Notes on Nadi Reading: Readers will appreci
ate that the Nadi uses a different system of reckoning
years of death on the basis of Rudramsa (D-ll). Thus,
out of the eleven Rudras, the death inflicting year is
determined. In the present case the Rudra is the
fourth. Thus, death can occur in 48th year (44+4),
59th year (55+4) or 70th year (66+4). Secondly the
choise of Vedic day as Chaturdasi (14 =Venus) is on
the same Rule as Shasti (6 = Venus).

(v) Time/Lagna of Death: Applying Raths (4),
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the Arudha Lagna is in Aries. Hence death can occur
when a fiery sign is rising. The native died at 10.45'
P.M. when Aries was the ascendant (Correct).

SAHAM TRANSIT :

Jeeva Saham = Jupiter - Saturn + ASC (night birth)
= 7s 14°44'-10s 11°40' + 2s 29° 33'
= Os 2° 37' (Aries)

Saturn, at the time of death was in Aquarius
aspecting the third sign from it Aries that has the
natal Jeeva Saham.

Chart 88. Male R. Santhanam; Born on 21st May
1944; Place : Thirupati, India; Time : 20.20' 1st
Ascendant 2.16.

AKMooN SUN
SATMERCVEN

RAHU
AL MARS

CHART 88 : JUPITER
R SAN1RANAM HL

21.S.1944
20.20' 1ST

KETU

~AG A8

SUN 7' LAG
KETU

JUP NAVAMSA
(0-9) CHART

MARS
MERe

MOON SAT RAHU
VEN
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Sun 7°20' Moon 29°4' (AK) Mars 6° 23'
Mercury 14°59' Jupiter 26°1' Venus 27°26'
Saturn 3OJ7' Rahu 7°37'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Aquarius Mrityupada (A8); Libra
Hora Lagna (HL) 3s 24°44' Cancer

Chart 88. in the horoscope of Late Sri R. Santhanam
a vedic astrologer of international repute, who left
this world on 17th October 1977 at 22°45' 1ST at
Varanasi (India). The death occured in 54th year. Let
us time demise.

Kakshya: (A) (i) Lagna Lord+ 8thLord =Movable +Movable =Long life
(ii) Lagna + Hora Lagna = Dual +Movable = Short life
(iii) Saturn +Moon = Dual +Movable = Short life

Since two sutras give short life, the primary
Kakshya is short life (0-36 years). Jupiter the lagna
Lord is exalted as it dispositor is the Atmakarak. This
can cause Kakshya Vriddhi i.e. increase of Longivity
compartment (to 36-72 years).

(B) Lagna Lord in 8th house while 8th lord and
tenth lord in the trines give two out of 3 factors
strong. This jndicates Madhya Ayus (36-72 years).

(C) 8th house from Lagna = Movable

8th house from Moon = Fixed. Thus by the
principle of exclusion Madhya Ayus (36-72 years) is
obtained.

SHOOLA DASA: The Shoola dasas begin from
Gemini, the seventh house and progress zodiacaUy
(always). The Madhya Ayus Kakshya is from the fifth
to eighth dasa i.e. Libra to Capricorn. Although Jupi
ter is exalted it is conjoined Rahu and debilitated
Mars in the eighth house showing that death can
come due to black magic or by reciting some mantras
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incorrectly or such means. Thus, Jupiter is quite se
verely obstructed and may not protect the native. The
Moon is the Atmakarak and normally protects the
horoscope, but unfortunately, is conjoined Venus to
generate a specific. combination that will kill. It may
be noted that Venus is the sixth Lord ruling enemies
and in the fifth house it will obstruct Prayer mantra.
The Moon is also the prani Rudra of the chart as it is
the eighth lord. Among the signs Libra to Capricorn,
only Scorpio is aspected by the two combinations
(Rasi dristi only). Thus death will occur in the sixth
shoola dasa (45-54 years) of Scorpio.

YEAR OF DEATH

(i) Navamsa Method: Sat
urn is in the seventh house
in Navamsa. Death can oc
cur in 51st, 55th or 59th
year. Death occurred in 54th
year. (incorrect).

LAG ISAT

SUN
MARS
RAHU 1lUMSAMSA
ICBro D-30

MOON
MIlRC JUP

VEN

(ii) Raths Rule (1) : Saturn
is in the ascendant in .tri
msamsa. Death can occur in
49th, 53rd, 55th or 57year.

Death occurred in 54th year. (incorrect).

Thus, none of the methods of Sudarshan Chakra
in the divisional charts is foolproof and the Nadi
system of determining the year on the basis of Rudra
holds .the key.

MONTH OF DEATH

Raths Rule (2) : The Mrityupada is in Libra. Thus,
death can occur when the Sun transits the wind signs,
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Gemini, Libra or Aquarius. The Sun was in Libra at the
time of death (Correct). This method of using the
Mrityupada has given very satisfactory results.

VEDIC DATE OF DEATH

Raths Rule (3) : The fifth house is Aries with three
planets in it Of these, the Moon as the Atmakarak is the
strongest Hence death can occur in dwiteeya or Dasami
tithi (2nd/10th tithi). Death occurred in dwiteeya .
(Correct). This traditional tool is very effective.

Vedic Time (Lagna) of Death: Applying Raths
Rule (4), the Arudha Lagna is Aquarius. Hence the
rising sign at the time of death should be any sign
Libra, Gemini or Aquarius. The rising sign (ascen-

.dant) at the time of demise was Gemini (Correct). This
traditional tool of using the Arudha Lagna has invari
ably been correct

TRANSITS

SAT MOON ~AG
16.32 22.12

23.52

TRANSIT CHART
17.10.1997
22.45' PM

VARANASI
!UP
18.31

SUN 0.33
MARS MERe
19.33 3.13

The transit of the Sun in Libra, the tithi (Moon
date) and the ascendant have already been explained
using the Raths Rules. The [eeoa Saham is a vital point
signifying the life force of the native. The Jeeva Saham
is determined in the natal chart as follows :-
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(For day births) Saturn - Jupiter + ASC = Jeeva saham (Life
point)

(For night births) Jupiter - Saturn +ASC=[eeva Saham

H the ascendant does not fall between the minu
end and subtrahend, add 30 degrees. Since SJj R
Santanam was born at night, the Jeeva Saham is
calculated as follows.

Jupiter - Saturn + ASC + 30°
= 3s 26° 7' - 2s 3° 17' + 9s 2° 16' + 30°
= 11s 25° 6'

The transit Saturn should obstruct this life force
Oeeva Saham) to cause death. Saturn was in transit in
Pisces conjoining the Jeeva saham.

VIMSOITARI DASA
MARS I SUN
SAT

RAHU

MOON
VEN RUDRAMSA

(0-11)

V
LAG

MERe
IUP xsru

In the Rasi (D-l) chart the second house is aspected
by Jupiter, Mars & Rahu is conjoined Ketu and the sec
ond lord Saturn is in the seventh house. Jupiter suffers
chandala dosha and is empowered to kill. In the
navamsa Jupiter aspects the seventh house and
disposits the 2nd & 7th Lord Venus. The Moon is the
eighth Lord in Rasi chart and conjoins Venus the maraka
in Navamsa. However final confirmation must come
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from the Rudramsa (0-11 Chart). The houses for timing
death, as per tradition are the 1st, 8th, 5th & 10th houses.
Jupiter is the 5th & 8th house Lord placed in the third
house. Mars is in the eighth house in the company of
Saturn and Rahu. It is placed in the sixth house (inimi
cal) from Jupiter and aspects it. Moon conjoins the tenth
Lord Venus. Death occurred in Jupiter-Mars-Moon
Vimsottari dasa-antar-pratyantar.

[Assasination and (political) Inheritance]

Chart 89 : Male; Rajiv Gandhi; Born on 20th August
1944 Place:Bombay, Time:7.11'.40"AM Lat: 18 N 58';
Long 72 E 49' Ascendant 14.46'

------,-----..

SUN

SAT
KETU NAVAMSA RJp

(D-9)CHART

V
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MARS RAHU
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Sun 3°50' (GK) Moon 1r30' (MK) Mars lOJ2' (OK)
Mercury 28°34' (AK) Jupiter 12OJ2'(PUK) Venus 18°39' (BK)
Saturn 14OJ3' (PK) Rahu 4"25' (AMK)

, Arudha Lagna (AL) Taurus Mrityupada (A8) Capricorn
Hora Lagna (HL) 4s 29'12'

Chart 89 is the horoscope of Late Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi who was assassinated on 21st May
1991 at about 10 p.m. at Sriperumbudur, Tamil
Nadu.

Kakshya : (i) Lagna Lord+ 8th Lord =Fixed +Fixed =Short life

(ii) Lagna + Hora Lagna = Fixed + Dual = Long life

(iii) Saturn + Moon = Dual + Fixed = Long life.

The basic life span is long life, at 72-108 years.
The Atmakarak Mercury is in the ascendant showing
Vipareeta Ayur Yoga. Thus, Mercwy (some relative or
colleague) gains life as the natives life span
is reduced according to the placement of the
eighth house lord. Since the eighth lord is in a
first house this is reduced to middle life (36-72
years).

SHOOLA DASA : The shoola dasas begin
from Leo and are for 9 years each. Thus Madhya
Ayus is from the fifth (Sagittarius) to the eighth (Pi
sces). Capricorn is conjoined Ketu and aspected by
the specific death inflicting combination of Moon &
Venus from Leo. Thus Capricorn indicates the death
period. The sixth shoola dasa (45-54 years) will be the
end.

The death inflicting shoola dasa sign will be the
ascendant of the assassin. [In -the chart of Shri M.K
Gandhi, the death occurred in Gemini shoola dasa,
and the ascendant of the assassin was (Gemini). Ketu
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in Capricorn shows a female terrorist The place and
nature of death is seen from the third from Arudha
Lagna and the eighth house (reckoned directly or as
per Vriddha Karikas). The third from Arudha lagna is
Cancer and has Rahu in it to show dustamaran yog
(bad death/unnatural and violent). Rahu in the twelfth
house shows secret enemies who will hatch a plot to
assasinate him. He was killed in a violent bomb blast
The eighth house from the ascendant &:AI< by Vriddha
Karika is Cancer with Rahu in it to show the violent
incident

The eighth house from the ascendant &: AI< as
per regular reckoning is Pisces a dual sign showing
death due to travelling and within the country, Since
all planets except Saturn (wife)-seventh lord), Mars
(family-fourth lord), Rahu (plotters) aspect the death
inflicting sign from Leo, the death occurred during a
large public gathering before the 1991 elections. Rahu
and Ketu are one and the same demon. Rahu repre
sents the head that plots (Prabhakaran and
other LITE chiefs) while Ketu represents the headless
(and obedient) merceneries who execute the orders.
In any subversive operation, these nodes deserve
special attertion as in the negative they can be very
bad.

Year of Death : (i) Naoamsa method : In
the Navamsa, Saturn is in the seventh' house
showing the possibility of death in 39th, 43rd or
47th year. Rajiv Gandhi died in his 47th year
(correct).

(ii) Raths Rule (1) : In the trimsamsa Saturn is in
the first house showing death in 41st, 45th or 49th
year. (Incorrect). These rules for year determination
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are not very handy tools and should be used with
caution.

Month of Death: Raths Rule (2)-The Arudha
pada of eighth house (A8-Mrityupada) is in Capri
corn. Thus the Sun should be in an earthy sign (Tau
rus, Virgo or Capricorn) at the time of death. The Sun
was in Taurus on 21.5.1991. (Correct). This rule is
invariably correct

Vedic Date of Death (Tithi) : Raths Rule (3)
There are no planets in the fifth house and the fifth
lord is in Leo conjoining a host of planets including
the Sun. The Sun shall dominate in Leo and the tithi
can be Pratipad (1) or Navami (9) On 21.5.1991 at 10
p.m. the tithi was Navami (Correct). This rule is also
invariably correct

Vedic Time of Death (Lagna) : Raths Rule (4)
The Arudha lagna (AL) is Taurus. Hence the ascen
dant at the time of death could be trines or seventh
from Taurus. The ascendant was around the last de
gree of Scorpio, the seventh house from AL
(Correct).

SAHAM TRANSIT: Since Sri Rajiv Gandhi was
born in the day time, the Jeeva Saham is seen as
follows :-

Jeeva Sahan = Saturn - Jupiter + ASC + 30°

= 2s 14° 13' - 45 12° 12' + 4s 14° 46' + 30°

= 35 16° 47' (Cancer)

At the time of death, Saturn was transiting
Capricorn and aspecting the Jeeva Saham in
Cancer.
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MERe SUN YEN 20'
12' 7' KETU
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With these cases we have beenable to provide a
very systematic method for determining the longivity,
month and time of death. Umpteen cases have been
provided in my translation of Maharishi Jaiminis
Upadesa Sutras. These may be studied to obtain
some expertise in determining Kakshya and dasa.

POLITICAL LEGACY :
RAHU MA.RS

MERe

YEN

DASAMSA
D-IO

RAJIV GANDHI

MOON

LAG
SAT SUN

JUP
KETU

In the dasamsa (D-10) of Rajiv Gandhi the eighth
Lord Moon showing inheritance from mother is placed
in Capricorn. The Karma is seen from the Artha
trikona (2nd, 6th & 10th houses) while business is
seen from the seventh house. Mars as the twelfth Lord
joins Mercury in the sixth house (service) to show
his profession (service) as a pilot However the lu-
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.minaries in the 2nd and 10th house would compel
him to join politics (Sun). This occured due to the
untimely demise by assassination of his mother Smt.
Indira Gandhi in October 1984 and by force of circum
stances created by the Moon, he was compelled to
inherit the political legacy of the congress (I) party
and became Prime Minister of India.

Since the Moon rules inheritance/Congress (I)
Legacy examine the Argala from it. Rahu has argala that
is fully obstructed by Saturn & Ketu indicating that the
political legacy (Moon) would at a later date fall into
others hands. (Saturn-old man) Rahu has unobstructed
argala on the lagna and creates circumstances like sud
den death and vacuum that pressurise the native to join
politics.Saturn and Ketu also have argala on the lagna.
Venus (wife/younger brother in 3rd house) tries to re
move it and advise him not to enter politics, but Saturn
and Ketu are stronger. The riotous situation needed
control and Rajiv Gandhi was compelled by his des
tiny to enter polites and inherit the legacy in vimsottari
dasa of Rahu-jup-Saturn,

Chart 90: Female: Indira Gandhi; Born on 19th No
vember 1917; Time 23.03' 1ST; Lat : 25 N 2S'; Long:
81 E 52'
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Chart 90 is the horoscope of Late P.M. Smt. Indira
Gandhi who was assassinated on 31.10.1997. The
Arudha Lagna is in Aries and the third house is
Gemini with Ketu in it (death by mistake / error of
judgement) aspected by Rahu (dustamaran yog-assas
sination/violent death), and Venus (entertainment!
camera/TV}, She was assassinated by her personal
bodyguards who were a part of extremist outfit when
she was going to the Garden (Gemini/Virgo aspects)
to give a press interview to a T.V. Crew (Waiting with
cameras etc.). This press is seen from Mercury in the
8th house from AL. The eighth house from lagna and
AL. are fixed signs hence the death was in her own
house.

The shoola dasas begin from Capricorn. She was
killed in Leo dasa with Mars in it aspected by the
Moon. However, while using navamsa dasas this will
be seen in Virgo as it begins from Aries. The differ
ence in Shoola & Navamsa dasas is the weightage
given to Atmakarak & Lagna Lord respectively ir.
protecting the native. In shoola dasas the AK plays a
vital role and Rudra yogas (Moon & Venus) (Moon &
Mars) will always dominate. This makes the predic
tive aspect easier and hence shoola dasas are
recommended. Thus, the shoola dasa-antardasa was
of Leo (Mars) and Capricorn (Moon) and the fatal
combination of Moon and Mars in mutual aspect
worked. Thus, this will narrow down the period
of death between 19th August 1984 and 19th May
1985.

Month of Death : Raths Rule (2) indicates that
the Mrityupada A8 in Libra would require the Sun to
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be in Gemini, Libra or Aquarius. (Note Mrityupada
has been calculated from Rahu instead of Saturn
as it is stronger in the company of Venus as Saturn
is alone). The Sun was in Libra at the time of
death.

VEDIC DATE OF DEATH: The ninth house
(female chart) is vacant and its lord Jupiter is placed in

'Taurus. However it is subject to a parivartan
yog (exchange of signs resulting in exchange of duties)
with Venus. Thus Venus shall do the work of Jupiter
and, in conjunction with Rahu, the tithi determined
would be Astami (8) or Amavasya (New Moon, Ti =
30).She was killed on Astami (8)Tithi. (Correct)-Raths
Rule 3).

VEDICTIME OF DEATH: The Arudha Lagna (AL)
is Aries, and she died when Sagittarius was in the as
cendant. Being in trines to the Arudha lagna, it proves
Raths Rule (4). ..

Chart 91 : Princess Diana; Born on 1st July 1961 at
2.10' PM (Summer time) 1.10' PM GMT; Ascendant
25°28'
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Chart 91 is the horoscope of Princess Diana. There
are various time of birth given by many sources. How
ever the time given by Yogiraj Karveji the great mystic
of India is 1.10 p.m. GMT with about 25°of Virgo in the
ascendant. Let us confirm whether this data fits the date
& time of death. She died a violent death due to a car
crash on 31st August 1997 at 1.00 a.m. Thus, the actual
death could have occurred anywhere between 1 am to
4 a.m. (the officially declared time).
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TRANSIT SUN : The Sun was in Leo at the time
of death. Thus the Mrityupada (A8) in the natal
chart should be in fiery signs or inAquarius. In the wide
time range of 12 noon to 9 p.m. (GMT), only two
possible ascendants, Virgo and Capricorn can have this
feature.

Transit : Lagna of Death : Although the official
time given was 4 a.m. till the doctors tried all medical
means to save her, the death should have occurred
in Gemini ascendant. This would be the seventh
from the arudha lagna in Sagittarius (for Virgo
ascendant).

IfCapricorn ascendant is chosen, the Arudha lagna
will be in Libra and the death ascendant in Gemini fits.
However, Libra, Scorpio and Sagittarius as natal ascen
dants just do not fit.

Shoola Dasa : Princess Diana died in her 37th year,
just at the beginning (first dasa, first antardasa) of the
fifth shoola dasa. With Virgo ascendant, this will be
Capricorn dasa-Capricorn antar. Capricorn has the
Moon in it aspected by Venus from Taurus and Mars
& Rahu from Leo. It is also conjoined Saturn and
debilitated Jupiter could not do anything.
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For Capricorn ascendant, the Moon would shift to
Aquarius and the shoola dasa-antar would be of Taurus
aspected by Jupiter & Saturn only. This is unlikely to
kill. Hence the only ascendant that can furnish the
Shoola dasa, Sun transit (Month) and Time (ascendant)
is Virgo.

Place of Death : The eighth house from Virgo
and Sagittarius (Lagna & AL) are movable signs show
ing that the death will be in a distant land. She died
in France outside her home country England. The.
nature of death is seen from the third house from
Arudha lagna. This has Ketu (accident/error of
judgement) in an evil sign Aquarius. The death was
by accident. The car overturned at high speed killing
three people and one survived. It may be noted that
Ketu is the lord of the darapada (A7) ruling extra
marital relationships and lovers. She was with her
fiance at the time of the crash. Thus, there is no
doubt that the darapada (A7) caused her death.
Vedic date of death (Tithi) is seen from the ninth
house from Lagna. This has the ninth Lord Venus in
it indicating that death could occur in shasti (6)
or chaturdasi (14). She died on chaturdasi (14) tithi
again confirming that the rising sign would be
Virgo.

Marriage: The upapada is in Aries as its lord Mars
goes to the Royal sign Leo with Rahu. This is aspected
by Moon, Jupiter and Saturn from Capricorn. In the
navamsa Mars in the eleventh house. The chara
darakaraka is Venus, and also as the Kalatrakarak and
9th Lord is in the ninth house of good fortune. Thus,
her good fortune was her marriage. Although the
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seventh Lord 1upiter is in debility, it conjoins Saturn
and A.K. Moon to give neechabhanga and indicate Royal
status. The second from upapada has Venus showing
the outside contacts/relations as the cause of break in
marriage. This is sure to happen when Venus is in a
Dusthana (6, 8, 12) from Navamsa lagna. The worst is
the sixth house position which occurs in this chart in
Navamsa. The engagement occurred on 24th February,
1981 in Rahu dasa Sun antardasa and she was married
on 29th July 1981 is Rahu dasa Moon antardasa. Rahu
is the strongest planet influencing the upapada and is
in Leo. In the Navamsa, the Sun is in Aquarius (owned
by Rahu) as Rahu is in Taurus in great strength. The
Sun also gave the results of Bhadra Mahapurush yog in
conjunction with Mercury in the tenth house in Gemini.
The Moon is in the fifth from Rahu in Navamsa and
conjoins the seventh Lord Saturn to give marriage in its
period.

YOGIC DEATHjRELEASE

Chart 92 : Male: Swami Vivekananda; Born on 12th
January 1863, Time: 6.35' PM LMT (Corrected) Lat
: 22 N40 Long 88 E 30'; Ascendant 26°4'
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Chart 92 is the horoscope of the greatest Saint of
Modern India : Swami Vivekananda. At the outset I
should remind the readers of the basic teaching that the
LONGEVITY OF A PERFECT SAINT SHOULD NOT
BE PREDICTED as they have the gift of lecha Mrityu
(self willed death-not suicide). SwamiVivekananda was
such a Saintborn with the AtmakarakSun inVargottama
Navamsa in the Sagittarius ascendant and the navamsa
ascendant is in the 12th house (house of emancipation)
from the Karakamsa. This combi
nation is also seen in the chart of his Guru Sri
Ramakrishna Paramhamsa. Venus and Ketu in trines to
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.the powerful Jupiter in Navamsa lagna show his per
fect understanding of the scriptures, and all branches
of learning including Iyotish (Perfect Gyana Yoga).

.However let us study the Ayur yoga in his chart for aca
,demic purpose. The Kakshya is madhya Ayus (Middle
life 36-72 years) and the Shoola Dasas begin from the
ascendant Sagittarius. The Middle life shoola dasas
range from Aries to Cancer. Gemini is aspected by the
Saturn & Moon combination and could kill but for the
aspect of the Atmakarak Sun that is too powerful and
would save him. Taurus is aspected by Jupiter. Thus
between Aries and Cancer, both aspected by Rahu, the
former has Mars in it forming a negative combination.
This will indicate death between 36 to 45 years. How
ever, the Vimsottari dasa running during Aries Shoola
dasa would be the lagna lord Jupiter. The vimsottari
dasa running at the time of Cancer Shoola dasa
would be that of Mercury and this would have
been the prediction of any astrologer under normal
circumstances.

Chart 92A: Punya Tithi of Swami Vivekananda; 4th
July 19029.10 p.m. 1ST 22 N 32, 88 E 22
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What is ICCHA MRITYU? In the book "Viveka
nand: A Biography" by Swami Nikhilanand it has
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been recorded that Swami Vivekanand had foretold his
longevity at 40 years. He had stated in a letter that his
worldly duties were coming to an end and that he
wanted to take rest forever... that there was a deep de
sire to stay in isolation. Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa
had stated. that after his worldly task was accomplished,
Narain (Swami Vivekananda) would go permanently
into a Samadhi (Yogic Trance) and after he realises his
true Nature, he would refuse to continue to stay in this
body. When Jupiter or Venus is in the third house from
Arudha Lagna, the native or his near ones are aware of
the end is quite apt for this Chart where Jupiter is in the
third house from the Arudha Lagna in Libra owned by
Venus. Swami Vivekananda was running the dasa of
Jupiter and the antardasa of Venus.

As the partyantar dasa of Mercury dawned, Swami
ji obtained a Panchanga (Vedic Ephemeris) and stud
ied the planetary positions just before a week from the
D-Day. All the people at Belur Math could see that
Swamiji was quite perplexed about some planetary cal
culations that took "some time" to decide. Some mod
em day sanyasis shun astrology. I wonder how many
of them could have told their minds to Swami Ji. In fact,
a true Gyana Yogi respects Knowledge in every form for
in it he sees Sri Dasa Maha Vidya (The ten great forms of
Knowledge of the Divine Mother personifying all cre
ation). In an apt repetition of the last supper in which
Jesus Christ had washed the feet of his pupils (signify
ing the handing over of the charge of the Guru). Swami
Vivekananda also washed the hands of his pupils
after dinner. On the 4th of July 1902 after the evening
prayers, Swamiji retired into his chamber with the or
ders that unless he called none was to enter. For about
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an hour he chanted a mantra with the rosary and medi
tated. Then he called the pupil and asked him to open
the windows and use a fan. There was a slight shiver
that ran down his body. He took a very long and deep
breath and held it for two to three minutes (Pranayama).
He repeated this and his eyes rolled and were fixed at
the middle of his eyebrows. Suddenly there was a glow
on his face and a very peaceful countenance. Little blood
came out of his eyes, nose and mouth. This is the con
firmation that the Soul has left through the Brahma
Dwara. The Maha Samadhi (YogicDeath) occurred at 9.10
PM. The planetary positions are at Chart 92 A.

Raths Rule (2). The Mrityupada (AS) is in Scorpio
and the Sun should have been in Pisces, Taurus, Cancer
or Scorpio at the time of Death. This did not happen
showing that the predictive tools normally applicable
for mortals does not really work for such advanced
Yogi's.

Raths Rule (3) : The Arudha lagna is in Leo thus
allowing the death ascendant to be either Leo, Sagit
tarius, Aquarius or Aries. The end came when Aquarius
was rising confirming the use of the Panchanga by
Swamiji to time the Samadhi.

Raths Rule (4) : The fifth house is Aries with Mars
in it Thus under normal circumstances, the end should
have come on Truteeya (3) or Ekadasi (11) tithi. The
Swamiji willed his end on Chaturdasi (14) tithi. Thus,
the important lesson to be learnt is that it is futile to
attempt to time the death of Saints for they have rare
gifts from the Lord. We can only a make postmortem
after the incident is over.
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Chart 93: Male 12th October 1956 at Madras 12.15
p.m. 1ST 13 N 5, 80 E 17
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.Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Mrityupada A(B) Aries Satrupada (A6) Leo
Atmakarak : Jupiter Birth Star: Uttarasadha (21)

In Chart 93, the eighth Lord Moon is in Cap
ricorn, the tenth house of the natural zodiac rul
ing legs and knee. Readers can check for them
selves that this chart has Madhya Ayus (36-72
years) and that the shoola dasas beginning from
Gemini can be very dangerous at Scorpio (45-54
years) and Capricorn (63-72 years). Scorpio is the
eighth house from Arudha lagna having Saturn
and Rahu conjunction aspected by the Moon. This
causes disease of legs (Saturn) and serious ner
vous problems like paralysis (Rahu). Since the
Moon aspects this combination it will divert the
evil forces of Rahu and Saturn to the fluid system
of the legs that can cause elephantiasis (fileria
etc). The Shoola dasa of Scorpio starts in 1991
and is till 2000A.D. The conjunction of Rahu and
Saturn in 8th from AL can cause dustamaran
yog, but the aspect of eighth lord Moon on it
causes disease. Since this combination is in the
twelfth house from lagna, it shows hospitalisation,
long term treatment etc.

The Atmakarak Jupiter is in Satrupada (A6)
with sixth lord Venus. In the Navamsa, the
atmakarak is well placed in Sagittarius, but is
very evil in the third house from N avamsa lagna.
Further, in the Rasi chart it is placed in the eighth
house from the Moon causing sakata yoga (ob
stacles, turmoil, disease) and is placed in the
twelfth from the Moon in navamsa again causing
Sakata yoga (Jupiter in 6th, 8th or 12th from Moon
causes Sakata yoga). Thus with the advent of
Jupiter dasa in 1995 the Knee problem became
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serious and chronic ill health resulted. The legs
were almost immobile and the native could not
stand up even for a few minutes. Saturn is the
Gnati Karak(GK) and its vimsottari period should
be favourable. The vimsottari dasa period of the
Gnatikarak gives strength to fight enemies remove
disease and recover. The antardasa of Saturn in
Jupiter dasa started on 30th November 1997. The
native received a mantra of Ganapati, wore a
moonga (red coral) and his leg recovered miracu
lously. He was walking by Jan. 1998 and even
travelled to Delhi. Mars being in the Trimsamsa
lagna gives good physical strength and quick re
covery from disease and the coral worked won
ders.

However, some ayurvedic doctors who were
treating him earlier came up with new findings.
One said AIDS, another kidney malfunction and
a third said liver TB!!! The native was shuttling
between hospitals, test laboratories and doctors
for the past one month and the bank balance
dwindled (Saturn is the 2nd Lord of wealth in
12th-hospitals/doctors in 8th from AL-disease
with Rahu (undetectable disease». The native was
advised to throw those papers/test reports in the
dustbin and wait till the pratyantar of Mercury
(Lord of trimsamsa lagna). With the advent of
vimsottari dasa - sub-sub sub period of Jupiter
Saturn-Mercury he travelled to Delhi (North-Mer
cury), met his old family doctor (Jupiter) and has
regained physical health. In trimsamsa Mercury

\ ds exalted, but afflicted by eighth lord Saturn and
the nodes. Hence, it was better to wait for Mer
cury than to take wrong medication.
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Chart: 94 Female: 3rd May 1981 at Delhi 6.30 a.m.
IST 28 N 39, 77 E 13
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Pisces Mrityupada (A8) Pisces
Atmakarak (AI<) Venus
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Chart 94 has a five planet conjunction including
the atmakarak Venus in the twelfth house. For timing
disease, the Lord of the 22nd decanate from the as
cendant (same as the eighth Lord in 0-3 Chart) and
the 64th navamsa from the Moon (same as the lord of
fourth house from Moon in 0-9 chart) are also to be
examined. In 0-3 chart, Taurus rises and Jupiter is the
eighth lord. Jupiter is also the lord of the eighth
house in Rasi chart and conjoins the badhakesh (lord
of obstruction) Saturn in the fifth house. Thus, dis
ease can be anticipated in the shoola dasas of dual
signs that aspect this Jupiter & Saturn combination.
The type of disease/trouble is seen in the navamsa
occupied by badhakesh Saturn. Saturn is in debility
in Aries in Navamsa (D-9) chart (Head) conjoining
the Moon (Mind) and Ketu (eclipse). Ketu that fur
ther afflicts this Saturn & Moon is also placed in
the badhak sthana (place of obstruction) in the
Rasi chart in Capricorn. The Moon is in gandanta
(i.e. first navamsa of Aries) and is very dangerous.
In the navamsa, the 4th lord from Moon (64th
Navamsa) is the Moon itself and shows disease.
Thus, all three planets Saturn, Moon & Ketu
independantly and jointly show disease of head re
gion like fits, etc.

In the trimsamsa (0-30 charts) disease is seen in
the eighth house and its trines. The eighth house is
Sagittarius with Mars in it and Moon in the twelfth
house in Aries. This again confirms danger in the
head region. The shoola dasas begin from Scorpio
and in 1989 in Shoola dasa-antar of Scorpio-Virgo. She
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had her first epileptic fit Subsequently after Sagit
tarius dasa started, these have became dangerous and
violent and she has been getting temporary relief due
to good doctors (see the lagna lord and A.K. Venus in
twelfth house ruling doctors/hospitals). However
since Sagittarius aspects the badhak lord and
Mrityupada in Virgo/Pisces respectively, this disease
could continue till her 18th year and since this combi
nation is in the fifth house (prayers) a sincere bow to
Lord Siva with the Mahamrutunjaya mantra would help.

Her father has started this mantra seriously and
considerable improvement is seen. It may be noted
that during the Shoola dasa of signs that aspect the
Arudha lagna, death like suffering can occur. Here
the Arudha Lagna is in Pisces aspected by the dasa
sign Sagittarius.

Chart 95 : Female: Born on 28th August 1973 at 8
p.m, IST at Delhi
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In Chart 95 the lagna lord Jupiter is debilitated
h as Rahu is debilitated in Sagittarius being in
~ the twelfth from Jupiter and second from A.L. Thus

the second from AL has a debilitated planet as
the second lord Jupiter is debilitated in the
third house (Place of death) from A.L. in Capricorn.
The third and eighth Lord from lagna i.e. Venus,
is also debilitated in the seventh house. Jupiter
gets neechabhanga (some cancellation of debility)
due to saturn in a quadrant and the negligible
longevity indicated by the debility of Lords of
1st, 10th & 8th houses would be enhanced to
short life. The Shoola dasas begin from Virgo and
the period of Scorpio dasa (18-27 years) could be
bad due to the A.L. in Scorpio aspected by Mars
and debilitated Jupiter. However [upiters aspect
always provides relief through doctors etc. She
developed serious liver problems and later even
kidney disorders. She has had two successful
operations (thanks to Jupiters aspect). The next
dasa would be of Sagittarius with debilitated
Rahu aspected by Ketu and Saturn. This could be
dangerous and she had been given a mantra for
propitiating Jupiter.

The disease and its cure were both brought about
by Jupiter ruling the liver, as>Martian aspect also
damages liver. The kidney problems are seen from
Saturn & Ketu in the fourth while the dasa of Scorpio
shows accumulation of poison in the body i.e. excre
tory system fails. The shoola dasas are an invaluable
tool in timing disease. Medical Astrology requires
some working knowledge of medicine, diseases, their
causative factors and cure.
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Chart 96 : Male: 12th November 1934 at Cuttack
6.20 P.M. 1ST 20 N 30,.85 E 50
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In Chart 96, the Arudha lagna is in Pisces with a
host of planets in the eighth house in Libra. This
indicates a natural gambling and risk taking ability.
The conjunction of Venus and Jupiter constitutes a
Vipareeta Rajyoga as they are the lords of 6th and 8th
houses in the rasi chart. The Mrityupada (A8) is in Leo
with Mars in it. This is very adverse as it indicates debts
and strife due to the negative effects of Mars as the 7th
& 12th Lord i.e. poor business plans and excessive ex
penditure. Mars is also in the 8th house from the
Atmakarak (Saturn) and Moon showing that residence
in ones birth place (fixed sign in the eastern direction
(Leo) shall prove to be very adverse for peace and pros
perity. Rahu is a very beneficial planet as it conjoins
the yogakarak Saturn to indicate its results. In the
navamsa, it is in the 12th house indicating residence
away from home and secret enemies. In the Dasamsa, it
is debilitated in the 7th house in Sagittarius that is very
adverse for Business and favours service. During Rahu
dasa, the native had a fantastic career graph with an
initial stintwith the State Government, then the Central
Government in Mining where he received the Vice
President of India's Gold Medal for meritorious service
in Rahu dasa Mercury antardasa. Mercury has
subhargala on Rahu and is the lord of the Dasamsa
lagna. It is also the 2nd & 5th Lord in the Rasi chart
placed in the 10th house from Rahu. Later in Venus
antardasa of Rahu dasa, he left Government service to
join the private sector and had fantastic jumps till the
advent of Mars's antardasa. Mars is also placed in the
8th house from Rahu in the Rasi Chart and is very ad
verse for finances. It shows a period of strife. Since it is
a natural Malefic placed in the 6th house from the
:,Arudha Lagna, the native may be tempted to misuse
'his position and make some money on the side. He also
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purchased land to build his house during this Mars
antardasa and also shifted his official residence to a
house that was supposed to be "jinxed".

Things started going all wrong and with the ad
vent of Jupiter dasa, he left the service to start business
of his own. Jupiter is the natural benefic owning the 7th
house in Dasamsa and promotes Business instead of
Service by being in the 9th house of independent work.
Jupiter is the 8th lord in the Rasi and Navamsa and will
surely promote the Mrityupada with Mars in it. Since
Mars is the 7th lord (Karakas Venus) and due to the
Vipareeta yoga, the native ran into immeasurable debts
till the advent of Venus antardasa when his project was
sanctioned and his debts were cleared. The business
flourished till the antardasa of Mars in Jupiter. Mars is
a malefic in the 6th house from AL and prompts one
into strange/wrong means to make money. The native
got involved in some Hundi transaction, which al
though regular businesses feature, was used by his
opponents in Rahu antardasa to malign him. Rahu
antardasa again saw the Business tumble and assets get
destroyed. A malefic in debility in the 7th house in
dasamsa destroys business and promotes service. The
native was dragged into court cases.

Since Rahu is in trines to the ascendant in Rasi Chart
and the lagna lord conjoins 8th Lord, the chronic bron
chial problems started and oxygen was needed every
evening. The Court cases ended with Saturn dasa and
the native took up a job. However, his position has been
going from bad to worse as the effect of Mars in the 8th
house from AK continues as he continues to reside in
the eastern direction. The solution under such cases is
to use a diamond for Venus and positive effects of the
seventh house.
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Chart 97 : Male: Born on23rd November 1930 at
Nawgang Assam, Time: 14.14 1ST 26 N 21, 92 E 42
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In chart 97, the Rahu is in the ascendant in the
Rasi (D-l), Navamsa (D-9) and Dasamsa (D-I0) Chart
thus becoming an important significator of the ascen
dant Jupiter is naturally very inimical to such a Rahu
and its placement in the fourth house may not
damage family affairs, but will surely damage the
house it aspects. Thus the 10th house with the pow
erful Saturn Moon Yoga comes under the direct gaze
of Jupiter. Jupiter is also the lord of the Mrityupada
(A8) placed in the Aroodha Lagna (AL) thereby con
necting the malefic affairs of the 8th house with the
affairs of the native. This may not cause physical
harm, bur can surely damage his image (Maya is
governed by the Arudha lagna). In the Navamsa,
Rahu, Jupiter and Mercury are Vargottama. During
Jupiter dasa, the planets in the 6th house from it become
highly inimical. Thus Mercury is not only the lord of
the Badhaksthana, in Rasi and Navamsa, but also
placed in Vargottama in the 6th house from a
Vargottama Jupiter. A malefic Mercury indicated law
suits and court cases and trouble related to the pro
fession. Sun & Venus in 6th house from Jupiter is also
bad showing trouble from Govt. and ladies.

With the advent of Jupiter dasa on 31st January
1992, the native retired from Government service.
Jupiter is a natural benefic and the lord of the 5th &
8th houses in the Dasamsa chart controlling authority
from the Government and Retirement, loans etc. Be
ing in the 8th house, it has subhargala (benefic inter
vention) on the 7th house of business by being in the
2nd house from it. This ensures business success,
loans etc and being aspected by the dasamsa lagna
lord Sun and 4th lord Mars brought some money
from Real estate business in the antardasas of Jupiter
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and Saturn till October, 1996. However as the 8th lord
in the 8th house it.gives retirement from service. The
sixth house from Jupiter in the dasamsa is the ascen
dant itself with Rahu in it indicating that Rahu will be
very malefic for professional matters throughout the
Jupiter dasa. In the ascendant, it spoils the reputation
of the native and with the advent of Jupiter dasa, his
old enemies showed their heads and after his retire
ment, dragged him into a case in the count involving
missue of Authority (Rahu in Leo in dasamsa) for
monetary benefit (Sun in 2nd house). As indicated
earlier, Mercury being in the 6th house from Jupiter
in the rasi and navamsa charts is the prime cause of
the court cases. During the antardasa of Mercury in
Jupiter dasa, the court case went against him and the
high court ordered his detention. A stay was obtained
and a review petition was filed in November 1997
during the pratyantar dasa of Moon. It may be noted
that the Antardasa planet was in the sixth from Jupiter
and the 12th house from the Moon (these are the evil
places for these planets as per Sarvarth Chintamani).



~~~:

CHAPTERXn

The Ninth House

12.1 The ninth house looks into father (significator
Sun), Teacher (significator: Jupiter), Fortune, Religion
(Significator Sun), Spiritualism (significator: Ketu) and
God (Significator: Jupiter), Higher studies & higher
knowledge, Long distance travel (significator Venus),
Joining of Religious order or Diksha (initiation into
mantra etc.: significator Jupiter), past life and cause of
birth (significators Saturn & Rahu respectively) etc.
Being the fifth from the fifth house, it controls the
future and stands for grandchildren as well. Since it
is the real protector of the individual, it is called the
Vishnu sthana or Dharma bhava. As the seventh from
the third, it stands for the spouse of the co-born.
Dharma, in the broader sense, stands for the principles
that a person adopts in his life. Thus, since the ninth
house has argala on the 6th, 8th and 5th houses, these
principles have a telling impact on the friends & foes
alike as well as on the children & grandchildren of
the native. Hence the need for a good Guru and
mantra diksha. The argala on the eighth house implies
that the ninth house tends to make the native debt
free thereby giving wealth and good fortune to the
native by preventing accidents and the various evils
represented by the eighth house.

12.2 In a similar manner, the 10th, 12th, 1st and
7th houses have argala on the ninth house or have
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the capacity to intervene in its affairs. Malefic in the
10th house is not only bad for the father, but also
obstructs the smooth flow of good fortune. Thus, a
Saturn in the 10th house can cause vast fluctuations
in ones fortunes, as it is capable of obstructing Jupiter
the significator. Similarly, the nodes in the 10th house
can act very inimically to the father and obstruct
career growth, relations with superiors' etc. Benefic in
the 12th house will have subhargala on the ninth
house thereby intervening in religious matters like
bringing the native into contact with his Guru etc.
They also point towards long journeys for the purpose
of foreign residence or the longest journey of the soul
after death. The ascendant also alters the flow of
good fortune or otherwise as it has argala on the 9th
house. A malefic or debilitated planet in the ascendant
shows lack of ideals and the teachings or blessings of
the ninth house are not absorbed. In the same manner,
a natural malefic in the seventh house can give a bad
spouse who will hinder the observance of principles.
The relationship of the lords of the houses with that
of the ninth house and significators are to be examined
for a complete picture.

12.3 All elders are seen in the dwadasamsa chart
(D-12), as is the lineage. The father is seen in the 9th
house from the lagna and the Sun. Grandfather is
seen in the 5th house from the lagna and the Sun.
Grandmother is seen in the 12th house from the lagna
and the Sun. Similarly, mother is seen in the 4th
house from the lagna and Moon. Maternal Grandfather
and Grandmother are seen from the 12th house & 7th
house respectively from the lagna and Moon. The
dwadasamsa plays a significant role in shaping the
childhood and heritage of the native and should be
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examined closely. If the lord of the ascendant rising in
the dwadasamsa is placed in the dusthana (6th, 8th or
12th house) in the Rasi chart, the death of such a
relative could occur prior to the birth of the native (or
just after). However, if (he significator is conjoined a
powerful Jupiter or Mercury, survival is assured after
some calamity. For example, if the Sun is in the
eighth house in the Rasi chart as the dwadasamsa
lagna rising is Leo or Pisces, the death of the father
will occur before the birth of the native. Planets in the
second or seventh house or their lords or the planets
conjoining these lords or aspecting these houses from
each of the aforementioned elders could cause their
death. Thus for father, the 2nd/7th house would be
the 10th or 3rd house. The planets influencing these
houses cause the death of father in their dasa periods.

12.4 The karma inherited through generations
from the fathers lineage is seen in the ninth house in
the Akshavedamsa (D-45 Chart) while that inherited
from the mothers lineage is seen in the Khavedamsa
(D-40 chart) and its fourth house. Similarly, the Karma
inherited by the native in his past births is seen in the
Shastyamsa (D-60 chart). It is for this reason that
Parasara gives the highest weightage to the
Shastyamsa chart in the Vimsopaka strength scheme.
The ninth house plays a significant role in these
charts. However, an in-depth examination of these
higher divisions is beyond the purview of this book.

12.5 The religiosity and spiritual leanings are
seen in the Vimsamsa (D-20 chart). The planets in
trines to the Vimsamsa ascendant provide the deities
the native will like to worship as well as his mantra.
This divisional chart is very personal and connects
the individual to the occult. Mantra recitation is seen
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in the ninth house (japa), Bhakti (love/adoration of
any deity is seen in the fifth house) while meditation
is seen in the 12th house. The Karakas for these are
Jupiter, Venus and Ketu respectively while the overall
control is with the luminaries. The Dasamsa (D-10
chart) is also examined about the work (Karma) that
the individual does to further his spiritual leanings.
This could be the gigantic task of setting up the
Ramakrishna Mission or headship of the Advaita
Math's of Sankaracharya. For example, in every
dasamsa of the head (Sankaracharya) of the Kanchi
Kamakoti Peetham the dasamsa lagna seems be a
water sign (being in trines to Cancer) with a powerful
Jupiter - Mars Yoga. PRAVRAJYA YOGA is caused by
the conjunction of four or more planets in a quadrant.
However, there will be many children born during
the day or the conjunction of these four or more
planets may continue for some period. How then do
we identify the Priest or Saint? What will be the
extent of renunciation? Renunciation of material and
bodily wants is complete renunciation. Thus if the
ascendant is aspected by Saturn (Brahma) or if the
Subhapati (Lord of Moon sign) is only aspected by
Saturn, Brahma Vrata is taken. If Saturn alone aspects
the lord of the ascendant or vice-versa, Pravrajya
Yoga occurs. If all planets aspect the lord of the Moon
sign by sign or planetary sight, then the native
becomes a famous Sanyasi. If four or more planets
are in quadrants with the lord of the tenth house,
then the native attains heaven after death. If Jupiter is
in Pisces in the ascendant, Nirvana is indicated. If
Jupiter, Moon and the ascendant associate with Saturn,
the native renounces worldly pleasures. Parasara gives
a fine hint to examine the Upapada that deals with
marriage. If Ketu is in the navamsa lagna aspected by
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Saturn, the native is a fake Sanyasi while Venus join
ing this combination produces a powerful Tapastoi
(one practicing penance).

12.6 The later day texts say that the Sun produces
a worshipper of the Sun God, Ganesh and Shakti and
one reciting the Gayatri Mantra. The Moon gives a
Saivaite or a bhakti Margi (creed of adoring the deity).
Mars gives a begging tendency while Mercury can
produce a seller of herbs/medicines in the garb of a
monk or a tantrik. Jupiter produces the truthful saints
and true saints (Gyana Yoga) while Venus produces a
Vaisnavite. Saturn produces tantriks and aghoris etc.
and can give very severe penance. The benefic planets
should be in the third or sixth house from Arudha lagna or
the malefic planets should be in the second, 4th or 7th for
renunciation. Rahu in the 7th or 12th house from AL
produces deep spiritualism. The renunciation can be
timed from DRIG DASA and the Arudha Lagna. This
can also be timed from the Vimsottari dasa of tHe
Atmakarak, Saturn or any benefic in the third or sixth
house from AL or any other malefic in other houses
as indicated.

12.7 The Hindu deities at the time of Maharishi
Parasara or ]aimini were the Siva (Sun), Parvati
(Moon), Kartikeya (Mars), Vishnu (Mercury), Indra
(jupiter), Sachi or lakshmi (Venus as the spouse of
Indra or Visnu respectively), Brahma (Saturn), Durga
(Rahu) and Ganapati (Ketu). The inclination of the
Christian is seen from the Holy Ghost (Sun), Virgin
Mary (Moon), Crusaders (Mars), Jesus Christ (jupiter),
the Pope and other saints (Mercury), Angels (Venus)
etc. Later day Hinduism developed many Gods and
demi-Gods although Parasara mentions the Dasavatar
er the ten forms of Sri Vishnu that the nine planets
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and the ascendant represent. Similarly, there is the
cult of the Earth Mother and the Dasa Maha Vidya.

12.8 PLANETS IN THE NINTH HOUSE: The
Sun or Jupiter as the natural Karakas of the ninth
house do not suffer from Karaka bhava nasa i.e. they
do not damage the significations of the ninth house
and instead enhance them. Even if the Sun is in Libra
in the ninth house, if either of Venus or Mars is
strong in a quadrant, good fortune results. The native
is principled, righteous and truthful. If Rahu afflicts
the Sun, early death of Father could result in
misfortune. If Mercury afflicts the Sun, the mind could
be full of doubts and wrong thoughts. Jupiter in the
ninth house is a blessing in any chart promising
goodwill, honesty, blessings of Superiors and Guru,
Spiritual and religious, the native does a lot of good
service for society. The natural afflictors of the Sun
and Jupiter are Saturn and Rahu. If Saturn is in the
ninth, a Ruby will be useful while if Rahu is in the
ninth house, the native may not stop lying or getting
into intrigues until Jupiter becomes favourable or a
Yellow Sapphire is used (Doctrines of Suka Nadi).
These also bring misfortunes on the father and Guru.
Hence, the use of the concerned stones is advised. If
Saturn is in dignity, it gives an attitude of renunciation
while Rahu makes a person go to extremes to fulfill
his desires. The Moon in the ninth shows foreign
travel and even possible residence, as it is the karaka
for home. If afflicted, this can bring tremendous
misfortunes while if well placed from the Arudha
Lagna, it promises good fortune throughout life due
to the blessings of ones mother. Mars in the ninth
house makes one very crude and haughty. Given to
anger and very courageous, the native could like the
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arts and worship Rudra. Mercury in the ninth is a
great blessing giving principles, honesty, good deeds
and family happiness unless afflicted by natural
malefics as Mercury is changeable. Ketu can giv.e
excellent spiritual experiences or bad company due to
its headless nature. The position and strength of Jupit-er
is important for giving a good direction to Ketu.
Hence, many astrologers advise the use of a gold
band in the ring finger when Ketu is in the ninth
house. However, these planets in the ninth house
from Arudha lagna are very beneficial and not only
protect the native, good fortune and monetary benefits
accrue. The ninth from Arudha lagna is the contributor
of material benefits. Planets in the ninth house from
the navamsa lagna make one passionate. This is more
true for Mars and Venus while Jupiter makes one
obedient to the Guru and the Sun makes one very
dutiful to father.

12.9 PLACEMENT OF THE NINTH LORD:
The ninth Lord represents Divinity in the chart. If the
ninth lord is in the ascendant, the native is intelligent,
well bred and interested in public service as the ninth
lord also represents the Goverrunent/ Ruler. These
results will be modified based on the planets involved.
As in the chart of Bhagwan Sri Ram, the ninth lord
Jupiter was exalted in the Cancer ascendant with the
ascendant lord Moon. He was born with Divine
virtues and the Laxmi Yoga existed in the ascendant
itself. Since the ninth lord conjoins the Moon, His
mother(s) could make or mar his fortune and during
the period of Saturn in the fourth house (mother), a
stepmother compelled him to take exile for 14 years.
Since the ninth lord was in the ascendant (significator
Sun also for father and self), His father expired and
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He had to undergo tremendous hardships. Thus, when
planets conjoin the ninth lord, the houses signified by
them should not be conjoined malefic planets. The
principles governing the life of the native are seen

~ from the house position and planets conjoining the
ninth lord. If the Moon conjoins the ninth lord, the
native is very concerned about Public view and shapes
his life accordingly or if the ninth lord is in the third
house (ruling passion/copulation), the native is quite
passionate and his father will be untrustworthy. If the
ninth lord should aspect the ascendant by Sign or
Planetary aspect to produce higher learning and
knowledge. For higher education, the Chaturvimsamsa
(D-24 chart) should be examined.

12.10 Depending on the planets influencing the
ninth house or its lord or its dispositor, certain years
have been prescribed by the standard texts for the
rise of good fortune (or vice-versa). These are: -

PLANET NUMBER YEARS OF AFFECTING
FORTUNE
Primary Secondary

SUN 1 21,22 48,70

MOON 2 23,24 5,49

MARS 9 27,28 10,39

MERCURY 5 31,32 20,54

JUPITER 3 33,34 24,56

VENUS 6 25,26 6,52

SATURN 8 35,36 39,82

RAHU 4 41,42

KETU 7 45,46
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This table not only. gives the years of good
fortune, it can show mishaps. If Venus is the eighth
lord and is ill placed, it can show trouble in the sixth
year.

12.11 Understanding the effect of Significators : 
The well known dictum 'Karaka Bhava Nasa' which
means that the "karaka is bad for the house" does not
always apply to the placement of the natural
significators in the houses signified by them. For
example, the Sun is not bad in the ninth house nor is
Jupiter bad in the second or ninth house nor is Saturn
bad in the eighth house. In all these cases, the
signification of the planets is considerably enhanced
by their placement in the particular house. Thus the
native with the Sun in the 9th house is obedient and
trustworthy while Jupiter in the 2nd gives good wealth
and Saturn in the 8th enhances longevity which
is contrary to word 'nasa' meaning reduction
or destroy. Even Venus in the seventh does not
reduce its signification and enhances passion/sex.
Therefore, what else could this dictum mean? The
other reference by the term I Karaka I is to the Chara

. Karakas or eight temporary significators. Two situations
arise :-

12.11.1 The first situation arises when the lord of
a particular house also becomes the temporary
significator for the house. For example, the lord of the
ascendant can also be the Atmakarak or the lord of
the 7th house could be the Darakarak. Now, the job of
a particular charakarak is to cleanse the house of all
sins. Thus, the period of the Atmakarak can be a very
trying one as it punishes the native for past sins and
prepares the way for the future development of the
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soul. During this period of punishment, the lord of
the ascendant plays the protective role for the
ascendant. Now, if the lord of the ascendant itself
were to be the Atmakarak, the soul cleansing/
punishment could be quite severe and the native
could either become the Greatest Saint like Sri
Ramakrishan Paramhamsa or Mother Sarada (see chart
100 & 101) or could become a devil incarnate (e.g.
Adolf Hitler). Similarly, if the lord of the seventh
house were to be the Darakarak, the native could
have a very spiritual outlook towards marriage and
maybe even denied any form of contact, but the
relationship may not be spoilt (e.g. Mother Sarada
Chart 100). In the negative, this can cause marital
disharmony and could teach very hard lessons on
marriage.

12.11.2 The second situation arises when the
natural significator of a house is also the temporary
(Chara) significator. For example, the Sun could be
the Atmakaraka both Natural & Temporary as in the
case of Swami Vivekananda and could promise an
illustrious life devoted to the welfare of the people
provided it is connected to the navamsa ascendant in
some manner at least. However, the native will not be
selfish or conceited in any form and will be compelled
by his inner nature to give away more than he gets.
This can create some personal problems in life. If
Venus were to be the chara darakarak as well, then, if
ill placed the native could have some bad experiences
pertaining to sex or will be very passionate or very
cold. i.e. extremes of sexual behaviour are indicated.
Thus, in both ways the dictum I Karaka bhava nasa'
does work with chara karakas.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
12.12 KUNDALINI AWAKENING
Chart 98: Male A.c. Rajneesh (OSHa) 11th December, 1931 at
Narsingpur 17.491 1ST 22 N 57'78 E12
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AS<'lmdant 9.24' Sun 27°44' Moon 10°8'
Mars 12° 04' Mercury 29°36' (AK) Jupiter 14°44'
Venus 12°43' Saturn 11°40' Rahu 20°52'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Pisces; Mrityupada (A8) Scorpio; Bhagya Pada (A9)
Libra; Vidya Saham : Taurus; Punya Saham : Cancer

Chart 98 is the horoscope of OSHa Acharya
Rajneesh. Kundalini Shakti is the serpent power that is
dormant at the base of the spine called Mooladhara
chakra. There are seven chakras including the
Mooladhara at the base of the spine, the Navel, the
Solar PIexis, the Heart, the Throat, the Forehead and
the top of the head. The seven planets from the Sun
to Saturn signify these and the Mokshkarak Ketu is
the overall significator for the same. In the chart of
Acharya Rajneesh, the Bhagyaroodha (A9) is in the
5th house Libra as its lord conjoins many planets in
the seventh house in Sagittarius. The Jupiter is the
Atmakaraka having exchange of signs (and
consequently duties) with the Moon. Thus, the Moon
shall give the results of the exalted Atmakarak and
Lord of Arudha lagna Jupiter.

In the Vimsamsa (D-20 chart) Leo ascendant has
Venus in it There is parivartan yoga (exchange of
signs) between the ascendant and the 10th lords Sun
& Venus resulting in a powerful yoga for success in
spiritual and occult pursuits. The Moon is the lord of
the 12th house ruling emancipation & meditation
and is in debility in Scorpio the occult sign ruling
Kundalini Shakti etc. As the 8th Lord (occult/
supernatural events) and the 5th Lord (Prayer, mantra
etc.) Jupiter conjoins the Moon in the fourth house in
Scorpio and fully energizes the Moon to give a
powerful spiritual experience. The lords of Scorpio,
Mars & Ketu are placed in Capricorn. The exaltation
of Mars and the placement of the Venus in a quadrant
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from the~scendant cause the neechabhanga yoga of
the Moon. It may also be noted that all benefics are
placed in quadrants and trines while all the malefics
are in dusthanas (6th & 8th) or Upachaya (10th). Thus
at the beginning of the Vimsottari dasa of the Moon
in the antardasa of Venus in the third week of March
1953 (around 14th - 20th March) he suddenly became
very remorse and desolate with a kind of nervousness
that could not be explained. On 21 March, 1953, Ac.
Rajneesh had a thrilling experience as if some spiritual
power entered into the body and its light was
unbearable for his human eyes. There was a strange
power pulling him out of his body and since then, the
body and soul have existed like separate entities. This
is a clear expression of astral travel.

These kind of Occult experiences are closely
connected to the eighth house and the Mrityupada
(A8) as it amounts to 'dying' for a short whilerThe
Mrityupada of Osho is in Scorpio and the Sun
representing the soul should transit the trines or the
seventh house from this sign to give any experience
akin to death. The Sun was in Pisces on 21 March,
1953. Rath's Rule (2) has worked correctly. However,
it should be clearly remebered that death has not
occurred. Hence, the Moon would not obey Rath's
Rule (4) and the fifth lord/fifth house would not
decide the Vedic date (Tithi). The tithi (Vedic date)
was Saptami (7) ruled by Saturn the eighth & ninth
lord of the chart. Besides, the Moon was in the 12th
house from the natal ascendant and aspecting the
Mrityupada from Taurus. The Vidya Saham (Learning
Point) is 1s3: 19' in Taurus transited by the Moon.
The Punya Saham is in Cancer with the exalted A.K.
Jupiter in trines to the AL. Normally, renunciation is
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timed by the transit of the Mokshkarak Ketu in the
hines to the Arudha Ascendant. On 21 March, 1953
Ketu was transiting in Cancer the fifth house from
the Arudha Ascendant and the Punya Saham and
natal A.K. This is necessary for such events like
Kundalini awakening etc. The transit of the Sun, Moon
& the Nodes has been explained. For further reading,
Prasna Marga is recommended for the daily Transit
of the Sun-Moon-Rahu (Chakra). It is significant that
Saturn was transiting the 11th from natal Moon and
aspecting Pars Fortuna (Cancer 27:29') while Jupiter
was in the fifth from natal moon in mutual aspect
with Saturn. Thus, all transits were very favourable
for the event.

The earlier discussion on Osho (Chart 85) may be
seen and it may be noted that this is not a case of
Pravrajya yoga i.e. there is no renunciation. The sign
Pisces. typically explains Osho's philosophy of
Universal Love.

Chart 98A Transit for 21st March, 1953 for Gemini
Ascendant of Acharya Rajneesh. (PS) Punya Saham
(VS) Vidya Saham (A8) Natal Mrityupada.
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12.13 ISKCON : THE DIVINE MISSION. (BHAKTI YOGA)

When Sri Dinanatha dasa of ISKCON showed
the horosocope of Srila Prabhupada as that of
Capricorn rising with Deva Guru Jupiter in the eighth
house in Leo, certain doubts arose. Eighth house
Jupiter is said to generate an Asura Yoga with quite
tamasik (base) qualities that was in contrast to the
Satwa Guna of Srila Prabhupada who lived among
the drunks and downtrodden people in the USA and
preached the name of Sri Krishna to them without
himself ever getting into those habits or ever becoming
materialistic. So overwhelming was the strength his
Satwa that thousands of people chose a pure and
pious Vaisnava life. His faith and teachings are
centered on the Namakirtana expounded by Sri
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu in the following stanza :-

Harernama Haremama Harernamaiva Kevalam,
Kalou Nastaiva Nastaiva Nastaiva Gatiranyatha;
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare,
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Ranta Hare Hare.

Birth : 01 September 1896 at around 16:00 In
Calcutta 22 N 30 88 D23 (Given by himself) A
jyotish had cast his horoscope and made the family
happy by the auspicious prediction that at seventy,
he would cross the ocean and become a great
exponent of religion and open 108 temples.

The time recorded in the 19th Century India is
quite variable and it goes to the credit of the learned
astrologers of those days who would also consider
the charts of parents and automatically correct the
horoscope before making such a serious prediction.
The first consideration is that Srila Prabhupada was
one of the greatest devotees of Sri Visnu avatar
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. Jagannath Krishna. Hence, Jupiter should be fortified
in a quadrant or a trine. There should also be specific
combinations in the chart to show this devotion like
the ascendant lord in the ninth house with the ninth
lord makes one a great devotee of Vishnu. If -the
planets involved in this yoga have Satwa guna like
Jupiter, Sun or Moon, the native will do a lot of
service like building temples (significators: Jupiter &
Sun). Secondly, when we talk of crossing the Ocean,
the 7th, 9th or 12th house comes into the picture.
Since the prediction of foreign travel is linked to
preaching and building temples, the ninth house
should indicate both and should have the yoga. The
third vital hint comes from the age "70 years". In the
table under para 12.10, the secondary years of the
Sun to affect fortune (9th house) are 48 years and 70
years. Thus, the Sun should be either the lord of the
9th house or strongly associating with the 9th house
or its lord for the jyotish to have made this prediction.
Accordingly, the chart of Srila Prabhupada has been
corrected: Birth on 1 September 1896 at 15:24 LMT
at Calcutta.

Chart 99 : Male: Srila Prabhupada 1 September 1896
at Calcutta 15.24' LMT 22 N 32' 88 E 22'
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(0-9) CHART
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Ascendant 28°23' Sun 16°59' (MK) Moon 27°46' (AMK)
Mars 16° 56'(PK) Mercury 11°5' (PUK) Jupiter 2°1' (GK)
Venus 1°45' (DK) Saturn 21°47' (BK) Rahu 1°10'(AK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Upapada (UL) Aquarius Bhagyapada (A9)
Taurus Mrityu pada (A8) Pisces

Sagittarius a very honest, truthful and God-fearing
sign is in the ascendant in vargottama with its lord
Jupiter in the 9th house with the 9th lord Sun and
Mokshkarak Ketu iry the religious sign Leo. This alone
can fully explain his great devotion for Sri Jagannath
Krishna (Vishnu avatar) as well as the strong Satwik
Guna like that of Maharishi's as well as the prediction
about foreign travel at 70 years (Sun is the 9th lord in
the 9th house in third chaturthamsa). The point is
that the prediction did come out true. This also
explains the fact that Abhay Charan (Prabhupada)
had learnt all the prayers and relgious practices from
his father (lagna lord conjoins ninth lord in the 9th
house) and that his father was not very long-lived
(father expired in his 35th year in the Pitri Shoola
dasa of Scorpio that is in trines to Cancer the 8th
house, as per Vriddha Karika, from the sthira
pitrukarak* Sun in Leo). The dwadasamsa (D-12) has
Mars in Scorpio in the ascendant showing birth in an
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upper middle class family. Treat the ninth house from
dwadasamsa lagna as the ascendant of father. This is
Cancer with Jupiter in the second with Ketu and
aspected by the second lord Sun and seventh lord
Saturn and Rahu. His father died in 1930 in Jupiter
dasa Sun antardasa. From Cancer, the lord Moon is in
the 10th house as Mercury is in the seventh house
showing his fathers profession as a cloth (Moon)
Merchant (Mercury). The fourth house from
Dwadasamsa lagna should be treated as the ascendant
of Mother. This is Aquarius with its lord Rahu and
the religious sun. However, this eclipse combination
can produce either a short-lived saint (Sun) or a long
lived criminal (Rahu). His mother was very pious
and died very suddenly in Rahu dasa Venus antardasa.
Rahu eclipses the seventh lord from Aquarius and by
conjunction will give its results to kill. Venus is the
lord of the badhaksthana from Aquarius debilitated
in the eighth house. In the Rasi (D-l) chart, the sthira
matrukaraka* Moon & Mars are in Taurus and the
eighth house as per Vriddha Karika is Gemini. Thus,
death of mother can occur in the Matri shoola dasas
of the airy signs. The Matri shoola dasas begin from
the 10th house Virgo as it is stronger than the fourth

MOON
SAT

SUN
RAHU DWADASAMSA

CHART(0-12)

MERC nJP
KETU

7 LAG VEN
MARS
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house Pisces and progress zodiacally @ 9 years per
sign. Mother died in his 17th year in the Matri shoola
dasa of the airy sign Libra that has Saturn in it. His
fathers' disposition was cool (Moon) while his mother
was dark (Aquarius) and tended to be fiery (Sun).
1899 : escaped narrowly from burning when his
cloth set on fire playing with matches and put the
fire out. He retained a small scar on his leg. The
Karakamsa is Libra with Rahu in it and Mars in the
ninth house. This will indicate fire hazards. Personal
burns from the fire will be caused if these planets
associate with the navamsa lagna. Rahu, as the AK
will give a lot of trouble as in the chart of Sri
Ramakrishna Paramhamsa (Chart 101) and it aspects
Jupiter the lord of Lagna. Mars aspects the navamsa
lagna. The results of Rahu will be given by its
dispositor Venus. Thus in Mars dasa Venus antardasa
he had this fire accident. In the Rasi chart, the lagna
lord Jupiter is in the ninth house (Legs) and is aspected
by Rahu and Mars. It also has the papaargala of a
debilitated Venus. Thus, the scar was to remain in his
leg representing the end of the ill effects of the malefic
aspects on his beneficial ascendant lord.

1902 : Asked his father to have his own
Radhakrishna murtis to worship and offer his food.
Rahu dasa Rahu antardasa. Rahu is the Atmakarak
and the lord of the Vimsamsa lagna. Hence, its period
will make the native very religious. When even such
planets like Rahu lead towards religiosity, how can
the native stray? Thus, when natural malefics become
the AK the native automatically becomes religious, as
there is negligible natural obstruction to this path.
Saturn another lord of the Vimsamsa (D-20) lagna is
in the fifth house with the Moon in a mercurial sign.
This will give devotion for Sri Krishna.
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year of age), and Sarada Mata was married to Sri
Ramakrishna Paramhamsa when she was four years
old (i.e. in her 5th year). Thus, timing of marriage
with Narayan dasa is very accurate. Since Saturn is
the 7th Lord and darakarak and is also placed in
Aquarius in the 7th house in Navamsa (D-9)
considerable age gap of about 17 years existed between
the couple. However, she was to join her husband
later after growing up. This would amount to "double
marriage" with the same person and any Kalatra
dosha of Venus in the 7th house was automa
tically remedied. (An important remedial measure for
Venus in 7th house is to have marriage twice with the
same person. By this multiple marriages etc. are allavoided).

Sri Ramakrishna was also the Guru of Sarada
Mata as the lord of Upapada is also the Bhratrikarak.
Thus, her meeting with her spouse after growing up
would amount to renunciation/diksha yoga with
Guru. This can be timed by using Drig Dasa. The
drig dasas begin from the ninth house Pisces and are
succeeded by the three aspecting dual signs reckoned
in the reverse direction as Pisces is a Samapada (Even
footed) sign. Renunciation (or Diksha) is seen from
the Arudha Lagna Drig dasa. The Arudha Lagna is in
Virgo and the Drig Dasa of Virgo is from 15th to 25th
year (Dec.'1868 to Dec.'1878). In her late teens Sarada
Mata left her parents home to live with her husband
Sri Ramakrishna. Saturn and Rahu in the second from
Upapada and the ninth house from Arudha lagna
show the difficulties she had to face before meeting
him and finally being accepted by him after the
assurance that she will never be a hindrance to his
penance and, instead, would be of service to him and
the temple. The affliction of Saturn and Rahu to the
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second house from Upapada does not promise a very
long married life and the death of spouse is seen
from the shoola dasas of the trines to Jupiter. The
shoola dasa of spouse always begins from the first of
seventh house. The seventh being stronger initiates
the shoola dasas from Capricorn. These dasas will be
regular and for a period of 9 years each. Jupiter is in
Sagittarius and the trines to this are the fiery signs.
The eighth lord from Jupiter is the Moon placed in
Leo (fiery sign). The shoola dasa of Aries was
from 27th to 36th year. Sri Ramakrishna attained
Nirvana (expired) on 16th of August 1886 when Sarada
Mata was in her 33rd year and in the Shoola dasa of
Aries.

LONGNITY :-

(A) KHAND : i) Lagna Lord + 8th Lord = Fixed + Dual = Long life.

ii) Saturn + Moon = Fixed + Fixed =Short life.

iii) Lagna + Hora Lag = Mavable + Fixed = Middle life.

Since all three terms are different, (iii) shall
give results and longevity compartment is 36-72
years.

Drig Dasa of Sarada Mata

Dasa Period From To Age

Pisces 3 Dec'1853 Dec'1856 3

Sagittarius 12 Dec'1856 Dec'1868 15

Virgo (AL) 10 Dec'1868 Dec'1878 25
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(B) The Shoola dasas being from Capricorn and
Middle life would be from Taurus to leo. Taurus with
Saturn & Rahu could have given death, but Leo with
the Moon conjoined Mars and aspected by Venus (2

. Rudra yogas) is quite capable of giving death. Thus
, longevity is between 63-72 years. She left the body on

July 1920 at 1.30' AM. The transit chart for Punya tithi
(moment of Nirvana - transit) is 100A.

(e) Raths Rule (2) : Mrutyupada (AB) is in Taurus
.and Scorpio its 7th house is stronger due to Mercury.
Thus, the Sun should be in watery signs. The Sun
was in Cancer in transit on 21 July, 1920. (This is a
slight rule deviation as is seen in charts of saints
alone).

(D) Raths Rule (3): The Sammukha Rasi for
Cancer is Aquarius. There are no planets in the 9th
house from either lagna or Sammukha rasi. However,
Sammukha rasi is stronger than lagna (Kendra from
A.K.), and the 9th Lord from it (Venus) will determine
the tithi as Shasti (6) or Chaturdasi (14). She expired
on Sukla Shasti (6) tithi,

(E) Raths Rule (4) : Arudha lagna is in Virgo and
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the ascendant at the time of demise was Taurus (trines
to Virgo).

Chart 101. Male: Sri Ramakrishna Paramhans;
Born on 18th February 1836 6.44' LMT 21 N 53' 87
E44'

In Chart 101, The luminaries conjoin in the
ascendant with the Mercury (5th Lord) generating a
powerful yoga for undying fame as well as pravrajya
yoga (Saturns sign). The two lords of lagna Saturn &
Rahu are exalted and one (Rahu) is the Atmakarak
showing that the native is Godly/Divine. The Arudha

A7
VEN UL RAHU AL

AK JUP

LAG
SUN

MOON CHART 101 A8
II.ffiRC RAMA KRISHNA

PARAMHANSA
19.2.1836,6.44 LMf

21 N S3: 87E44 A9
MARS

KETU SAT
(R)

Lagna is in Gemini with Jupiter in it showing his image
(Maya) in this world as a saint. A true renunciate
shall have the Rahu (Representing desire) in the 7th/
12th house from A.L. Rahu in the 12th house shows
his complete renunciation and in Taurus, the
renunciation was of Wealth (2nd house of Natural
Zodiac Taurus) and sex/passion (Venus is lord of
Taurus). Perfect Brahmacharya yoga exists. Further, just
like chart 100, the seventh lord Sun becomes the
darakarak showing a spiritual outlook towards
marriage. Thus, the charts 100 & 101 were divinely
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Ascendant 9°41' Sun 6°52' (DK) Moon 22°14' (BK)
Mars 22° 1S'(GK) Mercury(R) 1S6°6'(MK) Jupiter(R) 14°32' (PK)
Venus 9°4' (GK) Satum(R) 13°40' (PUK) Rahu 2°S3'
Bhagyapada (A9) Leo Mrityupada (AS) Cancer Darapada (A7)
Taurus Upapada (UL) Aries

matched charts where the lagna lord was also AK
and 7th lord was also DK. The Upapada in both
charts is in Aries. [Note : Since any contact was
denied in marriage the lagna of spouse should be the
11th house or 6th house because 11th house is sixth
from sixth house. This is seen in the same manner as
we did for chart 100 by counting from AL to UL.
Thus spouse can be in Cancer or Sagittarius lagna.
Sarada Ma was born in Cancer lagna].
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The Navamsa lagna has again got the luminaries
in trines. The places of worship are the 12th house
from Atmakarak and 6th house from Amatyakarak.
The twelfth from A.K. is Sagittarius (the Iagnaj'native
himself) with the Sun (Siva) in it. Thus, the native i.e.
Sri Ramakrishna himself will represent Siva and will
be worshipped by the people. The Amatyakarak Mars
is in cancer and the sixth therefrom is again Sagittarius,
reconfirming our readings.

The ninth house is Libra with exalted Saturn in
it. However, Saturn is retrogate and in terms of
worldly pleasures will give opposite results Pravrajya
yoga (renunciation) instead of Rajyoga, (wealth and
comfort). The ninth Lord Venus is exalted in the
second house, but is in debilitated navamsa. This
is again pravrajya yoga (i.e. Rajbhanga yoga - the
native will not have material wealth, but will never
be lacking in spiritual lusture as Venus is exalted).
Thus, the fortune of the ninth house is poverty but
spiritualism.

In the Vimsamsa, the ninth house is the strongest
trine with the Moon in it in Aquarius. He adored the
Divine Mother Kali. Since Venus conjoins the Moon
he even worshipped his wife Sarada Ma as
personification of the Divine Mother and could never
touch her.

It is noteworthy that Sri Ramakrishna Paramhansa
had lccha MrihJu (i.e. left the body due to his own
wish) on 16th August 1886 at 1.061 A.M. (51st year).
Transit Chart lOlA gives the planetary positions at
the time of Nirvana. While death should normally
have occurred in the dasa of Leo, it happened in
Cancer Shoola dasa due to the aspect of Mercury
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(Rudra) Just like chart 92 of Swami Vivekananda,
none of the standard astrological rules work as the
saint has risen above the power of the grahas to
control Le. he exercises self-control in its, perfectj
complete sense. The only rule that worked (as in
chart 72) is RATHS RULE (4) whereby the ascendant
rising at the time of death was the natal Arudha
.Lagna.

12.15 SANKARACHARYA
Chart 102. Male: Sri Jayendra Saraswati; Born on
18th July 1935 at Irul Nekki Time 7.00 p.m. 1ST10 N
4279 E 26

AL MERe
KEn;

SAT
MOON CHART 102 SUN

JAYENDRA

~AG
SARASWATI

18.7.1935 7 PM
ION 42 79 E 26 VEN

UL

A9 JUP
RAHU MARS A7
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Moon 4°34' (PK)
Jupiter(R) 14°32' (PK)
Rahu 28°46'

Ascendant 8°15' Sun 2°1' (PUI<)
Mars 1° 14'(GI<) Mercury 22°2'(MK)
Venus 9°4' (GI<) Saturn(R) 16°40' (AMK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Pisces Upapada (UL) Leo.
Darapada (AT) Virgo Bhagyapada (A9) Sagittarius
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Chart 102 is the horoscope of the Sankaracharya
of Kanchi Kamakoti peetham. Capricorn rises with a
powerful Saturn & Moon conjunction in the second
house. This combination in the 4th, 10th & 11th houses
gives Rajyog and in the 1st/10th house in cancer car
give Maharaj yog. In other trines it produces kali yoga
(i.e. the person has to face a lot of strife & hardship
and by worshipping Malta kali Rajyog results). In other
houses this can cause Prav rajya yoga. Saturn is not

. only the dispositor of the Moon, it is also the strongest
influence on the Moon in the house of wealth. This is
a, pravrajya yoga that will make the native (Saturn is
Lagna lord : self) to renounce wealth and all
possessions. Since this placement of lagna and 7th
Lords causing Sani-chandra yoga is also in the twelfth
house from Arudha lagna, it will destroy all attachment
to personal wealth. The eighth lord from lagna (Sun)
is in the 7th house showing poverty (personal). The
eighth lord from lagna/Arudha lagna aspecting the
lagna/A.L. or conjoining the 7th house from it gives
poverty. Venus the naisargika karak for happiness and
worldly comforts is in the eighth house - a
combination seen in the charts of many renunciates,
monks (sanyasis). The Darapada (A7) is in the ninth
house but its lord Mercury is in the sixth house (denial)
with ketu (renunciation/moksha). Thus, the native
renounces physical contact with opposite sex in any
form or manner. The Upapada (UL) is in Leo in the
eighth house, and in the sixth house from Arudha
lagna. The upapada has yogakarak venus, but its lord
Sun is placed in the twelfth house from it. Thus, any
question of marriage in what so ever form is ruled
out. The second lord from Upapada (Mercury) is placed
in the sixth house with Mokshkarak Ketu. This denies
marriage bonds altogether.
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The deity to whom the native shall have personal
attainment is seen from the trines in Vimsamsa (D-20
chart). Sun (Surya/Siva) and Jupiter (Guru/Siva) are
in trines to Vimsamsa lagna showing personal
attachment only to Siva. This will make the native
service oriented and he will do a lot of work for moral
upliftment of masses (Sivaworship makes a person open
hearted and Sani Chandra yog in Rasi Chart makes a
social worker). The atmakarak is Jupiter and it shall
dominate the affairs of the native. Inthe Rasi Chart, the
darakarak Rahu is very inimical to the atmakarak and
is placed in the third house from AK and 1211 house from
Lagna, thus denying marriage. Being in Bhagyarudha
Rahu destroys any desire for personal fortune as well.
However as the lord of bhagyapada (A9) Jupiter gives
fortune through renunication.

Readers may note that the Navamsa lagna rising
is in the 12th house (place of worship) from the
Atmakarak Jupiter. Thus, the native himself is reverred
and worshipped. This combination will be seen in the
charts of very big Saints who will be worshipped
during their lifetime and even after their nirvana (e.g.
Ramakrishna Paramhansa, Swami Vivekananda etc).
Secondly, the lord of Navamsa lagna itself is the
Atmakarak. However it is not placed in Navamsa
lagna. Thus, the native shall not be born in a Royal
family but will attain a very high status. The Moon is
in the ninth house in debility in Navamsa (Rajbhang
Neecha Yoga - Renunciation) and aspects the
Karakamsa and Lord of Navamsa Lagna Jupiter. This
gives a lot of popularity and Sri [ayendra Saraswati
will be loved by many people.

The dasamsa. has a watery sign Scorpio rising,
and Jupiter & Mars are in mutual aspect in the 6th-
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12th axis. This Guru Mangala Yoga for a watery sign
- rising in dasamsalD-10chart)is a clearcut combination

for headship-of the Sri Kanchi Kamakoti peetham (the
Sankaracharya math at Kanchi), The conjunction of
the luminaries Sun & Moon as the tenth and ninth
lords respectively produces the highest dharma
karmadhipati yoga-:-This conjunction in the fifth house
(of authority, subordinate, followers etc.) gives the
divine power to remove the evils and enlighten
anybody / everybody. The conjunction of the
mokshkarak Ketu with this Rajyoga in the spiritual
sign Pisces speaks volumes about the spiritual height
of Sri Jayendra Saraswati. It is noteworthy that this
powerful combination for enlightenment is in the,
12th house (worship) from the Atmakarak.

TIMING RENUNCIATION : As shown in the
chart of Sri Vijayendra Saraswati (Chart 77, Chapter
X) the renunication is timed from the Drig Dasas and
the Arudha lagna. The drig dasas always commence
from the ninth house (Sloka 2.4.21 to Sloka 2.4.23 :
Upadesa Sutra of Maharishi jaimini). Thus, the
renunciation of Sri Jayendra Saraswati should be
expected to have occurred during the drig dasa of the
Arudha lagna (Pisces) during July 1950 to July 1955.
The antardasa would be of the eighth house/Lord
Sun that is Vargottama in trines to A.L. The Sun is
also the lord of the Mantrarudha (AS) in Leo. The
renunciation occurred in March 1954 in Pisces dasa
Cancer antardasa. In Vimsottari this occurred just

II

before the advent of Jupiter dasa.

TIMING HEADSHIP: Since it has been already
shown (in the dasamsa especially) that Sri Jayendra
Saraswati was destined to lead the highest seat of
Hindu religion i.e. the Sankaracharya Math, the timing
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of this headship can be done from the drig dasa and
lagna. The timing can also be done from the Narayan
dasa and Ghatika lagna. The Drig dasa of Capricorn
which is the lagna is-from--July--l99l-to]uly 20,02 and

0- SriJay-encIra Saraswati has become the 'fi,ead
(Sankaracharya) of the Math after the nirvana qf his
Guru. The next chart 103 is of his [agad Guru.

Chart 103. Male Kanchi Jagad Guru Sri Chandrasekar
Saraswati; Born on 20th May 1894 1.25' PM 11 N 57'
E 32'

Drig Dasa of Sri Jayendra Saraswati

Dasa Period. From To Age

Virgo 3 July'1935 July'1938 3

Gemini 12 July'1938 July'195O 15

Pisces (AL) 5 July'195O July'1955 20
r

10
\

July'1955 July'1965Sagittarius -- 30

Libra 10 July'l965 July'1975 40

Aquarius 1 July'1975 July'1976 41

Taurus 3 July'1976 July'1979 44

Leo 1 July'l979 July'1980 45

Scorpio 11 July'1980 July'1991 56

Capricorn (Lag) 11 July'1991 July' 2002 67

Scorpio 6 July' 2001 July' 2008 73

Cancer 5 July' 2008 July' 2013 78

Chart 103 is the horoscope of Sri Chandrasekhar
, Saraswati the guru and predecessor of Sri Jayendra
Saraswati. Both charts 102 and 103 have the
Bhagyapada (A9) in Sagittarius showing their fare/
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fortune tied to the KANCHI SANKARACHARYA
MATH. The Moon is debilitated in Scorpio as its
dispositor Ketu joins Saturn to generate a pravrajya
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Ascendant 23°54' Sun 6°52' (GK) Moon 14°2' (PUK)
Mars 14° 48'(MK) Mercury 6°27' (DK) Jupiter 17°57' (BK)
Venus 22°11' (AMK) SatumRx 26°50' (BK) Rahu 15°25'(PK)'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Upapada (UL) Aquarius Bhagyapada (A9)
Taurus Mrityu pada (A8) Pisces

yog. Since Saturn is the Atmakarak and also aspects
the Moon, the renunication is definte. Venus is exalted
in the eighth house showing complete suppression/
renunciation of desire for contact with women
(physical) as well as removing wordly desires. The
Moon debilitated in Arudha lagna is enough to cause
renunciation. However with the Moon in AL and
Jupiter in the seventh house from it undying fame is
promised in the chart. Thus both yogas for fame and
renunciation co-exist.

In the Navamsa, the Moon is uargothama" (very
powerful to give results of its indications) and in
lagna with the Sun in tile fifth house. In chart 102 also
the luminaries are in trines to navamsa lagna. The
Karakamsa is Virgo with Saturn in it aspecting the

'navamsa lagna. This links the navamsa lagna and
Karakamsa and the two planets Moon & Saturn are
vargottama indicating complete renunciation. Venus
& Ketu in trines to Karakamsa give a strong internal
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desire to perform very severe austerities and penance
(fapaswi yoga) and can give great skill/knowledge in
Astrology. The aspect of Saturn (AK) on the Navamsa
lagna transforms the internal desire for tapasya
(Penance)/astrology into reality. The Vimsamsa has
Jupiter in the ninth house showing devotion to Guru/
Lord Siva, The ninth and fifth lords (ruling dharma
and mantra) are in the seventh house (Lord Siva)
showing sincere practice of the dhannamantras of Lord
Siva. The Kuladevata is seen from the fourth lord as
the Siva yoga is seen from the seventh lord. The
fourth & seventh lord Mercury conjoins the Sun in
the second house. The Shankaracharya belongs to a
lineage of Saivites and has a strong Siva yoga. In the
Dasamsa, a watery sign Pisces rises with the Sun &
Mercury in the ascendant showing the headship of
the Math. Both luminaries are in trines (just like chart
102) and there is a powerful Guru-Mangal yoga
conjoined with 8th Lord (just like chart 102) showing
that the dhannakannadhipati yoga, Guru-Mangal yoga
(with 8th Lord ruling renunciation) are features that
will exist in the charts of the Shankaracharyas.

TIMING RENUNCIATION : The timing of
renunciation is best done from Drig dasas. The drig

Drig Dasa of Jagad Guru

Dasa Period From To Age

Aries 10 Mayl1894 May'1994 10

Leo 3 May'1894 May'1994 13

Scorpio (AL) 10 Mayl1894 May'1994 23

Capricorn 4 May'1894 May'1994 27
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Chart 104. Male: Dr. Harsh Vardhan; Born on 19th
December 1954 at Delhi; Time: 0.20' IST 28 N 40' 77
E 131
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Ascendant 3°44' Sun 3°5' (DK) Moon 21°55' (MK)
Mars 17° OS'(PUK) Mercury 29°19' (AK) JUpiter(R) 5°6' (GK)
Venus 24°31' (AMK) Saturn 23°5()' (BK) Rahu 12°53'(PK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Capricorn Bhagyapada (A9) Pisces

dasas begin from Aries in the ninth house as
shown in the adjoining table. The dasa of the Arudha
lagna can give renunciation provided yogas exist. The
Shankaracharya renounced the world to join the most
holy order of the Kanchi Kamakoti peethan during
Scorpio dasa (Arudha Lagna).

Chart 104 is the horoscope of Dr. Harshvardhan
the Health Minister of NeT Delhi. The ninth house
from Arudha Lagna has the Moon showing constant
growth of good fortune. The subhapati (dispositor of
the Moon) and lagna lord is Mercury, also the
Atmakarak showing very high rise, status and
recognition. This also gives a saintly and kind
disposition. Jupiter exalted in the seventh from Arudha
lagna gives a powerful Rajyog as Rahu debilitated in
the twelfth house from Arudha lagna gives both Rajyog
(due ~o debility in 12th house) and a very saintly
disposition (by placement in 7th/12th house from
A.L.). The physical body is seen from the lagna and the
ninth house has overall control over the legs. The ninth
house Taurus is aspected by Saturn, Venus and jupiter
from moveable signs. The aspect of Venus and Jupiter
is very beneficial whereas that of Saturn can damage
legs. Saturn is also the dispositor of the third and
eighth lord Mars. The atmakarak Mercury (also
ascendant lord) is subject to a papakartari yog between
Saturn on one side and Rahu & Sun on the other. The
Shatrupeeda (pain on body due to enemies) because this
also has papargala on the ascendant and Moon.

In the navamsa, the body part afflicted is seen
from the fourth house from the Moon. The Moon is in

/
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Cancer and the fourth thereform is Libra. With the
navamsa lagna in Aquarius, Libra is the ninth house
ruling legs. This is again aspected by Saturn and Venus
from Taurus. The aspect of Saturn damages legs and
causes satrupeeda whereas that of Venus provides relief.
In the trimsamsa (D-30 chart) the Saturn is in the
second house (marak) with lagna Lord Venus. It is the
lord of the ninth house (legs).

Since the Moon is in Lagna trines, Vimsottari
dasa will apply very well in this chart. The dasa of
Saturn started on 8th January, 1997 and Saturn was
transiting Pisces the third from A.L. showing Rajyog
continuation. However, from Pisces Saturn aspects
the ascendant & Moon (Virgo), Rahu & Sun
(Sagittarius - secret enemies/plots) and the ninth
house (Taurus legs) by planetary sight. The Bhagya
pada (A9) is also in Pisces. During Saturn dasa Saturn
antardasa in January 1998, he broke his right leg. It
may be noted that except for yogakarak planets,
malefics placed in the tenth house from Arudha lagna
will not give excellent yoga in their antardasas.

12.17 FREEDOM/IMPRISONMENT

Chart 105 : Male; born on 15th March 1946 at
Lakewood USA Time 12.19' PM 41 N 28 81 W 47
Ascendant 18.31'

The ninth house snows independence and the
freedom that the native enjoys. In the Rasi chart, the
ascendant lord in the ninth house makes the native of
independant views and spirit. In the dasamsa (D-10)
this shows independant work like lawyers/other
professionals or businessmen. In chart 105, the ninth
house is a malefic sign Aquarius as the ninth lords
Rahu and Saturn are in the ascendant in the company
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MERe ~RAHU
VEN MARS
SUN SAT

CHART 105:
15.3.1946

LAKEWOOD
12.19PM

MOON

KElU 1UP AL
A9

VLAG MARS
MOONKElU SAT

SUN
NAVAMSA

(0-9) CHART

1UP
MERC VEN

RAHU

Ascendant 18°31' Sun 1°25' Moon 6°46'
Mars 23° 39' Mercury 17°2' Jupiter(R) 2°40'
Venus 11°42' Saturn(R) 24°51' (AK) Rahu 2~8'

Arudha Lagna (AL) Virgo Bhagyapada (A9) Libra

of the malefic sixth and eleventh lord Mars. This is
one of the worst combinations that can occur in a
chart causing considerable confusion of ideas and
extreme views. As such malefics owning the ninth
house and placed in lagna will make the native so
independant that he will transgress social limitations.
Rahu shows actions that even the benign God Jupiter
will not forgive while the Saturn shows illegal

.activities being opposed to the Sun. Mars show
violence and henious crimes in conjunction with these
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malefic planets. Saturn is also the eighth lord and the
Abnakarak and during its period will tend to punish
the native very severly by curtailing freedom and
causing imprisonment With the advent of Saturn
antardasa in Rahu dasa from 28th September, 1997
the native was sentenced to prison. However even in
prison, he was badly beaten up by the other inmates
(Mars conjoins the explosive Saturn - Rahu
conjunction) and hospitalised.

If Saturn transits the sign occupied by the lord of
Lagna, one is defeated in war/court cases etc and suffers
great humilitation. Saturn transited Pisces the sign
occupied by his lagna lord Mercury between February
'1996 and April 1998. In December 1997 - January 1998
during Rahu - Saturn dasa antardasa, Saturn was in
Pisces. This transit in the eighth from [anma Rasi
(Natal Moon) is also called Kantaka Sani (thorn in the
foot i.e. obstruction to the ninth house of fortune).
Rahu transit was in leo the natal Moon sign. Thus, the
beneficial results of the ninth lord should not be taken for
granted and, under adverse placement, a malefic ninth lord
can be all the more malefic.
Chart 106 : Autumn Jackson, born on 20th. August
1974 at Los Angeles at 5.461 A.M.

KETU SAT

'/
AK LAG
NP CHART 106 YEN

AU'l1JMN JACKSON
20m AUGUST 1974
5.46 AM LA. USA

SUN
A9 MERe

MARS

AL
RAHU MOON
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MOON
JUPAK SUN MERC

SAT

V
LAG KETIJNAVAMSA

(D-9) CHART

RAHU

MARS
YEN

Ascendant 26°11' Sun 3°37' Moon 11°58'
Mars 2r 35' Mercury 11°5' Jupiter 2"1'
Venus 13°15' Saturn(R) 21°5' Rahu 22°9'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Scorpio Bhagyapada (A9) Capricorn

In the navamsa, Rahu is in the eighth house, but
the position of the Atmakarak Saturn in the third
house (eighth from eighth house) with Mars is all the
more evil.

Chart 106 is of a famous singer Autumn Jackson.
The Arudha lagna has Rahu in it and Saturn in the
eighth house generating a partial Kemadruma yog that
will result in considerable loss of wealth and prestige.
Kemadruma yoga is caused by the presence of malefics in
the first, second and eighth houses from lagna, Arudha
lagna and Navamsa lagna. If present in lagna, bitter
poverty results throughout life while ifpresent from Arudha
lagna, it causes a severe setback like downfall in business
or reputation. Rahu in the fifth house can be most
unpredictable giving Rajyoga at times and duryoga at
other times depending on the beneficence of Jupiter
w.r.t, the antardasa planet The atmakarak Jupiter is
the ninth lord ruling freedom and is placed in the
.eighth house showing obstruction to personal freedom.

.. In the navamsa, Jupiter is ill placed in the third house
showing. a severe setback The conjunction of navamsa
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lagna lord Saturn with the A.K Jupiter and Moon
gives international fame, but the conjunction of the
Abnakarak with Saturn in the third house can cause
imprisonment/bondage as in the previous chart 105.
Rahu is also placed in the 12th house from Navamsa
lagna in Capricorn. Thus, Rahu dasa Jupiter antardasa
gave excellent results. The Rahu dasa Saturn antardasa
from April 1995 activated some very adverse
combinations like partial Kemadruma yoga in Arudha
lagna that gave loss of reputation and wealth in court
cases and finally imprisonment due to the conjunction
of a debilitated Saturn in Navamsa with AK in a
dusthana Gan.1998).

The AK is the Ista Devata in a chart and unless it
is fortified in a quadrant or trine, adverse results
would accrue. If the ascendant lord of Navamsa lagna
conjoins AK the native rises in life.

Note: Various cases on loss of parents have been
illustrated in pages 186-194 and other parts of the
book Maharishi ]aimini's Upadesa Sutra. These may
be studied.
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CHAPTERXIll

The Tenth House

13.1 The tenth house deals with prosperity growth
(significator : Jupiter), karma including all works,
actions (significator Saturn), professions & career
(significator Mercury), fame (significator Sun). It rep
resents the mid-heaven and plays a vital role in the
chart, second in importance only to the ascendant
Low astakavarga bindu in this house can consider
ably weaken a chart All planets in the tenth house
generally give very good results. Even Rahu gives
pilgrimages if in the tenth in the natal chart or from
the Narayan dasa sign. House whose lords are in the
tenth house gain considerable strength and the activi
ties ruled by them succeed. The tenth house has
argala on the 6th, 7th, 9th and 12th houses thereby
directly affecting enemies, servants, fortune, and sleep
that are ruled by these houses and other matters as
well. For Example, Chanakya' says that a king can
never fall if his servants are faithfull. H the servants
are faithful, the sixth house is favorable and the en
emies also ruled by the sixth house cannot win. This
automatically affects the status ruled by the tenth
house. Similarly, success automatically brings more
business and associates, besides keeping the spouse

lChanakya alias Kautilya is the famous author of Arthashastra a treatise on
Politics and Government.

!

,
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happy. Ones boss, guru, or lady luck ruled by the
ninth house does matter in ones career. The 12th
house rules final emancipation and meditation. Bad
actions in the tenth house will reflect adeversely on
the 12th house and moksh will be denied in the long
term while sleep could be adversely hampered in the
short term. A fine solution to this negative cycle
would be to take up transcendental meditation (TM),
The 11th, 1st, 2nd, & 8th house have argala on the 10th
house or are capable of affecting the actions and other
matters ruled by the tenth house. Thus gains, self,
and net profit or .loss will influence decisions and
actions. H an exalted or strong natural benefic is in the
ascendant, the native will be guided by its ideals and
this will have a strong impact on his decisions and
action. In this manner, the argala's and their obstruc
tion should be understood.

13.2 The fifth house is the eighth from the tenth
house representing birth (beginning) and longevity
(time of implementation ofan action (10th house). Thus,
the fifth house rules authority and power that one en
joys due to skills & knowledge as well as ones Purva
Punya . The timing of joining a new job is done from
the fifth house. Rajyogas also need to be confirmed in
the Panchamamsa (D-5 Chart) and the Dasamsa (D-I0
chart). The eleventh house from ascendant is the 'Hara'
or end of life. Similarly' the eighth house being the elev
enth from the tenth house is the place of retirement or
end of career. The eighth house, ifbeneficially disposed,
can give huge loans to take up large enterprises and its
argala on the seventh house and 10th house can give a
new boost to ones business. If ill disposed, ones
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business will run into endless debt and ruin. The fol
lowing may be borne in mind while analyzing the
dasamsa :..

13.2.1 The dasamsa should be analyzed in detail
independently like the Rasi Chart The artha2 irikona
is composed of the 2nd, 6th & 10th house. Planets
in these houses will have a direct bearing on the
functioning of the native. Any planet in the tenth
house is independently capable of giving good yoga
that could mean power, rise and success in ones
career. In addition, the seventh house should also be
studied, as it is the pada to the tenth. H the Sun
dominates in these houses, a political career or simi..
lar public service is indicated. Mars gives Police;
intelligence related activites, Army etc. Jupiter pro
duces lawyers, Judges, Priests, Astrologers, etc. Mer
cury gives business, writing & publishing, trade etc.
Venus gives entertainment and all works of beauty
while Saturn gives burden, menial jobs etc. Rahu can
indicate imports while Ketu shows exports etc. A list
is provided at table13.1 & 13.2.

13.2.2 The Sixth house rules service and the
seventh house rules business. H there are more plan
ets in the sixth house, or if is otherwise stronger,
service is indicated a stronger seventh house gives
a business enterprise. Similarly, the sixth house
promotes service while the seventh lord promotes
business. This could mean instability in service dur..
ing the period of the seventh lord. Similarly, debili-

'Altha: Finance, Money



tated malefic in the seventh house will encourage
service and damage the business.
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13.2.3 The boss is seen from the ninth house
while the subordinates are seen from the fifth house.
During the period of a malefic planet having
papargala (malefic obstruction)on the ninth house,
one is tormented by the boss (or ex-boss) while a
benefic having 5ubhargala (benefic intervention) shall
give a very good and helpful boss. Thus in Charts
showing any kind of employment, the concerned
houses for the self are the first, 6th & 10th. The third
house from these (3rd, 8th & 12th) can cause prob
lems. The eight house will show retirement; the third
house shows short leave while the 12th house shows
long leave.

13.2.4 The ascendant lord in the ninth house
makes a person very independent (he likes to be his
own boss) and business is best advised in such charts
or employment with a lot of scope for independent
work. The second house is the eighth from the sev
enth house and shall play a crucial role in starting
any business. In simpler words, the starting of any
business is determined by the finance available. The
quadrants to the 2ndhouse are the 5th, 8th &
11th houses showing the money that is put in by
the partner, loans from banks etc. & self respect
ively.

13.2.5 The rules for judging the sex and nature of
the people involved is the same as that for co-born
and children.
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Table 13.1 (Extracts from Dhruva Nadi)

1. Aswini

2 Bharini

3. Krittika

4. Rohini

5. Mrigasira

6. Ardra

7. Punarvasu

8. Pusya

Army general, physician, trader, hunter
servant or one dealing with horses, horse
thief, stable keeper, jockey etc.

Butcher, Non-vegetarian food prepara
tion/eating, cruel actions like killing and
torture, menial jobs, crematorium/burial
related jobs.

Priests Scholars of traditional lore &
mantras, commentators, gold miners,
barber, potter, Brahmins (intellectual
professions), astrologers.

Politician/King, Businessman, Industri
alist, Beauty Parlor, Ascetic, entertain
ment, agriculture, Cows & quadrupeds,
Water dwelling being

Garments, Perfumes, Products of wet
lands, flowers, mango, sapphire & gems,
hunters, forest dwellers, loafer, post
man, singer, brewery.

Prostitution/laxity of morals, profes
sional liars, cheats, captivation of ani
mals, backstabbing, creating enmitj, black
magic, Criminals.

Professions valuing truth, Charity,
Intelligent work, Work bringing fame &
wealth, banker, Officer, skilled worker.

Rice, Wheat, Sugar/Sweets, fishermen,
water tanks, canals, Politidan/King,
Physical exerdse

3Nakshetra generally refers to the constellation of the ascendant or
the Moon.
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9. Aslesha Skilled artisan, herbs, fruits, Medicine,
Sorcery, thief, poison, reptiles, insects
and worms.

10. Makha Rice merchants, Non-veg food, Large
business, Male chauvinist, Civil engi
neering, all works of mountainous
regions.

11. Purva Phalguni Dance, Movie, Fashion, entertainment,
Music, Painting, Money exchange,
Fried Food, Salt, Honey, light oils etc.

12Utlar Phalguni Lawer, Judge, Charity, Vedic Know
ledge, Finance for trade, Treasury, Gov
ernment service, soda! service.

13. Hasta Shares, speculation, gambling, thief,
traditional knowledge, painting, catching,
trading &. riding elephants.

14. Chitra Interior decoration architecture, Diamond
Jewelry, incense &. perfumes, mathemat
ics, computers, ENT specialist, weaving
&. spinning.

15. Swati Aeroplanes, Deer, horses &. similar
animals, Vegetables, Merchant, Birth
control.

16. Visakha Gram, Businessmen, learned &. skilled
in handling fire, engineering.

17. Anuradha Sports, Games, Devoted to saints,
(Foreign service, exports, imports etc)
Vehicles (manufacture, repair use).

18. Jyestha Warriors, Kings, Army generals and
powerful bureaucrats, Wealth.
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19. Moola Medicine, Doctor, Dacoit, Seller of herbs,

fruits, flowers, seeds etc. Criminal

mind.

20. Poorvasadha Builds dams, canals, etc. or any activity

related to water. Fisherman, sailor,

honest profession.

21. Uttarasadha Wrestling, Boxing etc; catches & rides

elephants, horses (vehicles nowadays),

astrologer, battle strategist, pleasure

resorts, enjoyment etc

22. Sravana Hard work, high-spirited work, Religion

and spiritualism true. In the negative,

expert cheats pickpocket.

23. Dhanista Eunuch, Impersonal work, detached,

Charity, Women, Senses etc.

24. Satabhisaj Ropes, nets, fishing, animals, oysters,

dyer, hunter, brewery, killing birds

etc.

25. Poorvabhadra Shepherd, menial work, cruel actions,

disinterested, boxing, wrestling etc.

stealing

26. Uttarabhadra Brahmin, performing austerities and

religious ceremonies, wealthy, ascetics or

kings, study of Vedas & traditional

literature.

27. Revati Lotus and other plants in water, fruits,

flowers, wealth from sea, jewels and

stones, sailor, businessman.
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Table 13.2 Signification of Planets
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1. Sun

2. Moon

3. Mars

4. Mercury

Authority, power, institutional head,
government, jewelry, gold and bullion
business; circus, theatre and movies;
public service; medicine; politics,
musicians, instrumentalists etc.

Psychology; Mind; Liquids and water
related professions like sailing, laundry,
liquor, dairying and dairy products;
nursing, house keeping, baby sitting; all
food related work like hotels, restaurants,
waiter, catering, bakery and confection
ery; Bureaucracy and social service,
poetry, singing and all such works
bringing popularity.

All fire related works like engineering,
cooking, metal working; guns, ammuni
tion and armaments, armed forces,
police guards, security matters, barber,
hardware goods, boxers, wrestlers and
martial arts, surgeons, dentists, lockstitith
and technocrats in general.

Library, books writing and publication,
printing, stationery, documentation and
records teachers, professors and intellec
tuals; accountants, clerks and commer
cial activities like business and trade;
Communications including telephone,

post messengers, radio/T.V. reporters;
Language learning, teaching or interpret
ing; Newspapers, correspondents,

stenographers etc. Mimamsa philosophy;
woodwork, carpentry etc.
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5. Jupiter

6. Venus

7. Saturn

8. Rahu

Intellectuals, counselors, advisors,

ministers : Priests, clergy and all temple

or religion related activities; writers and
publishers, Vendantis t; philosophers,

"astroloters, grocery, tobacco; Sweetmeat,

cashiers, treasury, bank money lending
etc. Malleable and changeable articles like

mercury, plastics.

Poets, artists, cinema, dancers, vocalists
and other professions related to enter

tainment; Beautifying like beauty partor,
cosmetics, perfumes, fashion design,

garment manufacture/trade, interior

decoration; tea/coffee plantation; Color
&. paint including photography, paint
ing, engraves, cartoonists; Ladies articles
like flowers, hairpins, embroidery

etc. Putting out fire like firemen
etc. Chemicals.

All fuels including coal, petrol, mining of
these and metals; Cleaning tasks includ

ing plumbing, garbage collection; Real
estate, building contractors and labour

oriented works, Dead related works like
under takers, cemetery, excavators, tomb

maker; Spiritualism including renundates

and philosophers; Cold related like
ice manufacture, refrigerator, preserva

tion etc.

Imports, espionage, secret societies,

leather goods, stealing, murder, crime in

every from, Mining and wealth from
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9. Ketu

under the ground; Machinery manufac
ture & trade; poisonous substances
including drugs etc.

Exports, counter-expionage, terrorist,
spiritualists and seekers of emancipation,
animal and elephant trader/rider; bone,
ivory, horn, articles etc.

13.3. Planets in the tenth house generally always
give good results. The Sun and Mars that get direc
tional strength in the tenth house can be a great
blessing in any chart providing dynamism and suc
cess. The Sun indicates pride, respect, position, sta
tus, responsibility, independent views, and help from
politicians and senior officers. The Moon shows fluc
tuation of fortunes and success in public dealings,
water or liquids, emotional views and changeable of
work etc. Saturn indicates rapid rise and fall, hard
work. Ketu indicates routine job. In this manner; the
standard texts provide considerable information on
the results of the planets in the tenth house based on
the nature of the planet. The second basis is to see
the relationship of the planet on the houses it has
argala' on. If the Sun or Jupiter is in the tenth house,
the argala on the ninth house is very favorable and
will promote father, guru and good fortune. This will
simultaneously, destroy the evil effects of malefic
planets in the ninth house. If Rahu or Saturn is in the
tenth house, it will have papargala on the ninth house
and the father/ guru will have to suffer. Saturn will
cause many downturns in fortune and life will be a
battle of sorts. However, Saturn will have subhargala
on the 12th house of which it is a significator and the

4Argala: Planetary/Sign intervention in the 2nd, 4th. 5th & 11th houses.
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native could learn spiritual practices like Pranayamlf
that will be very beneficial. Ketu in the 10th house
will also have papargala on the ninth house but it
will have a subhargala on the 12th house of final
emancipation (ketu is mokshkarak). This will lead the
native into the spirtual path and teach meditation etc.
Malefic planets in the tenth have papargala on the
sixth house and can destroy the signification of the
sixth house. For example, if Ketu is in the tenth house
it could be very malefic for dogs and such pets while
Saturn can create many enemies. Mercury or Venus
in the tenth house can be a blessing for business.
However, Ketu or Mercury in the tenth will make the
native very fickle minded. The third basis is to con
sider the houses having argala on the planet in the
tenth house. The ascendant has sukhargala (interven
tion for creating happiness) on the tenth house. H the
planet in the ascendant is friendly to the planet in the
tenth house, then the native has job satisfaction, and
if inimical, there will be a lot of dissatisfaction. Thus
the argala of the ascendant on the tenth house can
promote or damage the prospects of the tenth house
because of personal desires and whims. The eleventh
house has dhanargala (wealth intervention) on the tenth
house. Thus, incentives like bonus can make a dent
on the performance. For example, if Rahu is in the
eleventh house the results of ones actions will come
suddenly while Saturn will delay the fruits. Retro
grade planets can even deny the fruits of the actions
until they become direct in transit The eighth hOUSE
has labhargala on the tenth house. Thus, it determines
the end of a' work or career. The eleventh house from
any bhava has the responsibility of finishing it This

SPranayama : Yogic breathing and holding of the breath in harmonj
with a mantra
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has been aptly stated by Maharishi Jaimini in the
stanza Tanou tana danda hara" meaning the sixth is the
house of punishment and the sixth from the sixth
(11th house) is the destroyer (Hara). There are neither
real enemies nor any real diseases in this illusionary
world. These are only means for the Lord to punish
us for our sins. People born on Shasta tithe (the sixth
day of the waxing/waning) lunar cycle or during the
period of planets in the sixth house from ascendant or
the dasa sign, can suffer many problems due to
enemies. Fasting on Shasta and worshipping Lord
Shiva/Kartikeya is the best means to take the punish
ment on oneself. This will end the enmity. Similarly,
people born on ekadasi (11th day of lunar cycle) or
during the period of planets in the eleventh house
from ascendant or the planetary dasa sign, can suffer
due to shad ripu (six forms of weaknesses like non
vegetarian food, alcohol, sex, etc). They should fast
on ekadasi days and worship Sri Maha Vishnu to
overcome these weaknesses. The fourth point is to
consider the placement of the planet from the vari
ous houses. For example, Saturn in the tenth will be
in the eighth from the third house and will give a
long lived younger co-born. It will also aspect the
seventh house to promise a long life to spouse. There
is a saying Brahma" (Saturn) gives life, Vishnu? (Mer
cury) gives wealth and all means of sustenance, and
Shiva'" (jupiter) gives marriage, children, Guru and
all blessings. Thus if Saturn aspects any house, it

'Maharishi Jaimini's Upadesa Sutra
'Tithi is the Vedic lunar day extending by 12 degrees of arc as
reckoned from the full moon.
'Brahma is the Almighty God personified as the Creator

'VIShnu is the Alimighty God personified as the Sustainer
IIShiva is the almighty God personified as the Protector (and emanci
pation). Yama is the God of death.
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gives long life to that house but if it conjoins a house,
its longevity is curtailed. Saturn conjoining the lords
of \the first 10th & 8th house can reduce longevity.
The Sun or Jupiter in the tenth house will be in the
eighth from the third and can destroy the dharma &
fortune of the younger brother because they are very
inimical to the sixth house from their placement
(Sarvartha Chintamani). It was for this very reason
that the horoscope of Srila Prabhupada (Chart 99)
had to be rectified.

13.4 The placement of the tenth lord will tend to
carry the effects of the significators (Mercury, Sat
urn, Sun & Jupiter). Thus if the tenth lord is in the
ascendant, due to the effects of Mercury the native
will be fickle minded; due to the effects of Saturn the
native will have ill-health in childhood (till ten years:
Maharishi Parasara); due to the effects of the Sun the
native will prefer to pursue an independent profes
sion and due to the effects of Jupiter the native will
have fame, Status and honor. The good results of
Simhasan" Yoga (lOth lord in 1st/2nd house) will
come after middle age as planets in the 1st, 7th & 9th
houses give their results in later life. The second
basis is that the tenth lord shows the direction of
karma and source of fortunes. H the tenth lord is in
the second house or associates with the second lord,
family business will be source of livelihood. H the
tenth lord is afflicted, then the family business will be
disrupted and cause the misfortune of the native. The
strength of Jupiter the significator of Family deity is a
crucial factor. Since the second house rules food, the
tenth lord will also indicate business/profession re
lated to the hotel industry if the significator Moon

llSimhasan means a throne and is seen in the 1st/10th house.
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also influences the tenth lord. H the tenth lord is in the
third house or associates with. the third lord, the job
may involve constant travelling and short journeys
especially if Venus associates with the tenth lord or is
in its trines. The co-born (ruled by the third house)
will further the career of the native. The third basis is
to count the number of signs from the tenth house to
the tenth lord and vice-versa. H the tenth lord is in
the third house it will be in the sixth from the tenth
house and the latter will be in the eighth from it. This
implies short-term (eighth house) service (6th house)
or contracts (3rd house) that can be executed over a
short period (8th house). H the tenth lord is in the fifth
house, it will be in the eighth sign from the tenth
house that will show research, occult studies and
gambling or speculation. From the tenth lord, the
tenth house would be the sixth sign (upachayav)
showing growth and achievement It will also show
service for the orphans, handicapped and old/sick
people (8th house effect). It should be borne in mind
that natural benefics like Jupiter and Moon if placed
in the eighth from their sign, could cause damage to
the same while their involvement in parivartan and
other yogas will modify the negative results. The
fourth basis is to consider the placement of the tenth
lord or tenth house from the Paka & Arudha lagna.
Paka lagna is the sign occupied by the lord of the
ascendant H the tenth house or tenth lord is in the
badhak" or dusthana" from the Paka & Arudha lagna,

UUpachaya : Houses of growth i.e. 3rd, 6th, 10th & 11th houses.

13Badhak : houses of obstruction. The 11th for movable sign, ninth for
fixed sign and the seventh for dual sign is the house of obstruction or
badhak. The lord of this house is the badhakesh.

14Dusthana : Lit evil house. The 3rd, 6th, 8th & l'2th house are
dusthana The 3rd, 6th & 11th house, are trill
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the results are obstruction and destruction respec
tively.

13.5 Natural strength of houses has been men
tioned in books like Laghu Parasari etc. The quad
rants, in the rising order of 1st, 4th, 7th & Iflthare
stronger than the Upachayas in the order 3rd, 6th &
11th (10th has been excluded as it is considered the
strongest quadrant). The Upachayas are stronger than
the trine fifth & ninth houses (the ascendant is ex
cluded in this as it is placed among the quadrants).
The 2nd & 12th houses have no strength of their own
and depend on the other house lordship of their
owner. The eighth house is always evil and is never
stronger than the ascendant Thus on the basis of
lordship the planets can be placed in the following
ascending order of natural strength (influence) in the
chart :- 2nd, 12th, 5th, 9th 3rd, 6th, 11th, 8th, 1st, 4th,
7th & 10th house lord. It is evident that the tenth lord
is the most influential planet in the chart as the tenth
house is the most potent house for any planet to be
placed. This fact should be borne in mind while
analyzing Rajyoga and Duryoga i.e. combinations for
prosperity and penury.

13.5.1 Kendradhipati dosha or the negative ef
fect of the ownership of quadrants by benefics im
plies reduction in their beneficence. The benefic owner
of a quadrant is still a benefic and does not become a
malefic. Similarly, a Malefic planet owning a quad
rant will not remain a malefic and that does not
imply that the malefic becomes a benefic. This loss of
beneficence of a benefic lord of quadrant is called
Kendradhipati dosha. This flaw is annulled if the
planet is also well placed in a quadrant or trine.
Similarly, a malefic planet owning a quadrant sheds
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its maleficence may not occur fully. For example if
Saturn is the lord of the 10th house for Taurus
ascendant, its placement in the 12th house in debility
will give excellent results like power, position and
a good career. H the malefic is also the lord of a trine
in addition to its ownership of a quadrant, then
it becomes a yogakaraka producing auspicious
results.

13.5.2 Yogakaraka means capability for produc
ing auspicious results. The lord of the ascendant is
the natural yogakarak in any chart as it the first
house is a quadrant and a trine. The lords of trines
(5th & 9th houses) are important for wealth and
sustenance while the lords of the 4th, 7th & 10th
contribute to the happiness. The 1st, 10th, 7th & 4th
houses/lords represent the fourayana's (goals of life)
called Dharma, Artha, Kama, Moksha (Readers may
refer to the Srimad Bhagavat Gita for a detailed ex
planation of these goals). Yoga has been loosely inter
preted as Union/association and in astrology, this
implies conjunction, mutual aspect or exchange of
signs. A weaker yoga is caused by one planet aspecting
the house of the other and vice-versa or by an ex
change 'of constellation called sookshma yoga. The
association of the lord of a quadrant with the lord of
the trine results in Rajyoga producing auspicious
results. Thus if the tenth lord associates with the ninth
lord, Dharma-Karmadhipati yoga results. This is the
highest Karma Yoga. Another from of this yoga is the
association of the lord of the tenth house with the lord
of the fifth house. Gyana Yoga (that leads to moksh) is
caused by the association of the lord of the fourth
house with the lord of a trine. This yoga gives great
learning and knowledge. Subha yoga or good results
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are produced by the placement of the lord of a
quadrant in a trine. Dur yoga or inauspicious results
are produced by the placement of the lord of a
quadrant in a dusthana (evil house). However, the
duryoga is modified if it associates with! the lord of a
trine. Rajabhanga yoga is caused by the association
of the lord of a quadrant with the lord bf a dusthana
in an evil house. If instead, they associate in a quad
rant, Vipareeta Rajyoga occurs. Vipareeta Rajyoga is
also caused by the association of the lords of two
dusthana in an evil house. For example, if Taurus
ascendant has Jupiter and Venus in the sixth house,
they are the lords of the 8th and 6th houses (dusthana)
associating in an evil house (6th house) resulting in
destruction of enemies and good prosperity. If Virgo
ascendant has Mars (3rd & 8th lord), Mercury (1st &
10th lord) and the Sun (12th lord) in the tenth house
in Gemini, Vipareeta Rajyoga results during the pe
riod of Mars & the Sun only. Mahapurush yoga is
caused by the placement of a planet in its own sign or
in exaltation in a quadrant The strength of the lumi
naries is very vital for initiating the Rajyogas and
sustaining the same.

13.6 Kalyana Verma" emphasizes the impor
tance of planets in the tenth from the Moon sign and
Hora lagna. The mind is the controller of all actions
and activity. The planets in the tenth house from the
Moon sign or the lord of the tenth house from the
Moon sign will give considerable information about
the Career and fortunes of the native. Similarly, the
tenth house from Hora lagna should also be seen after
studying the tenth from the ascendant. For example, if
Mars strongly influences the tenth house from the

llSaravali,Stanza33.2 : Horenduba1Jlyogadhyo dasamastataSWDb1uwtljJm KArma.
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Moon by placement or lordship, the native may travel
to a distant land for his livelihood. H malefic planets
are in the tenth from the moon, the native could be a
remover of evils like doctor (removes disease: lagna),
Priest (leads to God: Sun) or Astrologer (direction of
life : Moon) or in the negative, one who will trouble
and cheat others.

ILLUSTRATION: Chart 107 Female bom on 27 July
1964 at 1.30' P.M. at Bombay

MARS
]Up YEN

RAHU

AL SUN
SAT CHARTI07: UL

MOON FEMALE
27.07.1964
1.30 P.M.
BOMBAY MERC

V
KE1U LAG

In Chart 107, the Moon is in Aquarius and the
tenth house from it (Scorpio) is unoccupied. The tenth
lord is Mars (residence away from hometown for
livelihood) placed in the ninth house, confirming the
residence in a distant place. Since it is in a dual sign,
this will be within the region/Indian sub-continent
and Gemini could indicate the northern direction due
to its lord Mercury. Since Mars is also the seventh
lord, it indicates love marriage with Venus. The 27th
& 28th years are ruled by Mars". In her 27th year
when the Sun transited Gemini in the second week

1'See table under 1210.
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of July 1991, she left her hometown to join Govern
ment service in Delhi (northern direction). In her
28th year on 29th August 1991, she married her col
league.

13.7 Planets in the tenth house from navamsa
or karakamsa17 determine wealth. Malefic planets
placed in the the tenth house or aspecting the tenth
house cause fluctuation of fortunes and losses while
benefic planets give stable fortune and wealth. The
navamsa dispositor of the tenth lord of Rasi chart can
make or mar the career depending on its placement
and relationship with the lord of the ascendant and
tenth house. If it is a malefic and highly inimical to
the lord of the tenth house, then the dasa of the tenth
lord will be very unfavorable, especially in the sub
period of the navamsa dispositor. If the dispositor is
associated with a beneficial Saturn or the lord of the

.sixth house, the native has many attendants. Kalyan
Verma" adds that the source of wealth is seen from
the signification of the planet/lord of the tenth house.
The Sun indicates wealth from father, Moon from
mother, Mars from enemies, Mercury from friends,
Jupiter from brothers, Venus from ladies and Saturn
from servants. Details of results of signs and divi
sions in the tenth house as well as the effect of
individual and combination of planets can be studies

\ from Saravali and other texts. If the tenth lord is in a
fixed navamsa, the native may have a desk job and
stability is indicated, if in a movable navamsa, the
native will be moving around for his fortune. Dual
sign in the navamsa gives mixed results.

17Karakamsa is the navamsa sign occupied by the Chara Atmakaraka
(temporary soul significator)
t'Kalyan Verma in Saravali Stanza 33.81.
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13.8 Unemployment, underemployment and loss
of job are indicated by the placement or association
of Saturn with the tenth house or tenth lord. Contrar
ily, Jupiter indicates a good nature and virtuous ac
tions. Debilitated planets in the tenth or malefics in
the tenth in navamsa also indicate unemployment or
underemplyment. In the dasamsa, the sixth should
have malefics for difficulties in service as benefics or
strong planets related to the seventh or eighth house
will tend to make him leave the service for a busi
ness. III-fame is indicated by the association of Mars
and Saturn or other malefics with the tenth house or
the tenth lord, or papakartari yoga on the tenth house/
lord or if the tenth lord is in a malefic navamsa. There
are various combinations in standard texts
•bearing on the tenth house that need a methodical
study.

13.9 PROFESSIONAL DETERMINATION & FAME
Author : SHOBA DE

Chart 108 Shoba De Born on 7th January 1948
. at Bombay 7.211 am 18 N 58 72 E 50 Ascendant
23.27

RAHU

SAT
CHART 108 :
SHOBADE

7TI1JANUARY 1948
BOMBAY7.21 A.M.
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MOON AL

LAG SUN
JUP KETU
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Sun 22°32'(PK) Moon 5°24' (GK) Mars 14°27' (PUK)
Mercury 24°40' (AMK) Jupiter 23°18' (BK) Venus 23OJ8' (GK)
Saturn(R) 28°32'(AK) Rahu 27°22' (OK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Libra Rajyapada (AID) Sagittarius

In Chart 108, the tenth lord is in the ascendant
with the ninth lord generating a powerful dharma
Karmadhipati yoga and Simhasan yoga. The Rajyapada
(AID) is also in Sagittarius having the Subha-Kartari
yoga of Venus, Moon and Jupiter. This conjunction
of Sun and Mercury also causes nipuna yoga giving
good intelligence, learning and a flair for writing.
The navamsa ascendant is Scorpio with Mercury and
Venus in trines showing flexibility and an ability
for critical analysis in her writing. This produces a
good author. The dasamsa ascendant is cancer
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(Brahman-intellectual work) with Moon and Mercury
in the second house showing her personal desire
(Moon in lagnesh and mind) for writing (Mercury).
Mars (yogakarak and tenth lord) is with Saturn the sev
enth lord (independant work) and eighth Lord in the
sixth house (service) showing that she will get some
authority (Mars-5th Lord) in her initial service and that
she will be working independantly. This indicates short
contracts for writing columns, magazines etc. However,
the Moon with Mercury shows her books. Since this is
in Leo aspected by the ninth Lord Jupiter in 8th house,
she will work independantly and earn much due to
the popularity of the books. The Venus is again in
trines to Mercury influencing the nature of the litera
ture produced and in the tenth house promises grand
success during its period. The Arudha Lagna (AL) in
Libra, a venusian sign with Ketu in it shows that she
will be spiritual and will believe in. the Freudian
theory that sex runs the world. While she has been
writing for sometime, the dasa of Venus has resulted
in her great rise and popularity since 21 January
1988. Mercury as the Amatyakaraka (next chara Karak
after Atma) plays an important role in determining
profession.

It may also be noted that the dharma-karma
dhipati yoga has been weakened due to the place
ment of the ninth lord Sun in a debilitated navamsa
in the twelfth from navamsa lagna. Thus although she
may be attracted towards politics, the same will not be
good for her. Secondly, the upapada is in Aquarius and
the second Lord from it (jupiter) is placed in a dusthana
both in Rasi and Navamsa. In the navainsa it is in de
bility. Thus, stability of marriage does not occur and
two or more marriages are indicated (this has occured).
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Chart 109 Male Born on 16th July 1948
Place Poona Time 10.10' AM Lat : 18 N 32 Long:
73E52
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Sun 0°24' Moon 3°54' Mars 6°15'
Mercury 10°0' ]upiter(R) 27°23' Venus(R) 1°30'
Saturn 28°46' Rahu 17°14' Ascendant 25°16'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini Rajyapada (Al0) Cancer
Darapada (A7) Sagittarius
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In Chart 109 the tenth house is unoccupied as the
tenth lord Venus is in Gemini with its Lord Mercury
in the eleventh house showing a profession related to
Mercury and Venus (beauty)-interior decoration and
manufacture of furniture. The Arudha lagna is in a
mercurial sign Gemini with the Venus and Mercury
conjunction again indicating the same. The darapada
(A7) is in Sagittarius aspected again by the Venus,
Mercury to show the manufacture of furniture. The
lord of darapada (business) .is Jupiter conjoining
Moon in Scorpio indicating the second business of
real-estate (Scorpio-Mars) where the factory buildings
(fourth house with Moon) are rented out. In the
navamsa, the Moon is in the tenth house in Leo and
has parivartan yog with the Sun, indicating manage
ment of business and the support of father in initiat
ing his profession. In the dasamsa (D-10 chart). Aries
is in the ascendant with Mercury and Rahu in the
sixth house. Exalted Mercury dominates the
arthatrikona and in the sixth house should indicate
service instead of business. However there are two
planets in the 12th house obstructing the service. The
Sun so placed indicates inheritance (8th from Leo)
from father and this will take away the possibility of
service. However Mercury with Rahu indicates furni
ture and small machinery/ metal for the same like
modern office chairs, cupboards etc. The tenth lord
Saturn is in the ninth house (independant work) and
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aspects the sixth house Mercury to show hi!
direct involvement in the business. The ninth lord
Jupiter in the ascendant also points toward!
independant work/business. The seventh lord Venus
is in Gemini aspected by Saturn shows the type ol
business.

BOXER: MUHAMMAD ALI

Chart 110 Male Muhammad Ali bom on 17tl1
January 1942 Louisville USA time 6.30' PM Lat : 38
N 15' Long 85 W 46'
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Sun 4°14' Moon 19°20' Mars 10°10'

Mercury 20°27' JUpiter 18°54' Venus 27°37'

Saturn 28°36' Rahu 21°13' Ascendant 25~8'

Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Rajyapada (AI0) Capricorn

Darapada (A6) : Libra Darapada (A7) : Aries

Chart 110 is the horoscope of Cassius clay alias
Muhammad Ali, perhaps the greatest boxer of the
twentieth century. The tenth house is Aries with Mars
in it producing a powerful Ruchak Mahapurush yog
that determines life style and career as a warrior
(boxer). Saturn is also in the tenth house in debility
and gets cancellation of debility due to its dispositor
Mars being in a quadrant from the Ascendant. Rahu
is unconjoined and unaspected, but it aspects Mars
whose results it will give. The Arudha Lagna is in
Aries with Mars and Saturn clearly indicating his
career as linked with sports (Saturn) and fighting arts
(Mars) thereby producing a boxer..These planets also
rule the color of dress (blue or red) and Arudha
Lagna the career is boxing. Rahu in Leo is in badhak
to Satrupada (A6-enemyjCompeting boxer) and
Muhammad Ali showed his skills from early child-
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hood from Rahu dasa. Jupiter is in the second from
AL & A7 and eighth from A6 thereby clearly sup
porting his boxing. Thus, Muhammad Ali had a long
boxing career that stretched through Rahu and Jupi
ter dasas. Saturn is the Atmakarak and is the lord of
navamsa lagna besides also aspecting navamsa lagna,
This ensures rajyoga i.e. rise and success of a high
order.

In the dasamsa (D-I0 Chart), Mars is the lord of
lagna in the ninth house (independant work/con
tracts) with exalted Jupiter showing tremendous rise
and fame during the Jupiter dasa. The tenth lord Sun
is in the twelfth house in debility (significator Saturn
sports) aspected by Mars (fighting arts) showing box
ing. It maybe noted that in the dasamsa, planets in
exaltation or in debility show success and good
income.

The greatest achievement in his boxing career
was in 1978 (37th year-Saturn). The Rajya pada (AI0)
rules titles and its lord Saturn conjoins Mars (name:
"world"). The Rajyapada in Capricorn with the lumi
naries, Venus and Mercury show that the title will be
won a number of times. In 1978 with the advent of
Cancer dasa Capricorn antardasa (Narayan dasa) in
his 37th year Muhammad Ali (alias Cassius Marcellus
Clay) won the world heavy weight title for the third
time when he beat a much younger rival. In the same
year he was voted for the fourth title of "Athelete of
the Decade" in USA.

DOcrOR & ASTROLOGER NOSTRADAMUS

Chart 111 : Male Michel De Nostradamus born on
14.12.1503 St. Remy France time 12.00 LMT Lat: 4 E
50 Long: 46 N 46
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Sun 4°28' Moon 18°32' Mars(R) 4°43'
Mercury 23°3' Jupiter(R) 25°15' Venus 12°50'
Saturn(R) 29°12'(AK) Rahu 12°42'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini Rajyapada (AI0) Virgo
Upapada (UL) Libra

Balance of Rahu Dasa at birth: Yl-11-14 days.
The Chart 111 of Nostradamus the greatest astrologer
in recent world history in quite revealing. The fourth
house has a powerful combination of Saturn and
Moon. Normally the Saturn & Moon conjunction
should be in 4th, 10th or 11th house to produce
Rajyoga. The Arudha Lagna is in Gemini with the
Gajakesari and Saturn/Moon yoga. The former pro
duces a famous person. The tenth house has the Sun
and Mercury in it showing high intelligence and a
medical profession (Sun) as well as a passion for
writing (Mercury). Venus and Ketu in trines to
Navamsa lagna produce a brilliant astrologer capable
of accurate calculations and critical analysis of charts.
The aspect of Saturn (added to the above combina
tion) on Navamsa lagna produces a tapasvi (one who
strives for divine realisation through a penance-here
astrology was the method). While the aspect of Saturn
as atmakarak produces a famous/capable person, its
ownership of malefic houses from the ascendant in
Rasi chart brings in diseases like arthritis and gout: A
natural benefic in the fourth house from navamsa
lagna is very helpful for knowledge (5th house)
in astrology (8th house) as the eighth house
will be in the fifth from this natural benefic.
Nostradamus has fhe fifth lord of the Rasi chart
(D-1) Moon placed in the fourth house in
Navamsa. He used to adore the Moon and was kind
hearted.
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Sun 29°43'(AK) Moon 25°54'(AMK) Mars 13°15' (GK)
Mercury 13°28' (pUK) Jupiter 20022'(MK) Venus 5°35' (DK)
Saturn 23°18'(BK) Rahu 10°56' (PK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Capricorn Rajyapada (A10) Aries
Darapada (A7) Scorpio
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Chart 112 is the horoscope of Mr. T.N. Seshan
an LA.5. Officer in the Government of India who
later became the chief election commissioner (a con
stitutional post). The tenth house in Rasi chart is fiery
Sagittarius and the tenth lord Jupiter is placed in the
sixth house (service) in Leo (Government). The con
junction of Mars and Jupiter in Leo is a powerful
Rajyoga (Dharma Karmadhipati yoga) and Lakshmi
yoga (conjunction of the Lords of first and ninth
houses). In the Dasamsa (D-10 chart), Mars is the
Lord of the ascendant in the ninth house and Jupiter
is the ninth lord in the eleventh (aspecting the fifth
house Leo-authority/power). Seshans' career (service)
started in Mars dasa and ended with Jupiter dasa in
1991. Saturn is the Lord of Arudha Lagna and its
place-ment in own sign in AL gives a Mahapurush
yog. In the Dasamsa (D-10 chart) Saturn is the tenth
lord placed in the ascendant-indicating great power
and authority as well as independant functioning. As
indicated earlier, planets in debility in dasamsa can
give excellent results, and Saturn debilitated in Aries
will give brilliant results. Thus, with the advent of
Saturn bhukti in Saturn dasa from 1991, Seshan was
elevated to the post of Chief Election Commissioner.
However, Saturn in dasamsa ascendant makes the
native power hungry as will be observed is many
charts including Adolf Hitler. The fifth lord Sun in
the tenth house indicates the person (Rajiv Gandhi
Ascendant Leo) who will be responsible for elevating
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him to the post of cabinet secretary and later as
the chief-election-commissioner. Debilitated Saturn
aspects the Sun and being very inimical to the
Sun, during its period influenced Seshan to come
down heavily on all politicians irrespective of their
party or linkages. He introduced the system of elec
toral identity cards and various other electoral re
forms that reinforced the faith of the public (Moon in
fifth house) in the electoral process. With the advent
of Mercury antardasa from 1994, Mercury being the
sixth lord (enemies) in dasamsa, placed in the fifth
house (authority) the aggrieved politicians, cutting
across party lines wanted his wings clipped and his
authority diluted. The sixth lord in the fifth house
reduces/damages authority. The visible opposition
(not true opposition) comes from the seventh lord in
Dasamsa. The seventh Lord Venus conjoins Jupiter in
Aquarius showing two people (Venus-Mr.
Krishnamurti, [upiter-Mr, Gill). Mercury rules the
fifth house from both Jupiter and Venus and hence
during Saturn dasa-Mercury antardasa, these two
officers were also appointed as election commission
ers with equal powers with the CEC. Mercury had
his way and Seshan gradually lost power. Ketu
is in the eighth house in Dasamsa showing retire
ment etc. The Ketu antardasa in Saturn dasa is invari
ably bad and his attempt at politics between
March 1997 to April 1998 have been quite
fruitless.

The Moon signifying Bureaucracy is the fifth lord
(authority) in rasi chart, placed in the tenth house
(profession). In the navamsa, it is in the ascendant
showing public service, especially as the amatyakarak,
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l. and is placed in fifth house (authority) in dasamsa asr the fourth lord (home state). Seshan belonged, to the
Tamil Nadu cadre (Home State) of the Indian Admin-

k. istrative Service. It may be noted that the Sun is the
r Atmakarak placed in Sagittarius Navamsa represent

ing saints like Swami Vivekananda and that the
navamsa ascendant of Seshan is in the twelfth house
(worship) from the Atmakarak making him a very
religious and spiritual person.

Timing of Rajyoga should be <tone from the
house placement of the planets concorned. If the
planets are in the 2nd, 4th, 10th or 8th house, Rajyoga
functions in early life. If the planets are in the 1st, 7th,
3rd or 9th house Rajyoga functions in late life and if
in other houses the Rajyoga is in middle age. Seshan
has the atmakarak Sun and Mercury in the 2nd house
from lagna and fourth house from Arudha lagna
showing Rajyoga in the form of powerful Govern
ment service in India (Sun is 6th Lord-Service, Mer
cury is 4th Lord home). The Dharmakarmadhipati Rajyog
is in the sixth house showing great power and author
ity in his middle age.

Profession choice bettoeen seroice or business is seen in
the sixth and seventh houses in the dasamsa. Both
are unconjoined and the sixth lord Mercury (service)
is in the fifth house (authority) with the Moon (Bu
reaucracy) in a sign (Leo) owned by the Atmakarak.
The seventh lord Venus conjoins Jupiter, but is in
badhak sthana from the ascendant From the lagnesh
Mars, Mercury is in a trine while Venus is in a
dusthana. Thus, the professional choise was Govern
ment service.
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POLITICS: DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI

Chart 113 : Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi bom on 5th
January, 1934 place Delhi, Time: 10.17' am 1ST Late
77 E 13' Long 28 N 40'
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Sun 2r14'(MK) Moon 8"22'(GK) Mars 13°23' (PK)
Mercury 12°21' (PUk) Jupiter 28°35'(AMK) Venus 28°41' (AK)
Saturn 2r54'(BK) Rahu 26°42' (OK) Lagna 13~4'

Arudha Lagna (AL) Sagittarius Rajyapada (Al0) Pisces
Hora Lagna : Pisces (HL) Ghatika Lagna ; Leo (GL)

The horoscope of Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi (Chart
113) has the tenth lord Mars exalted in the twelfth
house with the lords of the ascendant (Saturn), 4th &.
9th (Venus) and Rahu. The strength of the tenth lord
and its conjunction with the ascendant lord (also
strong in own sign) shows independant views while
its . conjunction with Venus results in the
Dharmakarmadhipati Yoga. Natives born in this yoga
will be God-fearing, truthful and very industrious.
Venus is also the tenth Lord from the Moon sign. The
Arudha lagna is in Sagittarius and its lord Jupiter, a
natural benefic is placed in the tenth house (Throne/
Rajya) from it The lagna (self/position) and Ghatika
lagna (Power/Authority) are in samasaptaka while the
Hora Lagna (wealth) is divourced from them. This
shows that the native can never be motivated by
wealth to com promise or misuse his position and
authority. Such honesty is a rare phenomena in the
politics of developing nations and its occurance in the
horoscope of a present day politician shows that In
dia is in the threshold of a new phase where its high
spiritual ideal of truth (OM TAT SAT or SATYAMEVA
JAYATE) will find a strong place in the body politic.

The Sun and Mercury in Arudha Lagna show
him as a politician and a teacher. He is a very learned
man and has spent his life teaching physics at the
university. Politics in his passion (Sun is the seventh
lord from the ascendant). He is well versed in a
number of branches of learning including traditional
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studies (jupiter in trines to navamsa lagna). Mars in
the fifth from navamsa lagna makes him bellicose
while Venus in trines makes him a patriot The inner
strength of a chart is known by the placement of the
lords of quadrants trines and beneficial houses of
Rasi Chart in quadrants/trines from navamsa lagna
(D-9). Simultaneously the lords of the malefic houses
of D-1 chart (Rasi) should be placed in dusthanas in
navamsa (D-9 chart). In chart 113, all planets are
placed in quadrants/trines from navamsa lagna ex
cept the Moon which owns the sixth house in Rasi
chart and its placement in the sixth from navamsa
lagna leads .to the defeat of enemies. Venus is the
atmakarak that is aspected by the lord of navamsa
Lagna Saturn. Planets Rahu and Jupiter conjoining it
in navamsa will lead to Rajyoga.

In the dasamsa Rahu is placed in the twelfth
house showing that he is a very straight forwart
person but may suffer due to the intrigues of others
during Rahu dasa August 1979 to August 1997. The
Moon is placed in the fifth house indicating the de
feat of Rahu and bringing power and authority for
him. The fifth lord Venus in the ascendant also en
sures power and indicates his deep patriotic fervour.
Thus, during Rahu dasa, Moon antardasa, Venus
pratyantar dasa he became the Home Minister of
India for a brief period of a fortnight Since the dasa
was of Rahu, the Rajyoga did not last long. Mars in
the lord of evil 6th and 11th houses and is placed in
the eighth house showing retirementfpolitical wil
derness. During Rahu dasa Mars antardasa (July
1996 to August 1997) he was in the doldrums as due
to the machinations of his enemies, he gradually
slipped from power. Jupiter is the 7th and 10th Lord
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and its placement in the ninth house is a clearcut
Rajyoga. With the advent of Jupiter dasa, his fiery
fighting nature of Rahu dasa underwent a transforma
tion whereby his wisdom has come to the fore and the
BJP (Party) has found great acceptance among the
masses and intelligentia alike. The party/organisation
is seen from the tenth house in dasamsa. Pisces in the
tenth house represents the Lotus (jupiter) the symbol
of the BJE that is destined to bloom from Jupiter
antardasa till Moon antardasa in Jupiter Mahadasa.
Professional determination is. done from the
arthatrikona in Dasamsa and Ketu in the sixth shows
service as a professor teaching mathematics/physics
while the Sun in the second house shows politics.

Coming to transits, the transit of Saturn in the
eighth from natal moon is called Kantaka Sani (thorn
in the leg) and Dr. Joshi had some problems in the
leg. Its transit of Rajyapada (AID) results in loss/
renunciation of title/position and its aspect on the
Arudha Lagna (AL Sagittarius) from Pisces is bad for
ones image. This transit is between February 1996 to
April 1998. However Jupiter transits the Arudha lagna
Sagittarius in 1996 thereby resulting in a great victory
that could not be sustained. The year 1997 was diffi
cult as Jupiter transited natal Rahu and Saturn was
free to wreck havoc on both the Arudha lagna and
Rajya pada resulting in loss of health (jupiter transit),
image/power (Saturn aspecting AL) and status/posi
tion (Saturn on AID). Since the dasa was favourable,
the party gained inspite of all odds. Jupiter in the
ninth house in dasamsa shows that Dr. Joshi will be
completely faithful to his political mentors and guru's
while Rahu as the 9th Lord in the 12th house shows
that some people will try their level best to create
differences between him and his leader. Fortunately
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the dasa of Jupiter has just started from August 1997
and with Saturn moving out of Rajyapada in April
1998 as Jupiter moves into Pisces (AID) in June 1998
better days lie ahead.

The conjunction of four planets in a sign other
fhan a quadrant does not give pravrajya yoga. How
ever it brings the native into close association with
saints and sanyasis whose blessing will be of great
value during Jupiter dasa.

EMPEROR: AKBAR

Chart 114 : Akbar the great born on 4th December
1542* Umrankot, Sind Time 3.39' am LMT Lat 25 N

. 19' Long 69 E 47'
AS
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MERC ~ FlAG

SUN YEN
DASAMSA SAT

(D-1O) CHART

MOON

JUP KETU

Sun 23°45'(BK) Moon 8°51'(GK) Mars 23°4' (MK)
Mercury 10°8' (PUK) Jupiter 5°41'(DK) Venus 28°8' (AI<)
Saturn 27°27'(AMK) Rahu 6°59' (PK) Ascendant 23°52'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Cancer Rajyapada (Al0) Taurus Mantrapada
(AS) Gemini Hora Lag (HL) 4 s 28° 45' (Leo) Ghatika Lag (GL) Os
21°15' (Aries) Darapada (A7) Cancer *24th November 1542 (0.5.)

"The Great" is an understatement for one as illus-
~i, trious as Akbar, the Emperor of India (Chart 114),

Every planet in the chart contributes to Rajyoga start
ing with the Grahamalika yog from the ascendant
(self) to the fifth house (power, authority) involving
seven planets in five continuous signs. The starting
point and terminal sign of the Grahamalika yoga
indicates the method/purpose for the begining and
the fruits respectively. The ascendant as the starting
point indicates the establishment of 'self' or Rajyog
and the fifth house as the terminal house with fifth
co-lord Rahu in it shows the final result-crowned
with success. The mutual aspect between the Moon
(10th Lord) and Mercury (9th Lord) results in a
Dharmakarmadhipati yoga (the most powerful
Rajyog). Since Mercury is also the dispositor of the
Moon (Subhapati) it leads the mind in the direction of
true spiritualism and since this yoga occurs in the
3rd & 9th houses, it will fructify in later life. This
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found expression in his toleration of views and his
encouragement of all kinds of beliefs and opinions
culminating in the founding of a synthetic faith that
culled out the best practises of all religions in Mer
cury dasa. Moon and Mercury are within 3 degrees
aspect

Three very powerful MahapuYush yoga caused
by the exaltation of Mars (Ruchak), Saturn (Sasa) and
own sign placement of Venus (Malavya) in quadrants
to the ascendant made Akbar a towering personality.
While Mars made him daring and reckless and a
most able general, Saturn brought him passionately
loyal followers who would rekindle the dream of a
politically united India. Venus made him attractive,
gentle and compassionate. Jawaharlal Nehru" observes
"Those compelling eyes of his were vibrant like
the sea in sunshine.... In him the old dream of a
united Indian again took shape, united not only po
litically in one state but organically fused into one
people".

JAIMINI'S DIFFICULT RAJYOGAS : The con
ditions for Rajyoga cited in the upadesa sutras are
stringent and easily help us to differentiate between
various grades of horoscopes in th"3 matter of status,
power and authority, The yoga and their results are
very specific.

(i) The association of the lords of the first and
fifth houses is a Rajyoga that gives power and
authority. The ascendant lord Venus and fifth lord
Saturn conjoin in the ascendant in great strength

*Jawaharial Nehru in the Discovery of India.
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(also forming two Mahapurush yogas). This implies
personal authority and undying fame. It gives many
followers and subordinates.

(ii) The association of the Atmakarak
and Pitrikarak (fifth charakarak) is a Rajyoga.
The Atmakarak Venus and Pitrikarak Rahu
are in mutual aspect in Libra and Aquarius as
these signs aspect each other. This gives
passionate followers and a powerful Rcijyogaas his
orders are willingly obeyed and he is loved by his
subjects.

(iii) Equal number ofpowerful planets in the sec
ond and fourth houses constitutes a Rajyoga. The
planet in the second house has dhanargala on the ascen
dant while the fourth house has sukhargala on the as
cendant. Since the second and fourth houses are
involved, the Rajyoga functions in early life. The

~\ chart has the eleventh lord Sun in xhe second
house which is the natural harbinzer of Rajyogas
and Mars (exalted) in the fourth house which
in the natural significator of lands and also the

• second lord. Thus, the Rajyoga would function in
early life and would come through conquest and
war. The Narayan (Padakrama) Dasas begin from
Libra and Scorpio the second house having the
Sun and aspected by its exalted lord Mars is for
3 years from the 13th to 15th year (1554 A. D.
1557 A.D.). Akbar reconquered Delhi and establi
shed the Moghul empire in 1556 A.D. The ascendant,
Sun & Mars are all in 24th deg.

(iv) Planets associating with the Lagna, Hora
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Lagna and Ghatika Lagna or their seventh houses are
yogada (harbinzer of Rajyoga). Saturn, Venus and Ju
piter are in Lagna, seventh from Ghatika lagna and as
pect the Hora Lagna. Rahu and Ketu are in Hora Lagna/
7th house from HL and aspect the lagna and Ghatika
lagna. Thus five clear yogadas obtain in the Rasi
Chart. Mars owns the seventh from Lagna, disposits the
Ghatika lagna and aspects the Hora lagna.

(v) Venus and Ketu in the second gives many
vehicles while Saturn with Ketu gives many el
ephants. These planets placed in the second from
Navamsa lagna gave him all paraphernalia associated
with Royalty and Saturn gave him a fondness for his
elephants (especially in association with Jupiter in
Rasi Chart).

(vi) The Karakamsa associating with navamsa
lagna is a Rajyog. Venus is the atmakarak in Akbar's
chart and is the lord of the ascendant in Rasi,
Navamsa and Dasamsa as well. It is also placed in
Drekkana lagna. Akbar was born in a Royal family
and became the emperor of India till his death in
Mercury dasa Jupiter antardasa. His personality was
attractive and fantastic. He established a united
India that streched from Bengal in the east to Gujarat
in the west and from the Hindukush in the north
to the Godavari in the south. He had such gems
like Raja Birbal & Abdul Fazl to promote justice
and literature and such faithful and able generals
like Raja Man Singh to consolidate his conquests
and bring the Indian sub-continent under his
banner.

NURSE : THE LADY WITH THE LAMP
(FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE
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Chart 115 : Florence Nightingale bom on 12th May,
1820 place florence, Italy time 2.00' pm LMT lat 43
N 46' long 11 E 15'
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Sun 008'(DK) Moon 2°33'(GK) Mars 19°11' (BK)
Mercury 4°28' (PUK) Jupiter 26°22'(AK) Venus 15°22' (PK)
Saturn 17°58'(MK) Rahu 9°27' (AMK) Arudha Lagna (AL) Scor
pio Rajyapada (Al0) Aquarius Darapada (A7) Capricorn Lagna 1°27'

Chart 115 is the horoscope of Florence Nightingale
who earned the name of Lady with the lamp for the
rounds she would take at night caring for the wounded
soldiers. She is regarded as the founder of modem nurs
ing. The Moon is the natural significator for nursing,
and is placed in the navamsa ascendant in Capricorn.
The lord of navamsa lagna Saturn is in the twelfth house
(hospitals/resting place for the sick/wounded) with
Mars (soldiers). In-the Rasi (D-I) chart, the ninth lord
Venus is in the tenth house showing her attitude of treat
ing her work as her prayer. Mercury associating with
the Moon indicates medicine. In the Rasi chart, Venus
is the dispositor of the exalted Moon in the ninth house
as Mercury is the tenth lord (work) in the eighth house
(disease) in Aries (soldiers/war). In the navamsa, the
Moon in lagna is aspected by Mercury and Atmakarak
Jupiter from Taurus (sign sight). While the aspect of
Mercury shows medicine and nursing, the aspect of the
benign atmakarak Jupiter indicates remarkable achieve
ments in life.

Jupiter or Moon in strength in the first/seventh
house brings fame. In chartI15, the Moon is exalted in
the seventh from Arudha lagna with the Sun. The posi
tion of the luminaries shows her divine and caring work
and her fame due to the same. The exchange of signs
between the sixth and seventh lords also brings one into
constant contact with distressed and diseased people
thereby also indicating nursing. It may be noted that
the sign Pisces ruling hospitals, nursing etc. is involved,
especially when Saturn as the lord of Darapada (A7
ones business) and Rajyapada (AIO-Karma/place of
action) is placed in Pisces. Rahu as the amatyakarak,
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placed in Pisces in Rasi and Virgo in Navamsa indi
cates the same, but makes the job very challenging and
dangerous in tonjunction with Saturn.

The dasamsa has Rahu in the tenth house in
Aquarius as the tenth lord Saturn is in the twelfth house
(hospitals/resting places) in Aries (soldiers/war). Ju
piter in the sixth house is the eighth lord (disease). Thus,
the main planets involved in the arthatrikona show
nursing of sick/wounded people. Venus as the ascen
dant lord in the seventh house shows travelling in con
nection with work to martian (war) areas (Scorpio). The
ascendant with Mercury in it aspected by the Moon
shows considerable knowledge of medicine as Mer
cury is the fifth lord and the Moon, Mercury associa
tion shows medicine. Since the Moon is in the ninth
house with the Sun asaspected by Mercury, this knowl-

"

edge would come by working with learned doctors.

Capricorn the dark, night saturnine sign with the
luminaries in it in Navamsa lagna brought her the apt
title of 'Lady with the Lamp' due to her laborious duty
of paying a night visit to all the patients.

Chart116 : Male Ludwig Van Beethoven born on16th
December 1770 place Bonn, Germany time : 2.17' pm
Lmt Lat : 50 N 44' long : 7 E 6' Ascendant 7.4'
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Sun 4°5' Moon 27°46' Mars(R) 1°50'
Mercury 1°59' Jupiter 12°35' Venus 6°6'
Saturn(R) 25°8' Rahu 5°49' Arudha Lagna (AL) Virgo
Rajyapada (A10) Sagittarius Rogapada (A8) Virgo

Chart 116 is the horoscope of the greatest music
composer ludwig Van Beethoven (1770-1827), the de
termined Venusian sign Taurus is in the ascendant
with the Atmakarak Moon in the seventh house indi
cating a yoga for fame and success. This is further
confirmed from the Atmakarak Moon in navamsa
lagna that gives great literary skills and abilities
associated with singing or Music. The Moon is invol
ved in a parivartan yog (exchange of sign) with exalted
Jupiter involving the first and fifth houses (rajyog)
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which produced the extraordinary genius (Jupiter)
in music/ symphony composing (Moon & A.K.).
Jupiter is also the tenth lord of navamsa lagna in exalta
tion.

Narayan Dasa of Beethoven

Dasa Period From To Age

Scorpio 7 Dec'1770 Dec'l777 7
Gemini 6 1777 1783 13
Capricorn 6 1783 1789 19
Leo 8 1789 1789 27
Pisces 3 1797 1800 30.
Libra 3 1800 1803 33
Taurus 8 1803 1811 41
Sagittarius 12 1811 1823 53
Cancer 7 1823 1830 60

The tenth house in the Rasi Chart is airy sign
Aquarius (symbolising 'ears') as its lords Rahu and
Saturn are in watery sign (Intellectual profession)
with the Moon (Mind, Muisic) or its sign. Venus
aspecting the ascendant and A.K. (Rasi dristi) brings
harmony to the symphonies and other music com
posed. The Rajyapada (A10) that brings honors and
accolades due to ones good work (or otherwise if
afflicted) is in Sagittarius conjoined its lord Jupiter,
the fourth lord Sun and 2nd & 5th Lord Mercury.
This conjunction of the lords of the 2nd, 4th and 11th
houses is called Parijatha yoga (the celestial tree :
Kalpavriksha)* and occuring in Rajyapada, it shows
that the native will produce brilliant symphonies that
will make him an all time legend. Sagittarius is also
the eighth house and Jupiter is also the eighth lord of
disease/disability besides being the eleventh lord
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(ears). The Narayan dasa of Sagittarius was from 1811
to 1823 during which Beethoven produced his great
est symphonies. He also became deaf in 1819 in his
49th year. The eighth lord Jupiter is called Rudra and
its trines are called the shoola (Trident). The shoola
dasas of Beethoven start from the seventh house Scor
pio and he became deaf in 1819 in the shoola dasa
antardasa of Aries-Leo. These signs are in trines to
the eighth house, the eighth lord Jupiter and the
eighth from Arudha lagna. He died in his 57th year
(1827) in Shoola dasa-antardasa of Taurus-Aquarius.
[Note: Madhya Ayus yoga-Shoola Khanda is from
Pisces to Gemini. Pisces and Gemini are aspected by
Jupiter and Aries is aspected by the Atmakarak Moon
thereby leaving Taurus (in trines to AL) to inflict
death]. The remarkable part of Beethoven is that
inspite of becoming deaf, he continued to compose
and his nine symphonies are ranked as the greatest
ever written. Who else but a determined Taurus with
its lord Venus in the ninth house (fiercely independant
and determined) could have continued to produce
masterpieces after such a debacle?

In the dasamsa the tenth house is a Jupitarian
sign Sagittarius (Genius at work) with its lord con
joining the Moon (Music, Mind) in the second house
to show that composing of poetry/music would be
his lifes objective. Mercury in the tenth house gives
excellent writing & skills and the pen shall not be put
down inspite of all obstactes. Venus and Saturn in the
ninth house show that. the composition wil! have

*Kalpavruksha is the symbolic wish fulfilling cetestial tree of Indra, the
God of the Gods. It implies a life time achievement if occuring in
Rajyapada and such places.
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perfect harmony and metre (Venus) that will be be
yond the best of critics to show a flaw while Saturn
brings a deep sorrow/melancholia into at least one
symphony. It is rumoured that one of his symphonies
is not under mass production as it has caused a few
very emotional people to get depressed and end their
lives! Such powerful emotions can only be produced
by the atmakarak Moon in navamsa lagna (ability to
strongly impress the minds of the listeners) while
Venus in darapada shows the kind of joy/sorrow (in
Capricorn) that the audience feels.

Vrmsottari dasa can also be used effectively to
time the events. In the dasamsa, the Moon conjoins
the tenth lord Jupiter in the arthatrikona; Mars is a
yogakarak and aspects Mercury in the tenth house;
Rahu as the 12th lord is well placed in the sixth house
and aspects Mercury in the tenth house and Jupiter
&: Moon in the second house. Thus, throughout
the dasas of Moon, Mars and Rahu, inspite of all
obstacles, this pen (symbolised by Mercury in
Sagittarius in the tenth house) produced the greatest
symphonies.

From the ascendant (Rasi Chart), Mars is the lord
of the 7th & 12th houses and is placed in the second
house. It will not hesitate to do evil especially as it is
8th house from navamsa lagna. It aspects the Arudha
lagna and 8th (disease) and 11th (ears) lord Jupiter
placed in the eighth house. Jupiter is also placed in
the 7th house from lagna and sixth from navamsa
lagna. Jupiter is placed in 2nd from Rahu in Rasi
chart and 12th from Rahu in navamsa chart. Beethoven
died in 1827 in Rahu dasa Jupiter antardasa.

I
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The strength of influence of a planet is seen not
only from the divisional charts, but also from its
aspect with the ascendant. Venus is in perfect trine
to the Taurus ascendant to produce such a genius
artist.

BEAUTY & SHOW BUSINESS: SUSMITA SEN

Chart 117 : Susmita Sen born on 19th November
1975 place Hyderabad time 7.05' AM Lat : 17 N
20' Long: Z8 E 30'
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Sun 4°5' Moon 27°46' Mars(R) 1°50'
Mercury tG59' Jupiter 12°35' Venus 6°6'
Satum(R) 25°8' Rahu 5°49' Arudha Lagna (AL) Virgo
Rajyapada (A10) Sagittarius Rogapada (AS) Virgo Ascendant 11°17'

Venus is the natural significator for beauty. In
chart 117 of Susmita Sen, the tenth lord Sun is placed
in the ascendant showing success, name and fame
in the year ruled by the Sun (21stj22nd). The Mutual
aspect between the Sun and exalted ninth lord Moon
results in a dharmakarmadhipati yog (the highest
Rajyog). The Moon in the seventh house is, by itself, a
combination for fame and success. The tenth house
is Leo a fiery sign showing success in professions in
volving 'light' and cameras. The Subhargala of Venus
in the second from it is partly obstructed by Saturn in
the twelfth from it. Similarly, the papargala of Mars
in the eleventh from it showing failure in attempts
and retirement etc., is obstructed by Rahu and
Mercury in the third from it. Rahu is also the tenth
lord from the Moon sign and is placed in Libra, venusian
sign showing success in a career related to beauty.
Its conjunction with the Atmakarak Mercury guaran
tees the success especially due to the 'vach' or spoken
word. Sumita's success is largely attributed to
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to her brilliant replies in the beauty pagents. Rahu is
also placed in the tenth house from Arudha Lagna
with Mercury. Benefies in the tenth house from A.L.
to give good results. Thus Rahu shall give the results
of Mercury the natural benefic in the tenth from A.L.
showing success while Mercury shall give the results
of Rahu. Moon and Mercury in trines to navamsa
lagna make one very sexy and give a lot of sex
appeal. This is suitable for such professions as model
ling exalted Rahu again conjoins Mercury and aspects
the Moon in trines to navamsa lagna to indicate the
results of these planets in its dasa as it aspects the
Sun in the tenth house from navamsa lagna to give
success and a great fortune.

The titles/honors are seen from the Rajyapada
(AID). The Rajyapada is in Scorpio with Jupiter
(Brihaspati-Lord of the "Universe") in trines in Pisces.
Thus, the highest title that she won was Miss Universe
as indicated by Jupiter in the fifth from Rajyapada.

The Arudha Lagna and Darapada (A7) are in one
sign in Capricorn resulting in Srimantah yoga. The
strength/status in seen from the lord of this sign and
Saturn placed in Cancer can give a Rajyog of the
highest order. The crowning moment as Miss Uni
verse was in Narayan padakrma dasa of Cancer and
Capricorn antardasa in 1996. The vimsottari dasa
antardasa was Rahu-Rahu, In addition to its Rajyog
giving potential from Rasi and Navamsa, Rahu is the
fifth lord of Dasamsa chart placed in the tenth house
with the Sun (initiator of Rajyog) with Rahu-Rahu
dasa-antardasa (9 July 1995 to 21.3.1998) the real
Rajyog started in 21st year of life and Susmita was
catapulted to worldwide fame, honored by the Presi
dent of India and premiers of various nations across
the globe. She received a large prize money and
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many gifts that made her rich. During this phase, she
even made her debut in movies.

The other significant yoga is the grahamalika yog
from fifth to ninth house. It may be noted that the
Narayan dasa of Cancer with Saturn the lord of AL &
AL in it having the aspect of 9th lord Moon and 10th
lord Sun clearly indicates the Rajyoga. The Sign is
also in quadrants to AL & A7, and trines to Rajyapada
(AI0) and the title (jupiter in Pisces).

SUPER MODEL & ACTRESS: AJSHWARYA RAJ

Chart 118 : Aishwarya Rai born on 1st November
1973 place Mangalore time 4.05' AM Lat : 12 N 54'
Long 74 E 511 Ascendant 10.5'
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Chart 118 has only Jupiter in trines to the ascen
dant in Rasi chart and Jupiter and Venus in trines to the
navamsa lagna. This ]aya yoga makes Aiswarya Rai a
very beautiful and attractive woman. In a beauty pag
eant, the other competitors should be treated as col
leagues/competitors and not as enemies. Thus, the
darapada (A7) shows the competition instead of
satrupada (A6). The darapada of Aiswarya Rai is in
Scorpio, showing that the ascendant of her colleague/
competitor as Scorpio (Susmita Sen chart 117 her chief
competitor is born in Scorpio ascendant). Similarly, the
darapada of Sushmita Sen (Chart 117) is Capricorn
showing that the ascendant of her chief competitor
Aiswarya Rai to be an earthey sign Virgo (trines to
Capricorn).

TITLE: The Rajyapada (Al0) is in Aries with Mars
(Lord of the earth/world) in it Thus, she was destined
to win the Miss World title. Unfortunately Jupiter is not
in trines to the Rajyapada and hence, the Miss. Universe
title nevercame to her. It may.be noted that both Susmita
Sen (Chart117) and Aishwarya Rai won their titles when
Saturn transited the third house from Arudha Lagna.
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Women with a strong Jupiter will be shy to shed their
clothes in front of an audience. In both charts 117 & 118,
Jupiter is debilitated either in Rasi or navamsa and such
hesitation will not be seen in successful models.

Mercury, the tenth lord from lagna as well as the
Moon sign is placed in darapada showing that the natu
ral choise of profession will be related to Venus (Karaka
for darapada). The tenth house from dasamsa lagna is
owned by Venus that conjoins Jupiter in the fifth (trine)
house from the ascendant bringing the profession,
beauty and body into the picture. Mars in the tenth
house in dasamsa promises a very bright future in Mars
dasa from June 2000. The tenth house in both Rasi and
Navamsa is strong. In Rasi, it is conjoined Saturn and
Ketu (in debility) aspected by Venus, Moon and Rahu
(debilitated). Debilitated nodes in quadrants give
Rajyog while the combination of the lords of the 2nd,
9th and 11th houses in a quadrant, aspecting the tenth
house is a powerful Rajyog that started in Moon dasa
Mercury antardasa when she won the Miss World title.
Venus antardasa in Moon dasa in 1998 & 1999 will be
very promising and she will be very successful as an
actress in Hindi movies.

Malefics, exalted/debilitated in the second house
give light colored eyes. The Sun debilitated in Libra in
the second has given Aishwarya Rai light colored eyes
that make her ravishingly beautiful.

Why would Mercury antardasa in Moon dasa, con
nected in the twelfth house in dasamsa give such suc
cess? They form a part of the grahamalika yoga that starts
from Mars in the tenth house till Saturn in the second
house. Thus, during their conjoined period, the effect
of the Malika (garland) functioned.

Age For Big Break: The age at which the big break
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comes is seen from the strongest planet influencing the
ninth lord and tenth house. As in the chart of Susmita
Sen, (Chart 117) the 9th lord Moon is aspected by the
Sun (1st chance) that is also the 10th lord (success) show
ing the age at 21/22 years (table 12.10).Similarly, in chart
118, the ninth lord is Venus that is conjoined the Moon
(2nd chance/attempt) as both aspect the tenth house.
The age indicated by the Moon is 23/24th year (i.e. 1996/
1997). The break that made her an international figure
came in that year.

SCIENCE: ALFRED NOVEL
Chart 118: Alfred Nobel born on 21st October 1833
at Stockholm, Sweden 6.54' a.m. 59 N 20' 18 E 3'
Ascendant 5.23'

AIO
JUP RAOO

CHART 119 ALFRED
NOBEL

21.10.1833
6.54' A.M.
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MERC KE1U VEN

1UP
DASAMSA

(D-IO)CHA1lT

MOON
MARS

SUN /"LAG
RAHU SAT

Sun 6°04'(GK) Moon l4°l7'(AMK) Mars 9°41' (PK)
_Mercury l6°45'(AK) Jupiter(R) 9°24'(PUK) Venus 3°26' (DK)
Saturn l2°56'(BK) Rahu l7~6'(MK) Arudha Lagna (AL) Leo
Rajyapada (AlD) Aries Hira Lagna: Libra Ghatika Lagna: Libra

Alfred Nobel (Chart 119) is a name we remember
every year when the six Nobel prizes are awarded.
These prizes are regarded as the most prestigious/high
est awards in their respective fields. The Lagna, Hora
Lagna and Ghatika lagna are all in one sign Libra con
joined the Lords of the 2nd, 9th and 11th houses Sun,
Mars and Mercury and with Jupiter in the seventh from
them in the Rajyapada (A10) in Aries. This gives four
powerful yogadas (Rajyogas). The conjunction of the
ascendant lord Venus and the yogakarak fifth lord Sat
urn is another Rajyoga. As this occurs in the twelfth
house it gives considerable independant thinking,
knowledge (5th house) related to chemicals (Venus) and
ability to work hard (Saturn). Rahu, ruling original re
search is in the ninth house in exaltation aspected by
yogakarak 5th lord Saturn that conjoinVenus (8th Lord
research). The tenth lord Moon is in the fourth house
(trines to eighth house) showing a career where the in
tellect will prevail Venus (chemicals) is also the tenth
lord from the Moon sign and Arudha lagna and is placed
in mercurial sign (intellect!study of it
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The navamsa lagna has the Sun in it with Rahu in
the fifth houseIa 'combination found in the chart of
Albert Einstien who has Rahu in Pisces in navamsa lagna
and the Sun in the 5th house-he developed the knowl
edge that produced the Atom bomb). This combination
has been said to cause death by snakebite/fire if in the
second house and related to the ascendant, the native
shall have the ability to create dangerous fires (Alfred
Nobel discovered that Nitroglycerine in combination
with a porus inert absorbant such as charcoal etc can be
an explosive mixture that can be safely carried and sold.
He developed the dynamite). Since Mercury the
atmakarak conjoins Rahu, the "fires" shall be of great
commercial importance. As the ninth lord in the ascen
dant in Rasi Chart with the 2nd & 11th Lord, Mercury
promised a very large earning/fortune due to the com
mercial demand for this "fire" (dynamite) and Alfred
Nobel amassed a huge fortune due to his discovery. In
the dasamsa, the tenth lord in the second house, and
the Sun should have determined profession as an insti
tutional head. The exaltation of 2nd & 8th lord Jupiter
in the ninth house and the ascendant lord in the 3rd
house is another powerful combination promising suc
cess and authority/name & fame of a high order espe
cially when in conjunction with 9th lord Moon. Jupiter
is also in the ninth house from Arudha lagna in the Rajya
Pada (AIO).

The Nobel Prize that was constituted with his
legacy is seen from the Rajya Pada (AIO) in Aries with
Jupiter in it. The twelfth house from Arudha lagna
shows the expenditure and since this is ruled by the
Moon, the prizes are made in his name (this is also the
tenth house). Jupiter is the putrakarak and signifies the
followers or fellow scientists who he wished to honor
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for pure, successful research in physics, chemistry
and physiology. Literature, Economics and Peace
are the other areas. Readers may compare this chart
to that of Emperior Akbar (Chart 114) and note the va
lidity of the Rajyoga emphasised by Jaimini and
Parasara.

SCIENTIST & NOBEL LAUREATE :PIERRE CURIE

Chart 120 Male Pierre Curie born on
15th May, 1859 Place Paris, France, Time : 2.10'
AM LMT Lat : 48 N 52 Long : 2 E 20' Ascendant
26.42'
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Sun J048'(DK) Moon lO06'(PK) Mars 2r46' (BK)
Mercury 7°18'(PUK) Jupiter 2°24'(GK) Vel'\us 26°45' (AMK)

. Saturn 14°47'(MK)' Rahu 3°14'(AK) Arud;' Lagna (AL)
Sagittarius Rajyapada (AID) Aquarius

Chart 120 & 121 are the horoscopes of the noted
scientists Pierre and Marie Curie, whose research in
radioactivity had made a colossal leap for science. The
Rajyapada (A10) for Pierre Curie (Chart 120) is calcu
lated from Ketu (co-lord of Scorpio) instead of Mars as
Rahu becoming the Chara Atmakarak makes its coun
terpart Ketu much stronger than Mars. The Atmakarak
is always the strongest planet in any chart The Lagna
lord Saturn in the sixth house inCancer gives'dhimantah'
yoga i.e. the native will be in the pursuit of knowledge
and will be very intelligent Similarly, Moon in the ninth
house makes a person very intelligent and always en
gaged in higher learning/research. The arthatrikona in
the Rasi chart (D-1) is dominated by Saturn and Venus
(exalted & Vargottama) in watery (intellect) signs.
Watery signs are called Brahman rasi and promote
Gyana Yoga (i.e. pursuit of knowle~~e) and Venus is
the dispositor of the Moon (Subhapa~) besides being a
yogakarak (4th & 9th lord) for Aquarius. Saturn is
placed in the tenth from the Moon sign, indicating a lot
of physical labour in his research as well as success in
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"starting some work" implying discovery etc. In the
navamsa, Mercury is in Gemini in the ascendant indi
cating scientific eminence as Venus is exalted in the
tenth. Saturn and Venus are again in arthatrikona. In
his dasamsa Saturn is in the tenth house (being a
yogakarak for Libra ascendant and is with the ascen
dant Lord Venus. This is a powerful yoga for success in
ones work. In 1898 during Saturn dasa Venus antardasa
Pierre and Marie discoverd Radium and its radioactive
properties. Several tons of pitchblende (Saturn) which
is the source of Radium and Uranium yielded 0.1 grams
of pure radium chloride. The impact of Venus in pro
moting science (chemicals-Venus) is evident in this chart
as it dominates the artha-trikona and is very strong in
the tenth house in dasamsa. Vimsottari dasa yields
excellent results when the Moon is in the ninth house and it
was during Saturn-Venus that the discovery was made.

However, the Rajya Pada (AI0) is in Aquarius and
their efforts/success would take time to be recognised
and appreciated Rahu is in Aquarius that is aspected
by its lord Saturn (sign sight). In the dasamsa, Rahu
aspects the tenth house with Saturn in it Thus, in 1903
Pierre and Marie Curie shared the Nobel Prize for Phys
icswith A.H. Becquerel. Pierre was under the Vimsottari
dasa-antardasa of Saturn-Rahu. It may be noted that
Rahu is in or aspects the Rajya Pada in both charts 120
& 121 of Pierre and Marie Curie. It is also in the 5th
house in Libra in Navamsa of both charts.

Since the Rajya Pada is in the ascendant which is
already strong with its co-lord Rahu in it as Saturn is in
Cancer (aspecting the Aquarius by sign sight) the name
of the person shall be remembered for a long time. The
unit of measurement of radioactivity, "Curie" is after
Pierre and Marie.
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Atmakarak : Moon Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini
Rajyapada (AID) Virgo

The tenth house is Sagitarius with Jupiter in it
forming a powerful Hamsa Mahapurush Yoga and con
joining the Moon to give the Gajakesari Yoga that
brings name and fame. Saturn and Moon in the tenth
house is a powerful combination for success and rise
as Jupiter & Saturn form Brahma Yoga that makes
one successful in initiating any activity, religious and
spiritual. Since astrology is based on determining the
future on the basis on the starting time (begining of
life or an event), Brahma yoga is very helpful for
astrologers. The tenth house is also aspected by Mars
and Rahu.
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In the navamsa, the tenth has Jupiter Ketu and
Venus.The tenth lord Mars is involved in a parivartan
yoga with the ninth lord Jupiter showing that
the Karma shall be related to dharma. The dasamsa
has all planets in quadrants/ trines as the tenth
lord Mercury (ruling writing/Publishing) is in a
watery sign (intellect) Pisces (ruled by Jupiter
astrology) and conjoined Mars (inks/Printing). Rahu
conjoins this combination to initiate the magazine
publication that has been gradually improving.
The dasa of Jupiter begins from June 2000 when a
number of Rajyogas and Mahapurush yoga will
function.

Virgo is the Rajyapada as well as the tenth house
in dasamsa showing publishing etc. The presence
of luminaries inthe tenth with Moksh Karak
Ketu will indicate the nature of the magazine
astrology and spiritualism. In Jupiter dasa with
the association of the best astrologers of the world'
she will bring the magazine to a very high stand
ard.

Chart 123: Male born on 16th December 1961 place
Delhi time 9.49' pm Lat:28 N 39 Long 77 E 13'
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V
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Scorpio
Rajyapada (AID) Leo Atmakarak Moon

In Chart 123, Mars owns the tenth house from
the ascendant and conjoins the second lord Sun
(significator of father) and Mercury (12th Lord-for
eign land) in the sixth house. These planets are also
placed in the tenth from the Moon. Mars placed in
the tenth from the Moon indicates going to a foreign
land for ones livelihood. Moon is the atmakarak in
the ninth house and this is sure to happen. The
combination of Mars and Mercury indicates electrical
engineering. The tenth lord from the Moon is Jupiter
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which is also the ninth lord (foreign travel) and is the
dispositor of the lagna lord placed in the seventh
house with the seventh lord. The native follows his
father to a foreign land where they find suitable
livelihood and residence. Since the Moon is in the
ninth house, this will occur in early childhood when
the natives father goes abroad to Zambia for his
fortune Gobicontact with Zambian Govt.) The native
is himself employed as an electrical engineer in
Zambia. In the dasamsa, (D-10) Jupiter and Ketu are
in arthatrikona (2nd & 6th houses), showing legal
knowledge, instrumentation etc. The sixth house is
sronger than the seventh house to show service instead
of business. The tenth lord Mercury is in the ascendant
(earns early due to his skills and is iridependant in
his views) in a fiery sign (engineering etc) with Mars
(electrical engineering-Mars + Mere + Sun). The
dharmakarma-dhipati yoga of Sun & Mercury in the
ascendant gives a lot of responsibility which he will
fulfill quite ably.

Rahu in the twelfth house in dasamsa shows that
he maybe subject to the machination of crafty enemies
and jealous colleagues. This happened in Rahu
antardasa of Sun dasa in 26 June 1996 to 21 May1997
and thenative preferred a change in his job. Saturn
aspecting the lagna (or lagnesh) in dasamsa makes a
person very hard working but will give green eyed
colleagues in the office.

13.11. CHEQUERED CAREERS

Chart 126: Male born on 6th September 1957
place Ajmer, India Time 5.01 1

. PM 1ST Lat : 26
N 27 Long 74 E 38
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Virgo Rajyapada (A10) Lio
Upapada (UL) Pisces.

In chart 126, the tenth house has Rahu placed in
it having the argala (intervention) of Saturn in the
second from it that is fully obstructed by Jupiter and
a debilitated Venus in the twelfth from it This is also
the tenth house from the Moon. In the dasamsa (D
ID), the tenth house is a martian sign Scorpio with
Saturn in it showing a career related to thieves (Sat
urn) and police (Mars). The tenth lord Mars is in Aries
in the third house (courage etc) in the company of
shadowy Rahu ruling secret services and Mercury.
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Sun 23'13'(81<) Moon 25°56'(AMK) Mars 27°09' (AI<)
Mercury 13°16'(PK) Jupiter 4°35'(DK) Venus 9°27' (PUI<)
Saturn 5°24'(GK) Rahu 12°27'(MI<) Arudha Lagna (AL)

I Aries Rajyapada (AID) Cancer Mrityupada (A8) Taurus.

Chart 127 has the Sun in the fifth house showing a
high level of intelligence. The native was a doctorate
and eminent upcoming scientist in London. The lord
of the ascendant Moon fifth and tenth (Mars) and sixth
and ninth (jupiter) conjoin in the seventh house to give
many powerful Rajyoga including dhimantah yoga (1st
& 5th and 1st & 6th), Dharmdkarmadhipati yoga (9th & 10th),
Lakshmi yoga (lst & 9th), Rajyoga (lst & 10th and 1st &
5th) etc. Since this combination is in the seventh house,
these Rajyogas are to function in a foreign land. This is
also supported by the parivartan (exchange) Rajyoga
between Saturn and Jupiter involving the seventh and
ninth houses. Jupiter also gets neechabhanga (cancella
tion of debility) due to Mars and Moon in quadrants
from lagna and each other. However, there is a strong
warning in the parivartan yoga as Saturn going to the
ninth house gives misfortunes around 36f37 years and
Jupiter the ninth lord in debility can reverse the good
fortune if the native were to reside near the birth place
(Indian sub-continent) instead of the foreign land.

Now, Venus in the fifth house indicates deep pa
triotism and love for motherland. Unfortunately Venus
is badhakesh (lord of obstruction) and is afflicted by
Rahu the eighth lord besides being in debility in
navamsa. As the tenth lord of Navamsa, its debility will
destroy wealth and fortune. The lagna lord Moon (of
D-1 chart) is also placed in the eighth house in Navamsa
chart. In the dasamsa, Jupiter conjoins Venus to
indicate Rajyoga in the begining but can give the
negative results of the 3rd house (eight from eight
house) during adverse periods. Moon is the tenth lord
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in the eighth house showing retirement/resignation
for achievement of higher ideals. Its eclipse by Ketu is
most undesirable threatening destruction of Career.
It is also placed in the eighth from Jupiter. During
Jupiter dasa Moon antardasa, the native left .his
brilliant research career in the U.K. to return to India.
Unfortunately nothing materialised and for one reason
or the other he could not reestablish himself. His
brilliant career was abruptly stopped in 1972
(36th year) and he was jobless till his death in
1992.

Although Saturn is a yogakarak in dasamsa,
its placement in the third house is most undesirable.
Even Sai Baba of Shirdi who had Saturn in the third
from dasamsa lagna had to beg for his food during
Saturn dasa Saturn, also threatens destruction of
fortune in the ninth house in Rasi chart and the good
fortune of Jupiter was fully reversed. It is also placed
in the twelfth house from Arudha lagna being the
tenth lord. In every division and from every ascendant
AL, etc, Saturn is ill placed. Thus, the dasa of Saturn
continued the negative career indication till his death
in Saturn dasa Rahu antardasa. Readers may note
that such a brilliant person with a double docterate had
his tenth house destroyed at an early age simply
because of an emotional decision. Inspite of the
Rajyogas, it is the negatives that should be carefully
checked.

Incidentally, Sri Girish Sarma passed away on 25th
September 1992 at around 8.45 p.m. in Delhi.
The SaturnscMoon pair initially determine longevity
at 72-108 years, but since the Atmakarak Mars is in
the 7th house, Vipereeata Ayur Yoga occurs and
the longevity compartment is reduced to 36-72 years.
Death occured in the shoola dasa-antardasa of
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Cancer-Aquarius. The Punya chart 128 has the Arudha
Lagna of Natal Chart in the ascendant (see Rath's Rules).

, The sun is in Virgo, trines to the natal Mrityupada in
Taurus. The fifth house in Natal chart has Rahu as the
strongest to kill. This will indicate the Vedic date as
Amavasya (Krisna 15) or Astami (8) tithi. The tithi at
the time of demise was Amavasya. Thus, all the Rules
for determining year, month, Vedic date and ascendant
have worked.

V KEnJ
LAG MARS

PUNYA GIRISH
25.9.92

20.45 1ST
DELHI

SAT MOON

JUP

JI.AHU
VEN SUN

MERe

The Vimsottari dasa at the time of death was
Saturn dasa Rahu antardasa. Rahu transits the 12th
house from Saturn in debility in Sagittarius as Saturn
transits the point of yoga in Capricorn over Moon the
lord of natal ascendant.

The importantinferences in this chart are :-

(i) The parivartan yogcan indicate reversal offortune i.e.
the yoga can be very benefic or very malefic.

(ii) The yogakarak planets of Rasi chart should be will
placed in navamsa anddasamsa.

(iii) There should not be any duryogas associated with
parivartan andother Rajyoga.

(iv) The primary indications ofplanets likefortune infor
eignlandetc. should be meticulouslqfollowed.
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13.12. CAREER: SCHOOL TEACHER

Chart 128: Female born on 17th June 19607.00' PM
19 N 49' Long 85 E 54'
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Arodha Lagna (AL) Virgo Rajyapada (AID) Sagittarius
Atmakarak (AI<) Mercury

In chart 128, there are two powerful Hamsa and
Bhadra Mahapurusn yoga formed by Jupiter and Mercury
in own sign in quadrants. The conjunction of the 9th,
10th and 11th lords is a Rajyoga; that occuring in the
seventh house brings good fortune for spouse. The as
cendant has Brahma yoga by the conjunction of
Jupiter and Saturn. This yoga produces a learned
person and Leads to Gyana yoga (the pursuit of
knowledge). This yoga is in Rajyapada (AI0) and also
the tenth house from the Moon and indicates the
teaching profession.

All Rajyogas or mahapurusb yogas etc. depend on the
strength of the Sun to initiate the yoga and the strength of

\ the Moon to sustain the yoga. The Sun, although well
placed in Rasi chart is in its debilitated navamsa with
exalted Saturn. This combination shows a good career
(service) of spouse as Saturn is the seventh lord in
navamsa and is exalted in the tenth from it with tenth
lord Venus. Venus dasa started in 29 November 1980
and her spouse, an electrical engineer, is working in a
Government owned Public Sector undertaking and has
done very well in his profession.

In the dasamsa, the Sun in well placed in the fifth
house, but conjoins Saturn (delay/denial) while the
Moon is ill placed in third house. The Moon in third/
eighth can show renunciation (pravrajya yoga that is
opposite to Rajyoga). The arthatrikona has Rahu in it
that is unaspected by any planet. The tenth is a Jupitarian
sign Sagittarius (Teaching etc) as the tenth lord Jupiter
is in debility (low career profile). The seventh lord Mer
cury is also in debility (poor business prospects) and is
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in trines to the strong sixth (service) Lord Sun. She
serves as a teacher for a Public school in Delhi and since
Venus aspects the tenth house, has had a relatively
fine job, during the Venus dasa (Nov' 1980-Nov' 2000).
As the eighth lord Venus gave many breaks in
career.

TIMING RAISE : In dasamsa, Mercury has some
neechabhanga due to its placement in a quadrant from
the ascendant. Both Mercury and Venus are in quad
rants. The specific sub-sub period should be related to fifth
lord forgainofauthority. The fifth lord Moon is ill placed
in third house, but is in exaltation with 2nd lord (wealth)
Mars. She got the raise (salary jump) and some
other benefits on 14th February 1998 in Venus
dasa Mercury sub-period Moon sub-sub period and
Mars sub-sub-sub period. The forthcoming dasa of the
luminaries (Sun & Moon) will see her elevated as the
head of the institution (Principal of School) as she re
tires in Mars dasa (placed in 3rd house-8th from 8th
house).

SOFTWARE BUSINESS: BILL GATES

Chart 129: Male Bill Gates bom on 29th October 1995
at Seattle, USA 8.14' a.m. 47 N 36 122 W 20 Ascendant
26.59'
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Sun 12°14'(PUK) Moon 21°2'(MK) Mars 17°9' (PK)
Mercury 23°4T(BK) Jupiter 4°36'(GK) Venus 27°31' (AMK)
Saturn 28°24'(AK) Rahu 26°14'(DK) Arudha Lagna (AL)
Cancer Rajyapada (Al0) Scorpio Darapada (A7) Aquarius

Bill Gates (Chart 127) has the tenth lord Moon
in the sixth house which is also ill placed in navamsa
in the eighth house. However, it is placed in the
ascendant in dasamsa. Thus, the native will break away
from traditional lines/careers and will rise and make
a name in some intellectual field. This is more so as
Jupiter is the dispositor of the Moon as well as the
tenth lord from it. The conjunction of the ascendant
and fifth lords, Saturn and Venus, is a powerful rajyoga
as it also includes the Sasa and Malavya Maha
purush yogas of Saturn & Venus respectively. The con-
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junction of the Sun, the harbizer of Rajyoga is an
added asset. (Readers may compare this chart to that
of emperor Akbar). The Sun attains neechbhanga
(cancellation of debility) due to Venus in strength in
a quadrant. !

The conjunction of Saturn the exalted Atmakarak
with the ascendant in both Rasi and nl¥atTIsa charts sets
the stage for a life of achievement. The Arudha lagna
has a powerful dhanyoga (wealth) with Moon in the ninth
and Jupiter in the second house. Bill Gates is among
the richeset men in the world.

The darapada (A7) ruling business is in Aquarius
and is aspected by Venus, Sun & Saturn from Libra by
sign sight. The lord of darapada, Saturn is exalted and
is involved in a number of Rajyogas in the ascendant.
Rahu the co-lord of darapada is debilitated in the
Rajyapada (Al0). This indicates a very successful
business as planets in exaltation/debilitation bring in
a lot of money which is the chief objective of any
commercial enterprise. Venus dasa started in the 19th
yaer on 7 April 1974 and Bill Gates showed his genius
at an early age. The business was a big success and
'Microsoft' (his become a household name.

In the dasamsa, the tenth (profession) and seventh
(business) lord Jupiter (intellect) has conjoined Ketu
(small machines, computers) in the fourth house (office
premises). Thus, his business/ career relates to office
automation/improvement of office work through
software for computers. the seventh house with the
ascendant lord Mercury is much stronger thanthe sixth
house (empty) that shows business instead of service.
The arthatrikona has Saturn and Rahu in trines showing
manpower/labour development and huge machines/
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factories that will produce the software. Venus shows
the private sector in general, and adds beauty to his
work. The software has very attractive features and is
very user friendly. The Sun in the ninth house and Moon
in the ascendant confirm the initiation and continuity
of the Rajyoga/dhanyoga respectively. With the advent
of the Sun's dasa in 7 April 1994 Bill Gates has estab
lished his presence world-wide and has left all compe
tition behind.

FILMSTAR: SANJAY DUTT

Chart 130 : Sanjay Dutt bom on 29th July 1959 place
Bombay Time: 2.45' PM Lat : 18 N 58 Long 72 E 50
Ascendant 9.12'
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Sun 12°13'(PUK) Moon 1°42'(DK) Mars 12°15' (PK)
.Mercury(R)24°21 '(AMK) Jupiter 28°57'(AK) Venus 20°3' (BK)
l:Satum 8°15'(GK) Rahu 13°40'(MK) Arudha Lagna (AL)
Aquarius Rajyapada (AID) Gemini Upapada Lagna (UL) Gemini

Sanjay Dutt (Chart 130) has the exalted Moon in
the seventh house indicating success and fame as
Venus its dispositor, goes to the tenth house with as
cendant lord Mars (Anger) to show his successful
.filmstar image as the angry young man. Rahu is placed
in the eleventh house (trika-malefic) from the ascendant
and eighth from the Arudha lagna. It is also placed in
the 12th house (secret enemies) from dasamsa lagna.
Thus, Rahu dasa from 21st to 39th year (22April 198D
1998) cannot be good. Inspite of this negative dasa, there
was success in the antardasas of Venus besides
being subhapati it generates Srimantah yoga with ascen-

. dant lord, is well placed in Libra in the second in
navamsa. In dasamsa it is the lord of the ascendant (self/
success) and eighth (inheritance-father & mother were
both top filmstars) and has yoga with Saturn in the fifth
house.

It is noteworthy that the upapada (1st wife) and
Rajya pada (AID-name, fame, success) are in the same
sign Gemini. This will link the first marriage to his pro
fessional success. Similarly, Venus as the 7th lord in the
10th house links the first marriage to his professional
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success. The Sun is the dispositor of Venus and is placed
in a debilitated navamsa showing danger to first wife
due to ill-health (Sun). Recent research in Medical As
trology links the sign Cancer to the dreaded disease
Cancer and the Sun is in Cancer. Similarly the lord of
upapada & Rajya pada (Mercury) is conjoined the Sun
in Cancer. The Sun is in the second house (maraka-killer)
from the upapada & Rajyapada and is placed in a de
bilitated navamsa. This is a specific combination for
early loss of spouse and ill-fame at the same time. Dur
ing Rahu dasa Sun antardasa, his first wife, who was
ailing due to Cancer expired. He was also sent to jail for
illegal possession of arms and suffered a lot of humilia
tion. As such Rahu is ill placed in 12th house (secret
enemies) in dasamsa in Virgo (Mercury -own people)
while the Sun is the lord of badhak and leads the ob
struction. This again happened in Moon antardasa.
From Arudha lagna, the Sun & Moon are associated with
the sixth house as Rahu is in the eighth house. It was
only in Mars antardasa that he was released and the
law was amended. Mars is the lagnesh and is placed in
the second from the Sun in a debilitated navamsa,
thereby acting as a killer for the Sun/Cancer. It is also
placed in the seventh house from Arudha lagna (killer
for enemies).

The second marriage is seen from the eighth house
from upapada and eighth from seventh house (i.e. the
second house). The eighth from upapada is Capricorn
aspected by Mars, Venus and Moon from fixed signs.
This shows a suddenly arranged love marriage. Rahu
is in trines to Capricorn. The marriage with Rhea Pillai
occured suddenly one night in Rahu dasa, Mars
antardasa, Moon pratyantardasa. These planets should
simultaneously associate with the lagnesh, 2nd house
(2nd marriage) and trines to lagna in the navamsa
chart respectively. Rahu (dasa) is in the fourth house
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(argala) ( from Mercury the lord of navamsa lagna and
aspects the ascendant. Mars (antardasa) is aspects Ve
nus in Libra in the second from navamsa lagna as Moon
(partyantardasa) is in trines (5th house) from navamsa
lagna. The dasa ofRajyogktzrak Jupiter (AK) placed in 10th
house in navamsa and dasamsa is about to begin from 2ind
April 1998.

INDUSTRY: MILK PRODUCT (GHEE)

Chart 131 : Male born on 23rd November 1954
Place Sadhura Time: 10.45' AM Lat : 30 N 23 Long: 76
E54.
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In Chart 131 the tenth lord is in the eleventh house
with three other planets including exalted second lord
Saturn (Money matters) and eleventh lord Venus (gains).
The Moon indicates milk products. The Rajya Pada
(Al0) in Scorpio has the conjunction of the ninth lord
Sun showing the large factory to produce ghee (fat). the
Rajyapada is owned by Mars that is placed in exalta
tion in the house of Saturn. Thus, in Saturn dasa Mars
antardasa he set up a huge plant to manufacture ghee
and other milk products. The Rajyapada has the
papakartari yoga of Saturn and Rahu on it and in the
subsequent period of Saturn dasa Rahu antardasa be
tween Jan' 1995 to October1997, the factory became sick
and had to be shut down. Saturn is the lord of AL and is
exalted in the ninth house from it showing his sudden
elevation to a high status in Saturn dasa. The tenth
lord from the Moon sign is the Moon that shows use of
milk (milk products) in business while Jupiter exalted
in the tenth from the Moon shows its conversion to
Ghee.

In the dasamsa (0-10 chart), the sixth house with
the Moon is stronger than the seventh house (empty).
However, the argala is removed by two planets in the
eighth house. Now, planets, in the eighth house have
argala on the seventh house. Thus, planets in eighth
house, if favourable will promote business instead of
service. Mercury is the lord of 1st and 10th houses and
will surely favour these signs thereby indicating a busi
ness career instead of service. Rahu is a malefic in the
eighth house and damages Mercury. The seventh house
is unoccupied and its lord Jupiter is placed in the ninth
house (independant business) with Saturn (few
partners) in Taurus (clothes, cowshed). Thus the
business of the native was centred around clothes and
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garments. He decided to start the manufacture of
Ghee (fat) in Mars antardasa of Saturn dasa as Mars is
placed in the tenth house with yogakarak Venus.
Mars with directional strength gives engineering and
factories are established. Mars is also in the second
from Saturn. The decision to go public was in Saturn
dasa Mars antardasa Moon pratyantardasa. Moon rules
the public and its placement as eleventh lord in the sixth
indicates duryog (misfortune). This occured in Rahu
antardasa. Rahu is placed in twelfth from Saturn and
eighth from ascendant and afflicts Mercury the lord of
1st & 10th houses.

The native was warned that his factory would be
put up for auction in Venus pratyantar of Saturn dasa
Rahu antardasa and that he should worship lord
Hanumanji and take a stay from the court. The factory
was put up for auction in Saturn-Rahu-Ven-Rahu. (Dasa
antar-Pratyantar-Sookshmantar period) and the native
managed to get a stay. Venus is a yoga-karak benefic
and conjoins Mars whose results in will give. It is also
in the third from Rahu. The reasons for advicing stay
was the forthcoming antardasa of Jupiter.

The Narayan Padakrama dasas have the final say
in all affairs. The dasa of Capricorn (1992-96) has ex
alted Mars in it as its lord Saturn is exalted with 3 plan
ets in the eleventh house. During the dasas of natu
rally malefic signs, the results of planets and its lord
are felt in the begining and the results of the sign are
seen in the end. Thus the four year period can be
broadly divided into two sub-periods of planets (1992
94) and Capricorn si~ (1994-96). Mars exalted in the
second, the 2nd lord exalted in the fifth and the Sun in
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Rajyapada (A10) aspecting Mars gave the huge project
and grand fortune in the first phase (1992-94).
Capricorn is a natural malefic sign and is maraka for
the lagna and Rahu is in the 12th from it to show down
fall and great distress in the second phase (1994-96).
As Mars, is in the twelfth house from Arudha
lagna its Karakatwa (significcation) is lost/destroyed.
The native lost two younger brothers (Significator
Mars) in an automobile accident in this phase that
marked the begining of his downfall. Which
ever planet is placed in the twelfth from Arudha lagna,
its naisargika Karakatva (natural signification) is lost!
destroyed. Similar placement in the twelfth from
upapada shows loss of such relation in inlaws family.

The next Narayan dasa of Taurus is from 1996-2001.
It is a natural benefic sign and shall give results in
the begining (say 1996-1998). The Sun in the seventh
shows opposition from Goivernment; Jupiter in third
and Venus in sixth are marana Karaka graha i.e. the
signification of their houses will be damagedj'
destroyed. Jupiter ruling the first and fourth houses
shows damage to health/reputation and properties
while Venus owning the sixth and eleventh houses
damages servants, in creases enemies and damages in
come. Moon and Mercury in the sixth from dasa rasi
(Taurus) are neutral if not evil; Saturn is beneficial in
the sixth and Rahu in the eighth is beneficial in the sixth
and Rahu in the eighth is Ai~slrOus showing loan, debt
traps and poverty/losses. AU this has occured so far
between 1996-98, the first part of Taurus dasa. In the
second phase (1998-2001)' :the results of Venus are ex
pected and the same wiUtnake a change/return of
fortune.
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INSURANCE OFFICER
Chart 132: Female born on 22nd August 1966 place
Bombay time 8.46' AM Lat : 18 N 58' long 72 E 50'
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In Chart 132, the tenth house is vacant and its lord
conjoins a host of planets in the eleventh house of these
planets the strongest in exalted Jupiter and the weakest
is Mars. Being the natural malefic conjoining all benefic,
it will dominate and the eighth lordship shows the in
surance sector. The conjunction of the lords of all quad
rants with Venus the 9th lord and yogakarak has
generated a number of Rajyogas including dharma
karmadhipati yoga. There are a number of planets in the
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tenth house from the moon to show powerful yogas like
Gajakesari etc. Compare this to chart 131 that also has
from planets in eleventh house and Sun in twelfth in
Rajyapada. Yet the former is an industrialist and this
native is an officer is an insurance company. The im
portant difference is the Arudha lagna which determines
the "Maya" or image of the person. Chart 131 has four
planets in the ninth house from AL whereas chart 132
has none. The exaltation of eleventh lord from AL, Ju
piter shows great fortune after marriage. After her mar
riage, she built a huge flat and the couple are doing very
well. It will be appreciated that if only the Rasi chart
131 & 132 are considered, it will be difficult to explain
the significant difference in status and profession.

In the dasamsa (D-10) of chart 132, there is a
grahamalika yoga from the ninth house Jupiter to
Venus in the ascendant. There is also a parivartan Rajyog
involving the ascendant lord Moon (exalted) and the
eleventh lord Venus. Mars in own sign in the tenth house
gives technical expertise and zeal in work and produces
a very efficient person. With all this, we find that the
seventh house in much weaker than the sixth house and
the native will have to take up a service instead of an
independant business or profession. There are also no
olanets in the eighth house to stop the influence of the
nxth house. The area of work is determined by the
iigns and planets involved. The Saturn and Rahu show
he dead/dying and other calamities while Jupiter as
he Lord of the sign shows providential help/protec
ion. This clearly points at the insurance sector. Saturn
nd Rahu are also the lords of the eighth house ruling
alamities/death Jupiter is also the ninth lord and is
IIaced in the ninth house (Government) being aspected
y the Sun (Government). The insurance company is
wned and controlled by the government.

The Narayana dasas begin from Pisces (7th house
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is stronger than ascendant) and progress zodiacally
as per the padakrama scheme. The third dasa of
Scorpio is from the 19th to 25th year. The antardasas
begin from Cancer occupied by Mars and are in the

.reverse direction. The Ghatika lagna is in Aquarius
aspected by Cancer, Taurus and Libra. She started
earning at a young age by taking tutions etc. from
19th year. In the sixth antardasa Aquarius (having the
Ghatika lagna) she joined the service in Insurance
company. Thus, the ghatika lagna is an invaluable
tool in timing the begining of a job or Rajyoga.

STENOGRAPHER
Chart 133 : Male born on 22nd October 1961 place
Delhi, Time 8.35' PM Lat : 28 N 40' Long 77 E 13'
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Capricorn Rajyapada (A10) Sagittarius
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In Chart 133, Ketu is in the tenth house showing a
routine profession, good behaviour, poor decision
making and a lot of social service. This also gives a lot
of clerical work. The ascendant lord is debilitated
without neechabhanga (cancellation). Its placement in
Darapada (A7) shows that although he belongs to the
business community, he will himself not be in business.
The Rajyapada (AID) is in the eighth house in Sagittarius
showing intellectual/deskwork, but its lord is in
debility in a Saturninesign Capricorn with Saturn
indicating a lot of physical labour in the desk job. The
tenth from the Moon is again Saggittarius and the above
applies in toto as there are no planets in Sagittarius.
The Rajyapada (AID) is also in the twelfth house from
Arudha lagna showing a weak Rajyapada low/middle
status. The parivartan yoga between the fifth and sixth
lords brings service (sixth) into direct contact wih
poorvapunya/future (fifth). This also indicates errors in
pooja/mantra. Rahu becoming the the atmakarak will make
a person religious as evil planets taking the resppons
ibility of directing ones spiritual/religious affairs (Atma
Karak) does not leave much room for other planets to
take a person on the wrong path.
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In the dasamsa, the sixth house is much stronger
than the seventh house with Ketu (routine jobs/service)
in it. Although Mars obstructs Ketu, it does not bring a
beneficial argala on the seventh and instead causes
papakartari yoga on seventh house. The seventh Lord
Jupiter is placed in the eighth sign from it in Libra. Natu
ral benefics placed in the eighth from their signs dam
age the significance of the houses. Thus, Jupiters place
ment indicates a damaged business prospect. The
arthatrikona is dominated by this Jupiter that has al
ready denied business/independant profession and
service in public sector is left out The ascendant (abil
ity/ self) and tenth (Karma) Lord Mercury is placed in
the fourth house showing that the work is related to
preparing documents (Mercury in Jupitarian sign) and
will be indoors/related to office interior or its function
ing. (Note that a similar tenth lord in the fourth is typ
ing relatedwork/office automation etc). Thus, stenog
raphy/typing is the profession of the native.

As the fifth lord joins a debilitated ninth lord
Venus, authority is denied and whatever power that
the native will enjoy will only be delegated by the
ninth lord Venus. The Moon exalted in the ninth

. house shows that the native shall have the good
fortune of working with some idealistic (exalted) bu
reaucrats (Moon). The native started his career at an
early age in Ketu dasa Saturn antardasa. These plan
ets are placed in/own the tenth house in Rasi chart
and sixth house in dasamsa. Saturn also owns the fifth
house in dasamsa. His career will end with the ad
vent of Mars dasa.

ENGINEER: TIMING TEMPORARY SETBACK.

Chart 134 : Male born on 17th June 1997 place
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Shimla (Near) Time 8.25' am Lat: 30 N 53' Long:
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Chart 134 has a strong Mars in the tenth house in
Aries forming Ruchak Mahapurush yog. In the
dasamsa, Mars aspects the tenth house making the
native dynamic and giving engineering knowledge
and skills. The Bhagyapada (A9) is in Taurus and
higher education in engineering was successfully com
pleted in Taurus Narayana dasa. As this sign aspects
the Rajyapada he also started his career. The presence
of Venus helps to settle down with a family.

The Arudha lagna is in Pisces and Aquarius
owned by Rahu is in the twelfth from it forewarning
some kind of let down machination by enemies etc.
during its period. From Aquarius, all planets are well
placed excepting Rahu in the fourth house. The dasa
of Aquarius will surely prove to be excellent espicially
when Saturn is placed in the ascendant in Cancer and
Rahu is strong in Taurus, although threatening a set
back. The Mrityupada (AS) is in Sagittarius and this
sign is in the eighth from the natal Moon. Rahu in the
sixth and Saturn in the eighth from Sagittarius indi
cate strife and financial problems respectively. In the
antardasa of Sagittarius in Aquarius dasa (September
1996 to June 1997). The native was suddenly asked to
quit. He had been working very hard and had in
creased the turnover of the company three-fold, yet
this reward! While it is easy to predict the trouble
from Narayan dasa of Aquarius-Sagittarius, the
Vimsottari dasa of Jupiter-Mars does not easily ex
plain the problems in work but for the fact that Mars
is a malefic in the dasamsa.

The native was advised to worship the Sun God
with the astakshari aditya maf\tra (OM GHRINI SURYA
ADITYAH) and was told thA\: he will get a job around
mid-July 1997 in a company having contacts partner-
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Depending on the nature of the planet, these houses
will be promoted or destroyed by the eleventh house.
For example, if the Sun is in the eleventh house, if
could influence the tenth house by indicating high
public service. If Saturn was in the eleventh house, its
argala on the tenth house makes a person very
hardworking, its argala on the eighth house promotes
longevity, its argala on the ascendant makes the na
tive orthodox and its argala on the seventh house
delays marriage or creates separation/destruction of
spouse. The results could be both positive and nega
tive and can occur Simultaneously during the period
of the planet.

14.7 Planets in the eleventh house should be
examined from the argala perspective to determine
the nature of the results. If the Sun is in the eleventh
house, the native is ambitious (argala on tenth) rich
(2nd house has argala on Sun) and famous (argala on
ascendant). If malefics afflict the Sun, opposite results
will accrue (that is the argala of the Sun should
normally be treated as beneficial unless it is afflicted
when the same argala shall be malefic and the inter
vention will damage the houses where the Sun inter
venes). Since this is the seventh from the fifth house,
it can harm children, especially the eldest. Being in
the eighth (inheritance) from the fourth houses as well
as having argala on the eight house, a positive Sun
gives paternal property. If the Moon is in the eleventh
house there will be many friends and a full Moon will
gives many gains and fulfil all desires. A weak Moon
causes fluctuation in the incomes as it is the nature
of the moon to wane and wax. Its argala on the 1st
and 10th house can bring fame and success. This also

U NiU'ayana dasa is a Padakram Rasi dasa. See [amini Sutra
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gives popularity and competence. If Mars is in the
eleventh house, the native has many acquaintan
ces, but hardly any friends. The gain is sudden
and the argala on the tenth house and ascendant
may result in some fighting or litigation. In the
positive, this gives employment in the armed
forces or police. The argala on the eighth house
can indicate danger from accidents. The aspect of
Mars on the second house and the conjunction of
the second lord with Mars in the eleventh gives a
lot of money,. but the child will speak late (Mer
cury, the significator of speech is inimical
to Mars). Normally, this delay is till the first
Narayana dasa. Its argala on the seventh house
can cause martial disharmony. Mercury in the
eleventh house gives many friends and the native
has early gains, fulfilled hopes, harmonious mari
tal relations, disinterest in sex (Venus is debili
tated in a sign of Mercury and in the seventh house
of which Venus is the significator. Thus, Mercury
tends to negate the influence of Venus on the
seventh house. If is for this very reason that
emerald is not advised for newly married
couples). Jupiter in the eleventh house gives ex
cellent friends, fulfilled hopes, freedom from
debts and help from powerful people. The argala
on the first and tenth houses can bring fame and
power. Saturn in the eleventh has been extolled
in various scriptures. However, the native is a
loner or has few friends and gets along well with
elders. Its argala on the tenth houses causes set
backs and trouble in career and because of the
argala on the ascendant the reputation may suf
fer. The hopes and aspirations may be dashed or
delayed till the 36th year. Although the native
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looks healthy, the aspect of Saturn on the ascendant
damges health and gives internal weaknesses· that
could surface at the time of death or during the dasa
of Saturn. Longevity is assured. Rahu in the eleventh
is a Rajyoga and excellent results have been attrib- I

uted for this position: A weak or afflicted Rahu
shows secret enmity and loss of reputation. Ketu
gives sudden gain of money in the eleventh. Friend
ship is with questionable characters. Its argala on the
tenth gives routine jobs while the same on the ascen
dant indicates the danger of accidents. Since it is
very inimical to the Moon, the argala of the 2nd
house on Ketu is undesirable as the native lacks
harmony in family life and his relationship with
some family members is bad. In this manner,
the results of the planets in the eleventh house
can be understood.

14.8 The placement of the eleventh lord has a
telling impact on the longevity. In the ascendant,
second or the eighth house, the eleventh lord curtails
longevity while its placement in the third, fifth, sev
enth or eleventh house shows longlife. In any case,
the eleventh lord can be bad for health if associated
with the second from Arudha lagna. Like all other
lords, the two houses it influences will also be known
by counting from the 11th house to its lord and
viceversa. For example, if the 11th lord is inthe 7th
house, it is in the 9th house from its sign implying
good fourtune and a religious nature. The next point
is a that the signs, houses and planets associated with
the 11th lord show sources of gain. If it is in the 1st
house or aspects the same, the gain is through ones
own effort. If it is in the 2nd house, gains accrue by
using family wealth or other assets. If it is in the
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7th house, gain from business and in-laws is
assured while in the 9th house, gain comes from
higher learning, travel, father, temples etc. Simi
lar deductions can be made from the position of
the eleventh lord in different Arudha pada. If the
11th lord is in the Upapada, then the native marries
into a powerful or rich family while if in the Matripada,
the native is happy and endowed with all comforts
and vehicles. The house occupied by the labharoodha
(All)is always favoured by the native. For example, if
the All is in the 9th house, the native adores his
father. The labharoodha associating with the Upapada
shows that the spouse has a good income. The house
occupied by the 11th lord shows ill-health for the
relation. For example, if the 11th lord is in the ascen
dant or aspects the same, the native suffers while its
placement in the 7th house or Upapada shows a sick
spouse. In this manner, the placement of the 11th lord
can be examined. The Vimsottari dasa of the eleventh
lord is generally unfavourable.

14.9 SOURCE OF GAINjlNCOME

Chart 133 Male Born on 8th October 1940 at Lahore
6.26' a.m. 31 N 34' 74 E 22'
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Sun 21°35' Moon 19°8'(MK) Mars 8°33' (GK)
Mercury 13°17' (PUK) Jupiter (R) 20°50' (PUK) Venus 8'18'(DK)
Saturn(R) 2001l8'(BK) Rahu l?038'(PK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Scorpio Labhapada (All) Taurus,

In Chart 133 the Arudha lagna (AL) is in Scorpio
and the eleventh house from it is Virgo. The counting
for the eleventh house is always regular in determin
ing the source of income. There are three planets in the
eleventh house including the Sun (Government) Rahu
and Mars inVirgo (Garden). Among the three planets
the Sun with the highest degree is the Atmakarak and
will show the first source of income from Govern
ment. The native was an officer in the Indian Rev
enue Service . Rahu is the Pitrukarak and has the
next higher degree. Its influence is sure to prevail,
especially during its dasa and a change of job came
in Rahu dasa Saturn antardasa when the native
resigned from his job in Government in 1982 to start
his own business. Saturn is placed in the eighth from
Rahu and the ascendant to show difference with
superiors' uncalled from trouble and the resignation.
Viewed from the Arudha lagna, Jupiter (natural ben
efic) and Saturn (natural malefic) are placed in the
sixth house indicating pravrajya yoga and rajyoga
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respectively. However their conjunction indicates
that the pravrajya (loss of position) indicated by
Jupiter shall be given by Saturn and vice-versa. The
troubles continued for a long time and the busi
ness could not get established during Rahu dasa.
With the advent of Jupiter dasa he gave a crushing
defeat to a partner who was trying to take over his
company.

The eleventh from Arudha lagna is Virgo (Gar
den/playground/turf) and Mars present therein will
indicate some outdoor game/sports where the turf/
playground is very important The presence of Rahu
indicated that the game is not indegenous and could
be very popular in foreign lands, while the presence
of the Sun indicates its popularity with the rich and
powerful people. The native has initiated ambitions
plans/ business to set up one of the finest golf
courses in the outskirts of New Delhi. The gains at
the end of the project will be sudden and very large .
(Rahu) and much beyond his own calculations. Such
changes in life are better timed with the Narayana
dasa. The dasa of Pisces started in 1981 (October) and
the native left the job. The Venus in the sixth house is
marankaraka i.e. the houses (2nd & 9th from Lagna)
suffer annhilation during this period and fortune is
lost. The lord of dasa sign is conjoined a debilitated
malefic Saturn in the second partially fulfilling a
kemadruma yoga. The dasa of Cancer initiates the
yoga for business as it is in the ninth from AL,
Moon is in the 2nd from AL and Cancer aspects
the Labhapada All and Darapada A7 (Business) in
Taurus.
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Narayan Dasa Chart 133

Dasa Period From To Age

Virgo 11 1940 1951 11
Capri 8 1951 1959 19
Taurus 3 1959 1962 22
Gemini 4 1962 1966 26
Libra 10 1966 1976 36
Aquarius 5 1976 1981 41
Pisces 11 1981 1992 52
Cancer 7 1992 1999 59
Scorpio 10 1999 2009 69

Chart 134 Female born on 2nd October 1954 at Palwal
7.10' p.m. 28 N 9' 77 E 20' Ascendant 8.36'
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Sun 15°36' (MK) Moon 16°7' (BK) Mars 25°6' (AMK)
Mercury 10°45' (GK) Jupiter 3°32' (DK) Venus 28OJO' (AK)
Satrun 14°57' (PK) Rahu 16°59' (PUK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Leo Labhapada (All) Gemini

In chart 134, the Arudha lagna is in Leo with Ketu
in debilityin the eleventh house (gain) in a mercurcial
sign (Business). Thus, exports ruled by Ketu are
bound to fetch good profits. The eleventh lord from
Arudha lagna is placed in Libra with exalted Saturn
and Venus showing labour oriented work (Saturn),
related to garments (Venus). Mars and Rahu aspect
the eleventh house from AL indicating the use of
machines (Rahu) and the exports that will fetch good
profits. Mars and the Sun aspecting the eleventh from
AL show that the exports will be to Japan and such
other countries.

The Narayan dasas begin from Libra (stronger
than Aries.in the ascendant). The dasas of Capricorn
(21-25 years) and Aquarius (25-30 years) were of no
avail. During Aquarius dasa she had many setbacks
and had to undergo tremendous suffering as the
'attempts at business failed. The dasa of Pisces (30-39
years) aspects the eleventh house from AL Gemini.
With the advent of Pisces dasa in 1984 she estab
lished good contacts in foreign lands (note that Jupi
ter is exalted in the twelfth house from AL) and that
Pisces is the twelfth house from lagna. Thus, the
twelfth house became the primary sources of gains
because it aspects the eleventh house from AL.
During these nine years she was able to establish her
business and achieve a fairly good position as an
exporter.

In queries pertaining to gain/ income the elev
enth house from AL plays a significant role. The tenth

~
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house from Navamsa Lagna /Karakamsa is also an
important source of income. In this chart, the tenth is
Pisces with Ketu (exports) in it aspected by Venus
(garments) from Navamsa lagna. In the Rasi Chart, the
Moon is in Scorpio and the eleventh house is Virgo
with the Sun in it showing good political connection.
This is again aspected by Ketu from Gemini and Mars
& Rahu from Sagittarius. Thus, by an examination of
the eleventh house from Arudha lagna and Moon as
well as the labhapada we can establish the source of
income/gain.

Chart 135 Male born on 26.09.1969 6.42' p.m. 21 N 50
76 E 20.
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Sagittarius Labhapada (All) Aries

In Chart 135 the eleventh house is Capricorn and
its lord Saturn is debilitated and retrograde in the
house of speech. The native has a very aggressive and
harsh tongue. The Arudha lagna is in Sagittarius.
The eleventh house therefrom in Libra unconjoined
but aspected by Rahu (Machines), Venus (Clothes,
travelling, private sector administration etc) and Ketu
(Computers etc) by sign sight It also has the aspect of
Saturn (Servant; service) by planetary sight The Venus
& Ketu conjunction is the strongest influence and
shall prevail. He is a manager in the computer divi
sion in a private sector multinational company. Be
sides having considerable expertise in computers, he
also travels throughout Delhi during the day and has
a lot of jobs that require travelling outside.

The dasa of Venus started on 28th November
1990 and, since then he has had a very stable job in
the company which is quite contrary to the eighth,
lordship of Venus. As the the eighth lord in the sixth
house, Venus generates a vipareeta yoga and in the
ninth house from Arudha lagna, it promises good
fortune. Thus, good fortune came in the form of a
stable respectble job, but for one reason or the other
the marriage (signifcater Venus) is delayed.

The Labhapada (All) is in trines to the Arudha
lagna showing easy gains i.e. there will not be any
major difficulty in servicing a job or holding on to it.
A debilitated Saturn in Labhapada promises a very
good income after 36 years (natural year of Saturn).
Planets in exaltation/ debiliation are good for finan
cial affiars. Once again it will be seen that the elev
enth house fIord from AL (Venus) has decided the
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source of income as service (Sixth house) in computer
division (Ketu). Vimsotari dasa has given very good
results as the Moon is in the ascendant - the birth is
in Krishna paksha (Dark fortnight) in a day strong
ascendant).

Chart 136.Male Born on 7.8.1963 at Sambalpur 9.15'
p.m. 21 N 28 84 E 01
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Sagittarius; Labhapada (All) Libra

In Chart 136, the arudha lagna is in Sagittarius
and the eleventh house from it is vacant. Its lord
Venus is placed in Cancer in the eight house from AL
in the company of the Sun. Thus, the primary source
of income is government service and this will be the
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first vocation of the native. The Labhapada (All) is in
a trika from the Arudha lagna indicating difficulties/
troubles in reaching his destined place of income.
The native, although an engineer, preferred govt
service.

Moon is the dispositor of Sun & Venus and
aspects the Labhapada & eleventh house from AL by
sign sight (Rasi dirsti). Mercury also aspects Libra
and Saturn by sign sight, whereas Saturn only has
papargala on Libra that is obstructed by the Sun &
Venus. The Moon has dhanargala on Saturn that is
equally obstructed by ketu. Thus from Saturn dasa
Ketu antardasa till Saturn dasa Moon antardas in 1991
the native had a very difficult time due to the un
timely collapse of his fathers business and various
litigatious etc. In Saturn dasa Moon antardasa Mer
cury pratyantardasa he jointed the central govern
ment as an officer. The mutual aspect between Moon
and Mercury has generated many yogas including
sarada (saraswati) yoga.

Since all of Saturn, Moon and Mercury own]
associate with the twelfth house from the ascendant,
he had to shift residence in the North-Western direc
tion (Moon) from his home town for joining Govt.
Service. The eleventh house from AL has determined
the time and source of income whereas the twelfth
house from the ascendant determine the physical
shifting of residence.

Saturn as the atmakarak in the eleventh shows
that he has very few true friends and is friendly
with his subordinates. The Moon in the twelfth
house has subhargala on eleventh giving many
associates.
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, 14.10 RUDRAMSA (D-11) & MANDUKA DASA

Chart 137 Mahatma Gandhi born on 2nd October
1869 at Porbunder 7.45' A.M. LMT 21 N 37 69 E 49
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Arudha lagna (AL) Cancer Labhapada (All) Libra

Mahatma Gandhi (Chart 137) was the champion
of the Indian Freedom movement against British Co
lonial powers. In the Rudramsa (0-11 Chart) The Rudra
dwara is the sign occupied by the eighth lord Jupiter,
(Aquarius). Rudra dwara means doorway through
which death comes. Rudra bahya is the sign causing
death and in Rudramsa (0-11 Chart), this is the ascen
dant itself. This is again Aquarius. The afflicted signs
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in D-ll chart are Taurus (Sun & Rahu), Cancer (Mars),
pisces (Saturn) and Scorpio (Moon & Ketu). Of these
signs, Pisces aspects the eighth house (Virgo) and
Cancer aspects the ascendant (Aquarius). Death is
likely to occur during the dasa of a sign aspectingj in
the ascendant! eighth house whichever is odd. Now,
between the ascendant and eighth house, the former
is an odd sign and shall determine the period of
death. Thus, death is to occur in the Manduka dasa of
Cancer.

For details of Manduka dasa please refer to Chap
ter ITl Quarter ITl of Upadesa Sutras of Maharishi
Jaimini. The Manduka dasa sign indicates the immediate
startegy employed by the native whereas the Rudramsa
lagna will indicate the overall policy adopted towards war/
politics in his life.

In the Rudramsa, the lagna is occupied by Jupiter
(Om tat Sat/truth/peace) and Mercury (Mimamsa

. compromise) and Mahatma Gandhi taught the most
modern and spiritual approach of ahimsa (non
violence) and satyagraha (truthful path) in politics.
This path was followed ever since its inception in
South Africa, but with the advent of Cancer dasa in
October 1941 with bellicose Mars in it Gandhiji sud
denly changed the startegy to a more aggressive quit
India Movement (in 1942). Just as the ascendant deter
mines death / defeat for the native when the Manduka
dasa comes to the sign, similarly, the death/defeat of
the enemy is seen from the sixth house. Thus, during
the Manduka dasa of Cancer the British would surely
withdraw as it is the sixth house. Since Saturn and
Jupiter are associated in a powerful parivartan
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THEIRAQWAR

(exchange) yoga, both the aggressor and the native
will be killed as 3.3.58). The aspect of Jupiter shows
burning fires and riots aS3.3.80) while the aspect

~ of Mercury on Manduka dasa sign and its conjunc
tion with Rudramsa lagna shows disputes and quar
rels as 3.3.79) like the partition of India & Pakistan.
All these things happened and the British left India,

~ Partition occured with riots etc. and finally Gandhiji
, died.

,

Chart 138 Iraq born on 3rd October, 1932 at Baghdad
0.01' A.M. 44 E 25'
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Arudha Lagna (AL) Libra Satrupada (A6) Aries

Chart 138 is the Mundane horoscope for the birth
of Iraq. The tenth lord Mars in the ascendant indicates
that "the Army shall have an important domination/
say in the governance of the nation. The Arudha lagna
is in Libra with the emotional Moon in it showing
policy making that will be more emotional (based on
popular consensus) than logical. The Satrupada (A6)in
Aries shows the existence of powerful enemies.

Manduka Dasa of IRAQ

Dasa Period From To

Scorpio 8 1932 1940

Virgo 9 1940 1949

Cancer 7 1949 1956

Taurus 8 1956 1964

Pisces 9 1964 1973

Capricorn 7 1973 1980

Libra 7 1980 1987

Leo 8 1987 1995

Gemini 9 1995 2004
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In the Rudramsa (D-ll Chart) a malefic sign
Capricorn is in the ascendant and its lord Saturn has
gone to the eighth house (of death) in another malefic
fiery sign Leo with Ketu (Armed Forces, Aerial Dire
ction). In any Rudramsa Chart, the first and eight
houses are vital to longevity and health. Malefic
signs in these houses or these houses associating
with malefics threatens danger/death during the
Manduka dasa.

The Manduka dasa begins from the eleventh
house (Scorpio) and progresses in the reverse direc
tion as shown in the table. The dasa of Leo, the eighth
house having Saturn and Ketu in it, is from1987 to
1995. This clearly indicates a war and considerable
destruction/defeat due to ones own mistake (Saturn
is lagnesh, Ketu-mistake). Leo shows terrible fires
and Ketu indicated the aerial power of the enemy
that will cause devastation and complete destruction
of the Iraqi forces.

The Iraq war was due to the attempted take over
of Kuwait by the Iraqi forces (mistake of Iraq itself).
The rest is history. However, after 1995, the Manduka
dasa of Gemini has started and the Rudra has entered
the enemy's house (sixth house Gemini). The Moon in
the sixth indicates that its enemy (USA-Bill Clinton)
may suffer from loss of reputation (Moon). Jupiter
and Mercury in the sixth threather fires, riots and
disputes between its other enemies (i.e. Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia etc. may have some difference, England
and other European nations who co-operated with the
USA earlier will not co-operate as much in the future.)
Mars in the sixth threatens strife/war among erst
while allies. However since the sixth house is a
beneficial sign much of the negative indications war
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etc. will not materialise. After 1995, Iraq will be in a
stronger position to bargain, but it will again be
making a mistake.

\ It will be seen that in the Rudramsa (D-llChart)
the sixth house is far too powerful and beneficial than
the ascendant Hence, it will be in the best interests
of Iraq and world peace to forsake its aggressive
posture.

Chart 138 Male Franklin D. Roosevelt bom30th
January, 1882 at Hyde Park, USA 8.07' P.M. LMT 73
W 56 Ascendant 23.26'
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Sun 18°53' (AMK) Moon 13°47' (PUK) Mars(R) 4°48' (OK)
Mercury 4°58' (GK) Jupiter 24°46' (AK) Venus 13°49' (MK)
Saturn 13°48' (PK) Rahu 13°28' (BK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini (U.s. President 1933-45)

In Chart 138, the Arudha lagna is in the eleventh
house Gemini with a powerful Chandra Mangala
yoga that shows bravery and success. The Rudramsa
(D-ll Chart) has Leo rising devoid of any conjunc
tions whereas the sixth house of enemy has the Sun
(fires/destruction of dharma/order), Rahu (great dev
astation and uncontrolled fires) and debilitated Jupi
ter (riots, fires etc) indicating war in the enemy's
house (sixth house). The Sun as the lagna lord in sixth
house shows that the native (US forces) go to the
enemys ground (Germany) to fight battles. The sixth
house has its malefic lord Saturn in trines in Virgo.
This sign is also aspected by a malefic Mars from the
eighth house. Pisces (sea) showing initial setbacks
caused by his enemies ruled by Mars (japanese)
to the naval bases (pearl harbour). It is pertinent
to note that the Manduka dasa of Virgo from 1937 to
1946 with Saturn (sixth lord) shows that finally the
enemy will be defeated. Its aspect on the eighth
house resulted in tremendous sudden losses caused
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cal and cultural differentia. In countries like India
where there can be a very different culture from one
region to another, the case should be treated as travel
and change, of residence. Astrologically, the differ
ence would be in the placement of the lord of the
ascendant. For example, if the ascendant lord is in the
ascendant and in Vyaya11lsa3, the native travels to a
different place in the country for his livelihood. Simi
larly, if the ascendant lord is in the seventh, ninth or
twelfth house and is also in Lagnamsa4, the native
lives in a different region from his birth place.

15.4 The twelfth has been aptly called the house
of self undoing whereby OnE~S ego is destroyed and
.the soul is purified for onward journey to heaven. It
can show terrible misfortunes whereby one is pun
ished for the sins of the past karma" or can be all
forgiven like Pisces the twelfth house of the natural
zodiac. The fourth, eighth and twelfth houses repre
sent the state of the individual in his last period, time
of death and after death respectively. Materialism
and its fruits and joy are represented by demonic
teacher Venus while Spiritualism and its fruits are
represented by the divine teacher Jupiter. Thus if the
spiritual planets like the Sun, Jupiter and Ketu are
strongly influencing the ascendant or the tenth house,
they would indicate low materialism and high spiri
tualism whereas, if the Moon, Venus and Rahu are
strongly influencing the ascendant or the tenth, they
indicate high materialism and poor spiritualism. The

3Navamsa of the sign in the 12th house in the Rasi chart For example, if
the ascendant is Aries, the 12th house is Pisces and any planet placed in
Pisces navamsa is said to be Vyayamsa.
tNavamsa of the sign in the ascendant in the Rasi chart For example, if the
ascendant, is Aries, any planet placed in the Aries navamsa is said to be in
lagnamsa.
5Deeds or actions. Bad karma results in punishment.
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reverse will hold true for the twelfth house. FOJ
example, in the horoscope of Mrs. Indira Gandhi OJ
J.R.D. Tata it is natural to expect a powerful material
istic yoga like the combination of Venus and Moon in
the navamsa ascendant or trines that aspect the ascen
dant Thus, the ascendant indicates what a person
accepts and the tweHth house indicates what one
rejects or loses. H the Rahu is in the 7th or 12th house
from Arudha lagna, the native rejects the fruits of
materialism completely and becomes very spiritual.
Similarly, the Moon in the 12th house from Arudha
lagna shows the loss of Rajyoga (or kingly status)
while its placement in the 12th house from the ascen
dant makes the domestic/ personal affairs go awry as
the native is callous about material benefits. This
position of the Moon is essential for Shioa yoga as it
makes the native selflessly dedicated to some cause
(e.g. Adi Sankara's dedication to the revival of Hindu
ism). The tweHth house from lagna and Arudha
lagna are slightly different in that they show self
rejection and unwanted loss respectively.

15.5 The Ista devata6 is seen from the 12th house
from the Karakamsa7. The planets from the Sun to
Ketu indicate Shiva, Gouri, Kartikeya, Vishnu,
Sambhasiva, Lakshmi, Narayana, Durga and
Ganapati respectively as per Jaimini. Parasara and
others refer to the Ista devata as Shiva, Parvati (alias
Gouri), Kartikeya (alias Skanda), Vishnu, Indra, Sachi
Devi (wife of Indra going by the principle of Venus as

'Chief deity indicating the passage of the soul. Parasara and Jaimini
Maharishi's have attached the highest importance to the Ista Devata seen
from the (12the house from the) Atmakaraka. Bondage and emancipation
are to be examines from this.
'Navamsa of the Atmakaraka is called the Karakamsa. The twelfth house
from this in the navamsa chart itself.
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significator of wife and feminine gender. Lakshmi as
the consort of Vishnu is also in the same lines), and
Brahma. We can add Chandi and Vinayaka (Ganapati)
to this list for Rahu and mokshkarak Ketu respec
tively on the basis of the dictum 'Kaloh Chandi
Vinayaka'. Similarly for material benefits, the sixth
house from the Amatyakarak!' determines the deity
while the bhratrikaraka determines devata as the Guru
or teacher. In this manner, the three charakarakas (tem
porary significators) Atma, Amatya and Bhratri playa
crucial role in determining the deity/ personifi
cation of God, who will give ultimate emancipation,
look after the native in the present birth and guide the
native as a teacher respectively. The trines to the
Karakamsa indicate the knowledge of secret mantra',
yantra and tantra depending on the number of malefics
as two, three or all four. However, if malefics are in
trines to the navamsa lagna, they make life miserable
and the native suffers. There lies the vital difference
between the Karakamsa and the navamsa lagna. Simi
larly, the Vimsamsa'" should be examined in detail to
assess the deity.

15.6 The fifth house shows the Bhakti marga
(Path of adoration and selfless dedication) and man
tra as the Arudha pada of the fifth house is also. called
mantrapada. The ninth house shows the temple and
[apa or constant repetition of the mantra and other
spiritual practises. The twelfth house deals with such

'Atmatyakaraka is the planet with the second highest longitude irrespective
of signs, while the bhratrikaraka is the third highest in the eight planet
temporary signjficator scheme.
'Mantra implies all mystical formulae using sound vibrations for controlling
and directing the hidden forces of the mind (Mana). Yantra implies the
additional use Of materials like drawings, stones gems etc. Tantra includes
all magic or spirtualism of the highest level going beyond the limitations of
the physical body (Tana).
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powerful occult practises as Meditation, Samadhi,
Pranayama etc. Jaimini has aptly added the 12th
house to signify the nose. Hence in Pranayama, the
breath is controlled and stopped by holding the nose
and the mantra is recited (5th from the eighth house
yam). The fourth house shows the family deity (Kula
devata Who is worshipped for the happiness and
unity of the family. The twelfth house is the house of
meditation of all types dhyana (conscious), dharana
(transcendental) and Samadhi which is the best way to
relax as well as to attain perfect peace. This is also the
house of sleep and the mind and body relaxes and
gains strength.

15.7 Coming to expenditure, the very planets
indicating gains in the eleventh house from Arudha
lagna, will indicate the sources of losses if associated
with the twelfth house from AL. The Sun will indicate
losses due to Father while Moon due to Mother and
so on. The native will normally like the people/
relations indicated by the planets in the twelfth from
AL, but the latter will hate him thereby causing
losses. Hence they fall in the category of secret en
emies. If the ascendant and twelfth lords are associ
ated and Venus also associated with the 12th lords,
.the native will make huge donations for spiritual
purposes. Malefics associating with the 12th house
show loss of sleep and trouble from secret enemies.
The best way to appease planets in the twelfth house is tofast
on the days ruled by them.

15.8 The twelfth house has argala on the 11th
house by being in the second from it. Thus, the need
for meeting expenditure drives a person to augment

110-20 chart that is used to determine spiritual progress.
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income. Malefic planets associating with the 12th
house or the lord show the sources of expenditure. If
the ascendant lord or the dispositor of the Atmakarak
were to aspect the 12th house from it, a spendthrift is
born. Similar result will accrue if the 12th lord from

~. the lagna aspects lagna or the 12th lord from the
f Atmakaraka aspects the Atmakaraka. TItuS, the

Atmakaraka sign should be treated as a lagna and the
planetary positions studied. Similarly the various other
karaka give the details about the other relations. The
12th house also has argala on the 9th, 8th and 2nd
house thereby having the power to directly influence
the matters in these house. For example, the first sign
seen in people practising transcendental mediation
(TM) is that their appetite increases. Thus, the posi
tive vibrations of the 12th house generated through
TM are immediately transmitted to the 2nd (eating),
8th, 9th and 11th houses. While the effects on the
second house are immediately visible, those on the
other houses show up gradually in the form of better
health, better fortune, religiosity and higher income.
Similarly, the 1st, 2nd (only malefics), 3rd, 4th and
10th houses have argala on the 12th houses and can
influence its affairs. Thus, poor health, bad speech!
food, excess of sex life, general happiness and work
load tend to disturb the meditation practise or
sleep and will bring negative influences on the 12th
house.

15.9. Planets in the 12th house have a bearing in
as much the same manner as the argala. Their lord
shi ps will also affect the beneficence!maleficence of
the house. For example, if the Sun is in the 12th
from Arudha lagna, the father may be short lived. If in
the 12th house from Upapada lagna, the father-in-law
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maybe short lived. In the 12th from the ascendant,
the job is quite insecure as it is in the eighth from the
5th house ruling authority. As the significator of the
ascendant it shows residence in a foreign land. Pow
erful politicians and superiors become secret enemies
as the Sun signifying such people is in the house of
secret enemies. The Moon, Sun and ascendant are the
controlling stars of the first, second and third portions
of the life. Thus with the Sun in the twelfth house, at
least one-third part of life is in dire straits but the
native is self made. The Sun is a loner by nature and
its argala on the 2nd house can distance the native
from his family. Its argala on the eleventh house can
give gains from the Government if the Sun is the lord
of a beneficial house. Its argala on the ninth house
can give great spiritual attainments especially if
it is in the 12th house from the Karakamsa (e.g.
Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa). In this manner, the
effect of other planets can also be examined and
should be studied from standard texts.

15.10 The twelfth lord causes losses and
grief to the house it is placed in. If the 12th lord
is placed in the first, loss of health is shown while in
the second, it shows loss of wealth. The 12th lord
placed in the dusthana, especially with the lord of a
dusthana or a natural malefic causes vipareeta Rajyoga.
If the 12th lord conjoins a natural benefic or
Yogakaraka, it gives Rajyoga during its period pro
vided it is associated with the tenth house in the
dasamsa. Similarly, planets placed in the 12th house
show losses and grief to the houses they own besides
indicating a poor background. For example, if the 7th
lord is in the 12th house, the spouse could be from a
poor family or if the dispositor of Venus is in the 12th
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house, wife will hail from a poor family. The 12th
house is the only bhava where the badhakeslt gives
excellent results. For example, for Virgo or Gemini
ascendant, the badhaksthana (obstruction house) is the
seventh and its lord Jupiter if placed in the 12th
house gives excellent results. Its dasa will be marked
with joy and great prosperity.

15.11 VENUS IN TWELFTH HOUSE

Chart 143 Female born on 13th May 1970 at
Bhubaneswar 9.00 a.m. 20 N 14' 85 E 50'
Planet Longitude Ascendant 2.45
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Sun 28°31' Moon 25°23'(AMK)
Mercury 22°35'(PK) Jupiter(R) 5°2'(DK)
Saturn 19°59'(PUK) Rahu 15°22'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Aries Capriocorn
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In the Chart 143, Taurus a fixed sign is in the
twelfth house with its lord Venus in it afflicted by the
eleventh and sixth lord Mars. Irrespective of signs,
Venus in the twelfth threatens loss of spouse. Venus
is the fifth lord and shows that the event could be
tentatively timed around the period of birth of chil
dren. Venus is the dispositor of the seventh lord
Jupiter and its placement in the twelfth house can be
very damaging for the affairs of the seventh house as
it indicates loss of spouse or severe ill-health of
spouse.

UPAPADA : The upapada (arudha of 12th
house) is in Aquarius with Rahu in it. This makes
Jupiter all the more malefic for marital affairs as being
the second lord from upapada it is placed in a
dusthana (8th house) from Navamsa lagna showing
early widowhood.

SHOOLA DASA : The shoola dasa of the native
and spouse begin from the seventh house. (As ex
plained in an earlier chapter). Jupiter is the fixed
significator (sthira karaka-used for longivity) of spouse
and is palced in Libra. The death of spouse can occur
in the trines to the sign occupied by Jupiter. Aquarius
has Rahu and is aspected by Saturn, Mercury, Sun,
Moon & Jupiter. Beneficial aspects could provide
relief, but the effects of Rahu dominate and danger of
widowhood exists in Aquarius shoola dasa.

The Shoola dasa begining from Sagittarius
arrive at Aquarius between 18-27 years of age
(i.e. 1988-97) during which widowhood should be
expected, especially during birth of a child.
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TRANSITS: (1) SATURN: The Gaunapada (or
Upapada UL) should always be auspicious for a
happy married life. Marital tension can be easily
timed by the transit of Saturn over upapada or the
sign occupied by the lord of upapada or aspecting it.
In chart 143, the Upapada is in Aquarius occupied by
one of its lords Rahu as its other lord Saturn is in
debility. This makes the upapada inauspicious and
weak. When Saturn transits Aquarius, it will afflict
the upapada as well as cast an aspect on its lord in
Aries. The transit would occur between 7 March 1993
to 4 June 1995 during which marital discord/loss of
spouse can be expected.

(2) Rahu ~. Transit of Rahu should afflict
natal Jupiter and the seventh house/ lord to
indicate widowhood. Rahu transited Libra, the
sign occupied by Jupiter and 7th Lord between 3 May
1994 and 20 November 1995 during which the unfor
tunate event was destined to occur. Now, usingShoola

~..:: dasa, transit Saturn and Rahu, the period can be
narrowed down to 3 May 1994 to 4 June 1995.

VIMSOTTARI DASA : During this period the
native would be under the Vimsottari dasa of Venus
and antardasa of Jupiter, which, as indicated earlier
threatens the life of spouse. Jupiter is the chara
darakarak and its period can be bad for spouse. The
second son of the native was born on 16 May 1995
and her husband expired on 29 May 1995 in Venus
dasa Jupiter antardasa Moon Pratyantardasa. The Sun
was in Taurus in transit in the 12th house and the
Moon was also in Taurus in the twelfth house at the
date of death of husband. The tithi at death was
pratipad (1) ruled by the sun in the eleventh house in
na tal chart.
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Chart 144 Female born on 2nd October 1969 a.t
Udhampur 6,23' a.m. 32 N 55' 75 E 7' Ascen
dant 14.10'
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Mars 13°22'
Venus 17°24'

Sun 15°13' Moon 29°33'
Mercury(R) 9°48' Jupiter 21°16'
Saturn (R) 14°3' Rahu 26°40'
Arudha Lagna (AL) Gemini Upapada (UL) Libra

In Chart 144 Venus is in the twelfth house in
fixed sign afflicted by the 3rd lord Ketu. Venus is
also the lord of upapada and is placed in a dusthana
in Rasi Chart and in debility in the Navamsa chart.
The Arudha lagna is severely afflicted by the aspect
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~. of Saturn. Rahu and Mars while the upapada is
aspected by Rahu (widowhood). The conjunction of
Mercury and Jupiter is laudable especially with
Mercury in exaltation, but they have the conjunction
of the Sun, the twelfth lord indicating loss of reputa-

~,'.'" tion (ascendant) happiness (4th Lord-Jupiter)
r and spouse (7th Lord Jupiter). The Sun is also

closely conjunct the ascendant and placed in navamsa

t"'.',, ' lagna therely gaining the strength to indicate its re
r' suIts. The navamsa which is the litmus test for marital

bliss has the lagna lord Venus in debility with the
Sun in lagna. The Sun in lagna is not very malefic, but
when the seventh lord conjoins Saturn in Leo, it can
be evil.

The second Lord from Upapada is Ketu (It may
be noted that Ketu is stronger than Mars) and con
joins Venus (already weak in debilitated navamsa).
Ketu is in the 12th house in Rasi chart and eighth
house in navamsa chart Compare this to chart 143
where Venus is also in the twelfth house and the
second lord from upapada lagna is placed in the
eighth house from navamsa lagna. Widowhood is
indicated.

The first person she was. engaged to commited
suicide. The second and third engagements resulted
in marriages, but both the spouses expired early.
In both charts 143 & 144 it will be seen that Venus
is in the twelfth house as tire 7th Lord is afflicted
by the 12th Lord or its dispositor is in the 12th
house.
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Chart 145 Male born on 3 November 1986 at Delhi
10.23' a.m. 28 N 40' 77 E 13'
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In Chart 145, Venus is in the twelfth house and is
aspected by Rahu. Venus is the lord of the navamsa
lagna and has conjoined Mars while Rahu is in the
seventh house in navamsa lagna. The upapada is in
Cancer and its lord Moon is severely afflicted by
Saturn and Rahu in Pisces. The second Lord from
upapada is the Sun and is placed in debility. There
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are four planets before the Sun indicating that loss of
one or more wives is expected. Besides Venus in
the 12th house, the two lords of the twelfth (Mars &
Ketu) are in the tenth house afflicting Mercury and
Jupiter the lords of the 7th house and ascendant
Compare this to chart 144 where the same combina
tion of Mercury and Jupiter in Virgo as first
and seventh lords exists and is afflicted by the
twelfth lord.

Saturn would be transiting over Pisces the sign
occupied by the lord of upapada (Moon) between
February, 1996 to April 1998 which would be a very
difficult time for marriage. The first girl the native
was engaged to committed suicide.

The second marriage ended in disaster as the
wife developed bone cancer and the natives business
etc. flopped. When the lord of upapada conjoin Sat
urn, the health of spouse could suffer during

~
;: its period. The Vimsottari dasa-antar of Venus-Saturn

was from September 1994 to November 1997 during
which period all this happened. The marriage ended
in a divorce in mid 1997. Although the native had
many proposals after that, he was advised to wait till

~
. , April 1998 when Saturn would leave Pisces and the

IS Moon would be free from affliction. Simultaneously,
Rahu would also leave Virgo where the 7th Lord
Mercury and Jupiter are placed.

15.12 FOREIGN TRAVEL & SPIRITUALISM

Chart 146 Male born on 4th December, 1994 at
Melbourne 2.47' A.m. (DSTO 37 S 49 Long 144
E 58 Ascendant 13.33'
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Sun 18°9'(MK) Moon 13°49'(PUK)
Mercury gog' Jupiter(R) 25°4'(AMK)
Saturn 5°50'(DK) Rahu 0°6' (AK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Sagittarius

Mars 2002'(BK)

Venus 17°14'(PK)
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Chart 146 is the horoscope of a Krishna devotee
Sri Guruttama dasa. The arudha lagna has combina
tion of Mercury (Sri Visnu) and moksh Karak Ketu in
it Rahu in the 7th or 12th house from Arudha lagna
makes a person very spiritual. The Narayan dasa
after 9 years of age show great turmoil (Capricorn
dasa 9-20 years). The dasa of Taurus in the ninth
house and Venus is the lord of Vimsamsa (D-20)
lagna (The Vimsamsa lagna is in Taurus). Thus the
dasa of Taurus will show growth of spiritualim etc.
During this period he took keen interest in spiritual
ism development and joined ISKCON, and was initi
ated into the Mahamantra. The Atmakarak is Rahu
showing that the native is a born spiritualistj reli
gious person, especially when Rahu is in the seventh
from Arudha lagna (see the chart of Sri Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa). The Karakamsa is Libra with Rahu
and Mars in it showing some terrible emotional dis
turbances. Mars is the deoatakaraka (DI<) representing
the Guru and is placed in the 12th house from lagna
(house of self undoing). The native did progress
spiritually, but saw a great emotional setback in the
fall of his teacher.

Narayan Dasa of Guruttama Das

Dasa Period From To Age

Virgo 8 1964 1973 9

Capricon 9 1973 1984 20

Taurus 8 1984 1989 25

Gemini 9 1989 1995 31

Libra 7 1995 2007 43
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. The twelfth house from Karakamsa (navamsa of
Atmakarak) is Virgo that is unoccupied. Hence the
lord of Virgo (Mercury) shows the Ista devata as Sri
Mahavishnu. Among the trines to KA the only natural
benefic in strength happens to be Mercury in Gemini
again indicating Sri Vishnu. [Now Parasara teaches
that the ten grahas (9 planets from Sun to Ketu and
-the ascendant) represent the dasavatara of Bhagwan.
Sun Sri Rama, Moon-Sri Krishna, Mars-Sri
Narasimha, Mercury-Sri Budha, Jupiter-Sri Vamana,
Venus-Sri Parasurama, Saturn-Sri Koonna, Rahu-Sri
Varaha, Ketu-Sri Matsya and Lagna-Sri Kalkin] Hav
ing ascertained from Navamsa that the Ista devata is
Sri Visnu, look into the Vimsamsa where the Moon is
in the fifth house to clearly indicate the specific form
of Sri Krishna.

With the advent of Venus dasa the native settled
in a married life but decided not to have children (Ve
nus and Mercury are in trines to Saptamsa lagna
aspected by Rahu). The couple travel throughout
Europe selling merchandise. The profits are used to
build a temple of Sri Jagannath (Krishna). Venus in
the eleventh from Arudha lagna shows gain/ income
by the efforts of the couple while the luminaries
in the twelfth house show the use of the fruits
for building a tern pIe especially when the twelfth
lord from lagna and twelfth from AL, the Sun &
Mars respectively, are involved in a powerful
Parioartana yoga.

Chart 147 Male Sri Mahanidhi Swami born on 6th
February, 1951 at Nepture City, USA 12.56' P.M. 40 N
13' 74 W 2
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In Chart 147, the ascendant and 12th lords conjoin
in Aquarius (Saturnine sign). The involvement of Ve-
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nus indicates foreign residence. The Arudha lagna
(AL) is in Leo with mokshkarak Ketu in it indicating
that the direction of life shall be towards final eman
cipation from the cycle of rebirth. The navamsa lagna
conjoining the Atmakarak Moon indicates a powerful
Rajyoga that will function within the boundaries -of
'renunciation and will make him a senior monk in the
ISKCON (religious order of Srila Prabhupada). The
karakamsa is Virgo with the Sun in the twelfth in its
own sign showing that the Ista devata should be Lord
.Siva or Sri Ram. Mercury is very strong in trines to
the Karakamsa and aspects the 12th house from it
(Leo) by -sign sight modifying the above reading to
Sri Vishnu. Now, in the Vimsamsa, the Sun and
Moon are very strong in trines. In the fifth house,
the Moon clearly indicates the bhaktimarga of Sri
Krishna.

The travel to India would be an important event
in his life. The 12th Lord Mars conjoins Venus
(significator for travel), Jupiter (spiritualism, India)
and Rahu. Rahu is also very spiritually disposed in
the chart as it is in the 7th house from AL and will
indicate foreign travel and residence for the sake of
spiritual growth. Thus in Jupiter dasa Rahu antardasa,
the native left the comforts of USA for the life of a
monk in India. The Lord of lagna, Venus conjoin
ing the 12th lord in a Saturine sign will surely show
foreign residence. In Saturn dasa Venus antardasa, he
had applied and obtained an Indian Citizenship!. He
happens to be among the five (few) foreigners who
have really accepted renunciation (the renunciation of
citizenship of the USA is really a difficult decision
implying complete and total change). He has lived in
India for about 10 years-now.
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Benefics in the 3rd & 6th houses from Arudha
lagna indicate renunciation. In the chart of Sri
Mahanidhi Swami, Mercury & Moon are the only
benefics in these houses. Hence the constant recitation
of the name of Sri Krishna resulted in renunciation
and high spiritual attainments.

The Vimsottari dasas of Saturn (upto November
2007), Mercury (November 2024) and Ketu are to
follow and residence shall continue to be in India.
From the above explanation it is evident that the dasa
of Saturn indicates tapasya (meditation, siddhi etc)
while great spiritual attainments will be seen during
Mercury dasa, especially in the antardasa of the
atmakarak Moon. During such a period, a vision of
Sri Jagannath (Krishna) is likely. The dasa of the
Mokshkarak Ketu will also be spiritually very re
warding. Thus the decision to renounce his last straw
to materialism (citizenship) shall not go in vain.

15.13 FOREIGN TRAVEL & EDUCATION

Chart 148 Male born on 29th November
1978 at Delhi 5.00' a.m. 28 N 40 77 E 13 Ascendant
17.34'
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Sun 12°49'(GK) Moon 24°41'(BK)
Mercury 21°15'(AK) ]upiter(R) 15°29'(PK)
Saturn 19°45'(MK) Rahu 20°24' (GK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Cancer

Mars 26°7'(AMK)
Venus 13°46'(PUK)

In Chart 148 the lagna lord Venus is well placed
in the ascendant. Venus, as such, gives long journeys
ans its placement in a airy navamsa Aquarius in the
twelfth house promises the same. Saturn is a
yogakarak for the chart and owns the fourth house
controlling education while it is placed in the elev
enth and aspects the ascendant having Venus. The
12th lord Mercury is also the 9th lord and shows
foreign residence due to higher education, especially
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when placed in Pisces Navamsa in lagna. Both Saturn
and Mercury have directional strength in Navamsa.
In Chaturvimsamsa (D-24,education), the lagna is Li
bra and Venus is placed in the tenth in the company
of exalted Jupiter, Rahu & Ketu. The ninth lord Mer
cury ruling higher education, is also the 12th lord
(foreign residence) and is placed in the seventh house
(away from home). Thus, higher education is des
tined away from home in a foreign land. The sign
exchange Parivartan yoga between Moon & Jupiter and
placement of lagnesh & 5th lord (Rahu) in Cancer
shows that the education will be related to such lines
ruled by the Moon like eating, home management
etc). During Saturn dasa Venus antardasa in January
1998 the native left for higher studies in Europe.

The fourth lord in the Rasi chart is Saturn which
is placed in Scorpio in D-24 chart Thus, the Narayan
dasa of D-24 chart shall start from Scorpio. Since
Saturn is placed in starting sign, the dasas will be
regular and zodical and the normal padakarma
(jumping to every sixth sign) will not be used. The
dasa of Capricorn is from 16-18 years of age and the
sign is aspected by Saturn and the Sun showing some
frustration and mediocre performance. The next dasa
of Aquarius is aspected by exalted Jupiter, lagnesh
Venus and 9th lord Mercury and the nodes 9th lord
Mercury and the nodes (foreign) showing realisation
of hopes, good performance etc. The antardasas begin
from the sign occupied by the lord of dasa sign. Thus,
Rahu the stronger co-lord of Aquarius is placed in
Cancer to initiate the antardasa of 7 months each.
Plans to go abroad for higher studies were made in
Gemini antardasa and with the advent of Taurus
antardasa (8th house) Venus & nodes, the native
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travelled for Europe in January 1998 for higher stud
ies in hotel management. The education and foreign
residence is expected till Pisces antardasa and return
in Aquarius antardasa,

Narayan Dasa of Chaturvimsamsa D-24

Dasa Period Fro-n To Age

Scorpio 8 Nov 1978 Nov 1986 8

Sagittarius 8 Nov 1986 Nov 1994 16

Capricorn 2 Nov 1994 Nov 1996 18

Aquarius 7 Nov 1996 Nov 2003 25

Narayan Aquarius dasa-antardasa

Dasa Period From To

Cancer 7 Month Nov 1996 June 1997

Gemini 7 Month June 1997 Jan 1998

Taurus 7 Month Jan 1998 Aug 1998

Aries 7 Month Aug 1998 Mar 1999

Pisces 7 Month Mar 1999 Oct 1999

Aquarius 7 Month Oct 1999 May 2000

Chart 149 Male born on 6th August 1970
at Secunderabad 2.35' p.m. 17 N 27 78 E 33
Ascendant 19.48'
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In Chart 149, the fifth lord Jupiter is placed in the
twelfth house and the ninth lord conjoins debilitated
Venus in eleventh house. Venus gets cancellation of
debility due to Mercury (Vargottama) in a quadrant
from Ascendant Thus, foreign travel and residence
due to higher education is indicated. Saturn is- the
twelfth lord from Arudha lagna and is placed in a
movable sign as Rahu the co-lord of Aquarius the
12th house from AL is placed therein. Unfortunately
both Saturn & Rahu have a papakariari yoga on AL and
Saturn will be transiting Pisces (AL) between Febru
ary 1996 April 1998. The native left for England in
dassehra (late 1997) for taking Plab test in November
1997. Unfortunately the Rahu dasa Saturn antardasa
was till November 1997 and transit Saturn was also
unfavourable in AL. He was not successful. In the D
24 Chart, Libra is in the ascendant and both Saturn
and Rahu are in 9th & 7th houses respectively. Saturn
is in mutual aspect to Jupiter, the third lord in
Sagittarius. Thus,while foreign travel came through
in Rahu-Saturn success in the examination was not
given. Mercury is the dispositor of Yogakarak Saturn
and is aspected by it. It is also the 12th lord and 9th
lord promising foreign residence for higher educa
tion. Its position in the eleventh from Chaturvimsamsa
lagna is very - favourable for realisation of hopes
in educational activities. Mercury is very strong
in vargottama position and the native will again take
the PLAB test and ECFMG test (that are essential
for higher medical education in American Universi
ties) in 1998. In early 1996 when this native was
finishing Medical College, this scribe had predicted
early marriage with a beautiful girl of own choise,
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birth of a son in Rahu-Mercury period and higher
studies with a brilliant medical career. On 1st
March1998 the natives father wrote to confirm that
the native had passed the PLAB test and a part of
ECFMG test (the IT part is in March 1998 and he is
expected to pass this). He had a son in Rahu-Mer
cury-Mercury period (In Saptamsa D-7, the ninth lord
Venus is conjoined Moon & Rahu in Aries for Virgo
rising).

Chart 150 Male born on 28 March 1962 at Kiriburu,
India 6.29' a.m. 1st 22 N 06' 85 E 17 ascendant
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In Chart 150, the ascendant lord is in the twelfth
house showing foreign residence. This is further con
firmed by the conjunction of ninth and tenth (Dharma
Karmadhipati yoga) lords in the twelfth house indi
cating that fortune and career are in a foreign land.
The conjunction of the fourth and seventh lord
Mercurywith this is yet another Rajyoga showing the
possibility of education, both school (4th lord Mer
cury) and college (9th Lord Mars) outside home. The
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twelfth lord Saturn is strong in the Arudha lagna (AL)
in Capricorn and aspects the exalted and Vargottama
Venus (Malavya Malzapuyuslz yog) in the ascendant. The
Moon as the Atmakarak is also placed in the ninth
house of foreign travel. Rahu strongly aspects both
the ascendant and the ninth house showing foreign
influence. Thus all factors point towards foreign travel
and a life in a foreign land.

In the navamsa, Saturn is the twelfth lord and is
placed in the fourth house in a Venusian sign. Malefics
in the fourth house tend to take one away from
home. Venus is exalted. In the Chaturvimsamsa
(D-24 Chart) Saturn is the dispositor of the debilitated
ninth lord (higher education) and is placed in a
quadrant causing neechabhunga Rajayoga for
Jupiter.

During Venus dasa Mars antardasa the native
went to a Public School hostel in South India. During
Venus dasa Jupiter antardasa, has performance dipped
(Jupiter is debiliteated in the tenth house in
Chaturvimsamsa) and he was unable. to secure an
admission into any engineering college in India. With
the advent of Saturn antardasa in Venus dasa, in
September 1983 he left for USA for pursuing higher
studies in Mechanical Engineering. Saturn causes the
neechabhanga (cancellation of debility) of the ninth
lord (higher studies) in D-24 chart. In the fourth house
it shows education outside hometown and the aspect
of foreign travel has already been discussed. How
ever, Rahu and Ketu (computers etc) are in the ninth
house in D-24 Chart and will show higher studies
related to subjects ruled by them instead of Saturn/
Mars. During Venus-Mercury his performance dipped
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and he dropped out of engineering computer college
to join and finish his education in Computer Science
and Management. In the same period he completed
his education (Mercury is in the ascendant in D-24
chart) and joined an American Company GTE that is
among the largest in telecommunication. He has con
tinued to recide abroad since 1983 and has settled
there. As clearly indicated by the chart his education,
life, fortune and Karma .are all in a foreign land.

Chart 151 Male born on 7th May1963 11.00'
a.m, 1ST 25 N 5' 85 E 25'
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tenth lord and Ketu surely indicates secret service!
espionage! counter-espionage and indicates a lot of
travelling in connection with the job.

In the dasamsa, yogakarak Saturn is in the
second-with Rahu in the secret sign Scorpio.
This combination dominates the arthatrikona and Rahu
aspects the tenth house Cancer. The tenth lord Moon
conjoin Jupiter in the ninth house to show the
direction of operation as North-East (Jupiter) and
North-West (Moon). The ninth and twelfth lord Mer
cury is exalted in the twelfth house showing foreign
links.

Joining of service! authority from the Govern
ment is seen in the fifth house in dasamsa. Rahu is co
lord of the fifth house and Venus is placed in the fifth
house. During Rahu dasa Venus antardasa he joined
the service.

15.16 TRANSCENDENTIAL MEDITATION

Chart 155 Male Swami Asutosh (Vrs) born
on 14th January, 1954 at Basel, Swistzerland
2.21' A.M. lat 47 N 33' long 7 E 35' ascendant
14.09'
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Sun O°8'(DK) Moon 26°49'(BK) Mars 21°26'(PUK)
Mercury 29°40'(AK) ]upiter(R) 24°26'(PK) Venus 26°18'(MK)
Saturn 15°98'(GK) Rahu 0°47' (AMK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Aquarius Rajyapada (Al0) Libra
Upapada (UL) Sagittarius

In Chart 155 the tenth house has mokshkarak
Ketu. Ketu is also the ruler of meditation including
dhyana, dharana and samadhi. Saturn is closely con
junct the ascendant in Rasi and Navamsa showing
traditionalj ancient learning, pranayama (methods of
controlling breathing/yogic breathing etc). In the
dasamsa, the arthatrikona is dominated by these
planets Saturn and ketu in the spiritual sign Pisces
showing the native as a teacher of Transcendental
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Meditation. Compare this to chart 154 where the
conjunction of Saturn and Rahu (Bhoga) in Scorpio
gave, Secret Service whereas Ketu (Renunciation) in
stead of Rahu gives meditation and spiritualism. The
native is renowned in the field of transcendental
Meditation and has attained worldwide reputation
for yogic flying. The ninth lord becoming the
Atmakarak and placed in Vargottama in Sagittarius
shows that the Guru will be a powerful and very
spiritual person.

Various yagas and close association with Guru
(Maharishi Mahesh Yogi) were seen during the dasa
of Amatyakarak Rahu. The dasa of Jupiter has brought
long period of stay in India and various research into
ayurveda, traditional medicine, pure food and very
good meditation. He has been well established as a
teacher of TM due to Jupiter owning Pisces and
dispositing Saturn and Ketu in dasamsa. The
Rajyapada (AI0) is in Libra with exalted Saturn and it
is expected that during Saturn dasa he will occupy a
very high seat/ position of teaching in the Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi movement. The close conjunction of the
Sun and Rahu, indicates an eclipse and Rahu indi
cates great spiritualism/ renunciation whereas the
Sun can be negative. In such a scenario, if the lagna/
AL is in Aquarius the native is spiritual whereas in
Leo the reverse in indicated. A similar combination of
Rahu & Sun is seen in the chart of Sri Chaitamya
Mahaprabhu. [In the fourth house Aquarius in 0-12
chart of Srila Prabhupada Sun & Rahu conjoin to
show a very spiritual mother]. In chart 155, the A.L. is
in Aquarius showing that the native is very spiritual
and during Rahu dasa he will renounce the world.
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The upapada is in Sagittarius and its lord Jupiter is in
the 8th house again showing renunciation. A sage is
born. Parasara teaches that marriage/ renunciation
should be decided from the upapada. If the Lord of
Upapada is ill placed in 8th/12th house or is in
debility in Rasi or Navamsa, the indication of upapada
are spoilt and renunciation will occur:

15.17. SPACE TRAVEL

Chart 156 Neil Armstrong born on 5th August 1930
at Wapakoneta, USA 00.33' a.m. lat 40 N 34' long 84
W 12' Ascendant 10.13'
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Sun 19°10'(BK) Moon 2°31'(GK)
Mercury g05T(PUK) Jupiter 15°4T(MK)
Saturn (R) 13°21'(PK) Rahu 40°43' (AK)
Arudha Lagna (AL) Capricorn

Mars 21°59-(AMK)
Venus 1°49'(DK)

.Although there are no rules gives in standard
texts about space travel, the standard rules concern
ing the twelfth house should apply. Let us examine
the chart of Neil Armstrong the first man on the Moon
(Chart 156). The twelfth house from Arudha lagna
(AL) is Sagittarius occupied by the Mooh and Saturn.
Saturn is a yogakaraka for Taurus lagna and as the

_ lord of Arudha lagna, its conjunction with the Moon
promises undying fame. The activity due to which
the fame, will come is seen from the house occupied
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by the Moon/ Lord of AL from AL. Since it is the
twelfth house, it would be due to long journeys and
such activity.

The twelfth lord from AL (Jupiter) is in a dual
sign aspected by the Moon, Saturn & Venus'.
(Gajakesari yoga aspecting lord of AL/Lagna gives
fame]. The twelfth lord from lagna is Mars that is
aspeeted by Ketu & Sun by sign sight. Thus, these
five aspecting planets can indicate the long journey
during their period. Neil Armstrong landed on the
Moon on 20th July 1969 and walked on the Moon on
21st July 1969. The Vimsottari dasa-antar and
pratyantar was Moon -Ketu-Venus. All three planets
are strongly involved with long distance travel.' Be
sides Moon is in the constellation of Ketu (ruling
verticalj aerial motion) Since the profession is also
involved, this should show in the dasamsa. In D-10
chart, Moon is in the ninth house aspecting the12th
house by rasi dristi while the ninth and twelfth lord
Jupiter is with Ketu in the eighth house. The antardasa
planet Ketu is also placed in the -twelfth house from
the Moon.

Thus the journey to the moon was started in
Moon-Ketu-Ketu (dasa-antar-pratyantar). Venus is both
lord of 7th house (foreign land-moon surface) and
2nd house showing end of journey. Thus, in Moon
Ketu-Venus he walked on the Moon. In th~ Shodasamsa
(D-16) chart connected with vehicles and travel, Moon
is the 7th Lord placed in the ascendant to show fame
due to travel. Venus is in the 12th house with the 9th
Lord while Ketu aspects the 12th house.

Readers, may note that the strong influence of
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Cajakesari yoga (Moon & Jupiter) on the lords of
lagna (Venus) and Al (Saturn) not only gave undying
fame, but then inspite of a Moon in the eighth house,
Vimsottari dasas did yield good results due to the
Lunar influence.


